Thursday 29 June

12.30-14.15
Modernist Reputation
Chair: Chris Mourant
This panel proposes to lay bare the labour involved in creating and maintaining a modernist
reputation. Addressing modernist lives as they are fashioned for a public in memoirs, letters,
archives and literature (autobiographical or otherwise), the three papers will catalogue the
difficulties and darkness of the undertaking, fraught as it is with the threat of failure. Equally,
the imaginative lengths to which writers went to manage or reimagine their own reception
deserve appreciation: the panel will explore their creative responses to the precarious
business of literary reputation.

Rod Rosenquist, ‘Hatchet Jobs and Scores Settled: Modernist Life Writing as
Reputation Management’
Modernist life writing – at least the kinds intended for publication – often attempts to manage
the reputation of the subject-author, and has been read in terms of self-staging and
promotional culture. Despite the obvious appeal for popularity, the ambitions of such
publications can be seen as sustaining the high cultural literary establishment, elevating the
author to the pedestal they themselves have fashioned.
But there is a darker and dirtier side to literary reputation management, as life writers
frequently make use of their pedestal – or their soap box – to settle old scores or stick the
knife in when treating contemporaries. Sometimes these gossipy accounts of other writers or
artists are good-humoured light mockery. Other times, they represent profound wounds,
jealousies, bitterness or rage: life writing as imaginative murder. This is modernist writing at
its most brutal, its most petty, and sometimes its most emotional.
This paper will aim to explore several key entanglements in detail, and touch on others,
including: Ford Madox Ford, Stella Bowen and Jean Rhys; Ernest Hemingway, Morley
Callaghan and F. Scott Fitzgerald; Wyndham Lewis and the Sitwells; Kay Boyle, Laurence
Vail and Peggy Guggenheim; Gertrude Stein and everybody.
What can we learn from modernist low blows and hatchet jobs? What does modernism’s
dirty linen, so clearly rifled before the public, tell us about the movement? It may be that
these descriptions of modernist life, at its least varnished and most hurtful, informs us not
only about how modernists lived, loved and loathed, but what they wanted their public to see
in their contemporaries, and the relationship between gossip, reputation and literary history.

Sophie Oliver, ‘“[A]re you going out or coming in?”: Mina Loy and the Poetics of
Reputation’
As her scholars are fond of recounting, Mina Loy was once hailed in the mainstream press as
the archetypal ‘modern woman’. Briefly in the late 1910s she enjoyed a certain popular
notoriety, and well into the 1920s she was a fixture in avant-garde magazines and
anthologies. By the 1930s, however, she had ceased to publish poetry, and her renewed focus
on painting was not garnering her much attention either.
This paper explores Loy’s literary attempts in the 1930s and 1940s to forge an artistic self in
direct response to her waning reputation. I will focus on tropes of fashion in her
autobiographical novel Insel (alongside Loy’s correspondence with her successful son-inlaw, the art dealer Julien Levy) and the late series of poems known as ‘Compensations of
Poverty’, in order to argue that Loy understood the pressures on the artist of this period to be
in vogue.
By identifying herself with the dispossessed and dysfunctional objects of these texts, she was
able – I propose – to explore her lack of value as a commodity. But these texts also articulate
her place in the movement of the artistic avant-garde from Paris to New York, reassessing her
erstwhile status as the ‘modern woman’ in a moment when her modernism had passed and in
a new and substantial body of work.
In this, Loy was ahead of the postwar poets and publishers who ‘recovered’ her work. The
paper will close with some remarks on the attempts in the 1950s to revive Loy’s reputation
based on her modernist credentials – cultural capital whose devaluation was the very subject
of her late, unpublished poetry.

Rebecca Pohl, ‘Christine Brooke-Rose’s World of Letters’
‘Have you ever tried to do something very difficult’, asked Christine Brooke-Rose in a
retrospective essay of 2002, ‘and found that nobody notices?’ Disappointment is a key aspect
of Brooke-Rose’s stance in her later critical writing and correspondence, particularly towards
the literary establishment and its readers, who, according to Brooke-Rose, persistently failed
to recognise and support her literary project, despite – or perhaps because of – its modernist
heritage. Crucially, however, Brooke-Rose never stopped working towards that recognition,
achievable through what she refers to as ‘the compliment of careful reading’.
In this paper, I trace Brooke-Rose’s efforts, especially in her later career, to ensure the
possibility of being read carefully. Above all, Brooke-Rose is concerned with longevity,
especially for a writer of ‘difficult’ texts: staying in print, ensuring the availability of
paperback editions, reissues and translations even when her current reputation remains slight.
I argue that this concern was precipitated in her 1991 novel Textermination, occasioned the
curation of her archive, which she sold to the Harry Ransom Center (Austin, TX) that same
year, and informed her reluctant first autobiographical novel Remake (1996). Reading her
fiction writing, her life writing,
and her archive makes visible the labour, critique and failure involved in the fashioning of
reputation. It also draws out the central tension between authorial absence and presence that
runs through the oeuvre of a writer who scolds correspondents for simplistic biographical
criticism yet cannot resist explaining her writing in direct address to those careless readers.

Matthew Clarke, ‘“At the Bottom”: Lytton Strachey and the Sodomitical Archive’
On 8 April 1906, Lytton Strachey wrote to Maynard Keynes about the “madness” of trying to
make society understand the value of “sodomitical” feelings. “I believe that our time will
come about a hundred years hence,” he observed, “when preparations will have been made,
and compromises come to, so that, at the publication of our letters, everyone will be, finally,
converted.” My paper will examine the detailed preparations that Strachey made for this
epistolary archive, and the various material and cultural challenges associated with its
construction. For although letter writing provided Strachey with a form of autobiographical
expression denied to him in his public work, it was also an especially precarious, unreliable,
and often dangerous mode of communication for queer correspondents in the early twentieth
century. Accordingly, his letters reveal the pleasures of camp disclosure, but also the fears of
blackmail and police interception. Those tensions underline the unique difficulties of queer
cultural transmission—difficulties which, I intend to show, are reflected in the fragmented
state of his epistolary archive today. It is in that archive, however, that we also see his
commitment to the work of transhistorical communication. His letters are a conversation with
the future; a form of prosopopoeia in which his voice is directed to that queer utopia located
“a hundred years hence.” Tracing those attempts to speak across time—to overcome the
interruptions, risks, and failures of queer transmission—reveals both the loneliness and
longing in Strachey’s life, as well as his enduring optimism.

Dance, modernism and modern life
Chair: Hannah Simpson
This panel brings together European dance scholars who are researching modern dance in the
first half of the twentieth century. Through a discussion of the lives of dancers and dance
critics, it examines the relationship between modern dance and modernity in metropolitan and
transnational contexts.

Susann Foellmer, ‘Copying the “other”. Valeska Gert as Reviewer of Weimar Era’s
Dance Industry’
When Ausdruckstanz in Germany started as a counter-concept of Ballet’s tradition of
representation and codified corporeal articulation, the emanating dance aesthetics went along
with developments akin to dance in cabaret, parodies as well as presentations of dancers from
abroad like Josephine Baker or La Argentina. Being present on tour e.g. in Berlin, especially
Baker was often considered as not being part of a dance culture that would place itself in the
realm of “serious art”, and thus was rather labelled as “grotesque” or even “orgiastic” as the
contemporary critiques Oscar Bie or Ottmar Starke claimed.
Valeska Gert, Berlin dancer and actress in the 1920s, nurtured her dances particularly from
those conflicts by meticulously detecting moments of exoticism and exploitations of ‘other’
bodies and movements, transferring them into her short dance solos. Other than the modernist
claim of innovation she opted for a mode of copying and mimicking in order to enact a
danced critique of both female dancers and critiques of her time.

The paper outlines Gert’s methods of copying and overacting in a two-folded way: First, her
practices of exposing exoticism and ‘otherness’ – that partially lead into a critique of modern
dance – will be analyzed looking at two examples. Then Gert’s unorthodox choice of artistic
articulations – notably the modes of copying and pastiche – will be regarded within the scope
of the notions of modernity versus contemporaneity. The hypothesis is that Gert not only
reviews the artistic output of her contemporaries, but already scrutinises the very discourse of
modernity as such, hence acting in a way that – arguing from today’s perspective – one could
already conceive of as being a post-modern attitude ‘avant la lettre’.

Nicole Haitzinger, ‘Alienated faces of dance: André Levinson’s order of modern
“exoticisms”’
La Danse d’Aujourd‘hui (1929) and Les Visages de la Danse (1933), both published by the
Jewish-Russian writer and critic André Levinson who emigrated to France after the October
Revolution, are in several aspects epochal works for the modern era (of dance).
Paradoxically, being the harshest critic of performative avant-gardism (such as the Ballets
suédois) and popular cultural phenomena in dance (music hall or revue), although he
acknowledges their aesthetic value, he attests the multifacetedness of modern dance. Despite
his idealisation of the classical Ballet, Levinson cannot deny the knowledge of the everpresent “other” (avant-gardism and so-called “exoticisms”) around him and in Paris of the
1920s due to his preeminent intellectuality. He cannot not deny it, he records, he registers, he
renders modernity as plural.
In my lecture I would like to introduce the so-called “exoticism”-chapter in La Danse
d’Aujourd’hui cursory and, in more detail, that in Les Visages de la Danse and differentiate
with regards to the following aspects. Firstly, which dancers does Levinson inventory in his
chapters, which order of exoticisms does he constitute and which aesthetic (re-)valuation can
be deciphered in this respect. (Here his explicit differentiation between “Exotiques” (exotic)
and “exotisant” (exotified) and his preference for the “authentic” in Les Visages are
remarkable.) Secondly, which similarities between European metropolises and foreign
cultures or, rather, between specific European and “exotic” dances does Levinson work out or
which terms (for instance “Amalgam”) does he use when an interweaving between different
cultural influences is established (as in the case of the European-Indian dancer Nyota
Inyoka).

Ramsay Burt, ‘Transnational networks of dance and modernism’
Modernism in dance and ballet was a transnational phenomenon touching the lives of people
in the South America and the Caribbean, Africa, India, and the Pacific Asian region as well
as Europe and the United States. This paper looks at some of the life stories of people
involved in dance whose travels initiated transnational routes of artistic exchange. These
include: Berto Pasuka and Asadata Dafora, dance artists from Jamaica and Nigeria who
created modern choreography in London and New York respectively; Uday Shankar, an
Indian painter training in London who was persuaded to dance with the Russian ballerina
Anna Pavolva and on his return to India made a dance film exploring the alienating effects of
Indian industrialisation; Michio Ito who trained in Germany in Rhythmic Gymnastics,
worked with WB Yeats and Ezra Pound on performance projects before settling in New York
to teach and perform, being repatriated to Japan after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour.

Claire Holt, born in Russia, escaped an anti-Jewish pogrom to live in Paris and New York
before travelling to Java to research Javanese Court Ballet for an exhibition in Paris. In the
1950s she returned to Indonesia to write the definitive book on Modern Art in Indonesia that
includes a chapter on the development of Javanese modern dance. These life stories open up
the history of modern dance beyond Europe and the United States to evidence the
transnational routes through which modern dance became a means for exploring embodied
experiences of modern life.

Woolf and Others
Chair: Deborah Longworth
Clara Jones, ‘“Mystery at the Lilacs”: Elizabeth Bowen, Virginia Woolf and The W.I.’s
Home and Country’ (or Woolf or Ruralism)
In 1938, Home and Country, the monthly journal of The National Federation of Women’s
Institutes, ran a three-part ‘thriller’ serial called ‘Mystery at the Lilacs’ by Elizabeth Bowen.
Set in the sleepy village of Sutton Plover, the serial centres on the eccentric new lessee of the
long-empty ‘Lilacs’ cottage, Mrs Clarke-Moberly, a woman who is not all she appears. A
subplot follows the unmasking of the author of a scandalous popular novel, Secrets of the
Shires, a roman-à-clef based on the local gentry. Bowen’s story of literary intrigue, village
gossip, and (possibly) murder shares the space of Home and Country with the regular
column, ‘Help for Housewives’, a piece on ‘Wildflowers in Shakespeare’, and numerous
advertisements for Ovaltine and Primus stoves.

This paper reads Bowen’s contribution to Home and Country in the context of her
longstanding commitment to the WI and in light of her friendship with another writer, and
(unlikely) WI member, Virginia Woolf. The WI, with its values of domesticity, nationalism,
and ruralism, elicited different responses from Bowen and Woolf, but it was an organisation
that loomed large in both women’s imaginations, particularly in the late 1930s. This paper
explores the degree to which WI values and wider contemporary cultural debates represent
sub-textual concerns in this rediscovered serial. Bowen's ‘Mystery at the Lilacs’ centres on
the figure of the woman novelist and, I argue, rehearses questions about high and low culture,
social class, and the role of the artist in the community that animate Woolf’s writing in this
period.

Natasha Periyan, 'This book is not a book': Literary value vs women's stories in
Virginia Woolf's 'Introductory Letter'
This paper considers Winifred Holtby’s Virginia Woolf as a piece of pedagogic criticism,
self-reflexively informed by the lives of both Holtby and Woolf. On completing the book,
Holtby felt that she ‘chose the writer whose art seemed most […] removed from anything I
could ever attempt […] whose experience was most alien to my own’. Marion Shaw suggests
that in this work Holtby ‘took stock of herself as a novelist’, while Evelyne White, Holtby’s
editor at The Schoolmistress, comments that the book ‘help[ed][ing] the ordinary reader for
whom Mrs Woolf has herself shown such consistent and wholehearted feeling’.

Published shortly after the release of The Waves, Virginia Woolf comes when Woolf’s
status as a high modernist seemed most assured, and when Holtby was embarking on South
Riding, her posthumous middlebrow success. The work itself bears the mark of these
differing literary origins in Holtby’s pedagogic negotiation of Woolf’s life and work. This
paper draws on archival correspondence and Holtby’s draft revisions to the work’s first
chapter, which considers Woolf’s social and educational background to suggest that Holtby’s
assessment of Woolf balances her own highly politicized concerns, with, as Clara Jones has
noted, Woolf’s more ambivalent political claims. It reads this early contribution to Woolf
criticism as a pedagogic tool to Woolf’s work, while suggesting the ways in which, by
reading Woolf through her own concerns, Holtby anticipates the recent turn in Woolf studies
which acknowledges Woolf’s political interests alongside her literary experimentation.

Caroline Pollentier, ‘Everyday Aesthetics in Virginia Woolf’s Diaries’
How should one read Woolf’s diaries ? Critics have so far adopted opposite approaches to
this life-based corpus, reading it either as art or non-art. Considering Woolf’s private record
of her life in intertextual dialogue with other diaries (Lounsberry) or as a case of écriture
féminine (Sellers) defines it as an artwork in its own right, whereas casting it as a pre-literary
genesis of her fiction (Fernald) relegates it outside art.
The proposed paper seeks to reframe this critical alternative, arguing that Woolf deliberately
explored the continuity between life and art in her diaries, positing their everyday aesthetics
against the formalist divide between artistic exceptionality and ordinary life. Rehearsing a
paradoxical tension between immediacy and self-consciousness, the diaries recurringly point
to their artlessness as a way of registering life in the raw, but also reflect on their potentially
« fake anti-literariness » (Woolf Diary 4), in which artlessness itself would be but a crafted
life effect. Paying close attention to such reflexivity in relation to contemporary theorists of
everyday life aesthetics (Saito, Leddy), the paper will then turn to the private ethics of selfinscription and the political performance of freedom negotiated by Woolf in these texts,
showing how her diary-keeping directly engaged with Montaigne’s essayistic « art of life ».
Between experimentation and artlessness, the multiplicity of the « I » pronoun, the use of
parataxis, metaphors of scribbling, and conversational dialogism can be analyzed as so many
essayistic markers creating a pragmatic continuum between aesthetic and quotidian
experiences.
Moving away from a genetic reading of the diaries as life before art, this paper will ultimately
seek to theorize these daily writings as both a « stylistics of existence » (Macé, Foucault) and
a rhizomatic life form, according to Deleuze and Guattari’s « anti-genealogical » biological
model, in which circulation, becoming and the « principle of multiple entries » resist any kind
of binary division between designed and living systems.

Siriol McAvoy, ‘“You should want to know even if you/Don’t want to know about my
village”: village life, localism, and the ‘naïve’ avant-garde in late British modernism’
This paper will explore the unsung phenomenon – in evidence during the 1930s and 1940s –
which saw sleepy British villages transformed, in Alexandra Harris’s words, into ‘centres for
the avant-garde’. The back-to-the village movement saw leading figures in British
modernism relocating their lives and art to rural villages: Leonard and Virginia Woolf in

Rodmell, Sussex, E.M. Forster in Abinger, Surrey, Sylvia Townsend Warner in Frome
Vauchurch, Dorset, Naomi Mitchison in Carradale, Kintyre. I suggest that, for many
modernists, the ‘meaningful time and bounded space’ of the rural village offered a site in
which to renew art and national culture, through the practice of everyday life. Modernists’
turn to ‘ex-centric’ village locations during the 1930s expresses a sense of resistance to the
universalism and conformity demanded by totalitarianism and empire, and articulates a
radical attempt to conceive art and communal identity ‘otherwise’. Specifically, I will focus
on the Welsh village as the locus of particular forms of modernist nostalgia and utopia during
the late 1930s and 1940s. Addressing the poems, diaries and letters of Argentinean-Welsh
writer and artist, Lynette Roberts, I show that Roberts uses her representations of Welsh
village life in order to re-think the social autonomy of art and its relation to labour. Drawing
on a ‘native’ Welsh craft tradition and fusing these with techniques derived from the
European avant-garde, she constructs a new modernism of naïvity, affirmation, and
Rabelaisian jouissance that blurs the bounds between the life and art.

Modern Genre Painting
Chair: Eleanor Dobson
This panel will explore what happened to the painting of everyday life -- traditionally known
as genre painting -- in the context of early-twentieth-century modernism and modernity.
Francesca Berry, “Mère-Ménagère: The Politics of Domestic Labour in Edouard
Vuillard’s Practice”
This paper brings together three issues at the heart of art-historical scholarship concerned
with domesticity and its pictorial representation in nineteenth to twentieth-century French art:
the family and Parisian apartment living; workspace and domestic space; male artistic agency
and the politics of the portrayal of domestic femininity. It focuses upon the Nabis artist
Edouard Vuillard’s 1890s-1920s painted and printed portrayals of his mother’s domestic
labour, located in the central Parisian apartments that mother and son shared and which were
also the site of other kinds of everyday labour: Vuillard's 'studio-bedroom' practice and
Madame Vuillard's corsetry business. The apartments housed a range of professional working
practices that exceeded contemporary ideological prescriptions concerning the use of
bourgeois domestic space and the codes of bourgeois femininity. Financially, spatially,
physically and in a variety of other ways imperceptible to the vicissitudes of history,
Vuillard’s practice and outputs were, in part, the enabled products of his mother’s labour. He
was just one of the early 1890s all-male exhibiting group, the Nabis, to whose work critics
quickly attached the modernist label of Intimisme; a response, in part, to the works’ highly
personal motifs and dismantling of conventional hierarchies between figure and ground,
surface and space. In addition to the many images of Vuillard’s mother, we have Pierre
Bonnard’s paintings of his lover nude on a bed or at her toilette and Maurice Denis’s
paintings of his wife breastfeeding in an interior. But where Bonnard and Denis in the 1890s
staged their significant others as the objects of a generalising discourse about domestic
femininity as either transgressively sexual or formulaically maternal, Vuillard offered a more
attentive, varied and, for a male avant-gardist, downright unusual representation of the
everyday specificity of feminine domesticity: the multitude of mundane tasks entailed in the
daily maintenance, across a lifetime, of an urban apartment and its inhabitants. These real,
but as yet under theorised, differences in the domestic politics of the Nabis' Intimisme are
elucidated. Moreover, this chapter argues that Vuillard's portrayal of his mother cooking,

drying dishes and sweeping brought into visibility as a modernist motif something of the
everyday that is known but not usually seen: the bourgeois (soon to be 'modern') housewife
and her housework.
John Fagg, “At home all day … Dolly cleaned the house”: John Sloan’s Intimate
Tenements”
The American art critic and historian Frank Jewett Mather in a 1907 article on the “Status of
Genre Painting,” which acknowledged the decline of the genre tradition at the start of the
twentieth century and called for its revival, suggested that “An intimist crossed with a welltrained but open minded realist should make pretty nearly the ideal recorder of our times.”
While John Sloan was among the impressionist-influenced genre painters identified by
Mather, he was not quite this artist. His work, like Vuillard’s, was based on an unusually
sustained, engaged and intimate observation of the daily life and work of women, but it
lacked the formal experimentation of French Intimisme. Instead Sloan looked back to models
for the painting of everyday life drawn from the seventeenth-century Dutch art that, because
of American collector’s fixation with old masters, was highly visible to him in New York in
the years around 1910, and to British graphic satire. Paintings such as Scrubwomen, Astor
Library (1910-11) and A Woman’s Work (1912), as well as magazine illustrations like In Her
Place (1913), combine the motifs, compositional techniques and slow attention to the
ordinary of Dutch “golden age” painting with Sloan’s nascent feminism and awareness of the
Progressive Era politics of housework. For many years unable to afford separate studio space
Sloan worked in the apartment he shared with his wife Dolly and his diary records his
detailed observations of her domestic labour. This paper explores Sloan’s -- at once backward
and forward looking -- art, to consider genre painting as a means and a limit for his
engagement with everyday life in early-twentieth-century New York.

Samuel Shaw, ‘Not lived in’: Modernity and the New English Art Interior
Genre painting was a common feature of the bi-annual exhibitions of the New English Art
Club in London at the turn of the century. However, the ‘modernity’ of these paintings –
created by a wide range of artists including William Orpen, William Rothenstein, Henry
Tonks and Francis Dodd – has continually been questioned. Were these simply nostalgic reworkings of Dutch golden age interiors, aimed at upper-middle class collectors, or were they
essays in form that played with, but ultimately rejected, the kind of narratives associated
with late nineteenth-century genre painting? Did/do the paintings have anything to say
about modern life in London c.1900? This paper will take as its starting point one of the
liveliest criticisms of the New English interior, written by the theatre critic Max Beerbohm in
1903. Despite his closeness to many of the artists who painted interior scenes, Beerbohm
largely mocked their attempts to represent a ‘modern’ interior, going so far as to argue that
there was no modern interior to start with: ‘a typical modern house […] is not lived in […] It
might belong to anybody – to everybody […] It is not “an interior”’. The most successful New
English interior, he claimed, was the most impersonal, citing Rothenstein’s 1899 The Doll’s
House – sometimes described as the painting that started the trend. By 1903, however,
Rothenstein (a close friend of Beerbohm’s) had moved beyond the moody spirit of this
earlier painting – in which his wife poses as a character from Ibsen – and started painting
more securely domestic scenes such as The Browning Readers (1900) or Mother and Child
(1901). To read Rothenstein’s genre paintings as a whole, from the mid-1890s to the late

1900s, indeed, is to follow a path of increased domesticity, as if charting his wife’s journey
from ‘new woman’ to ‘middle-class mother’. Most commentators, however, have preferred
to read them as interesting for primarily formal reasons, or for their multiple references to
other works of art. This paper seeks to open up various different readings of Rothenstein’s
work – and those of his peers – in order to rethink the relationship between modernity and
genre painting in Edwardian London. In doing so, I intend to argue that genre painting was a
key battleground for artists at this time, and that subtle differences in their approach can
help us understand wider debates surrounding narrative, formalism, gender politics and the
art market.

Rural/Urban
Chair: James Connelly
Sam Waterman, ‘“I live on, and can’t die if I try”: Modernizing Characters in The
Mayor of Casterbridge’
Thomas Hardy’s The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886) has most often been read under the
burden of its nineteenth century tragic-humanist subtitle, ‘The Life and Death of a Man of
Character’. Such readings recognise Michael Henchard’s downfall and death as moments of
tragic catharsis, in which one identifies – or is meant to – with a downtrodden victim of mid
nineteenth-century rural modernization. Building on recent work in novel theory and
modernist studies (Kornbluh, Esty), this paper breaks from that critical tradition by reading
“character” in Hardy’s novel not in humanist-mimetic terms, but in political-formalist ones. It
argues that at key moments of capitalist crisis in Hardy’s novel, readerly attention is directed
not towards the privation of human life but the problem of literary form as it pertains to the
reality-effects of character construction. By foregrounding the literary techniques
underpinning the mimesis of human life and death at the very moments that should magnetize
readerly feeling and unthinking identification, Hardy can be read not as the backward looking
sentimentalist of the Victorian fin de siècle, but as one of the first in a tradition of modernist
character-makers (from Conrad to Woolf to Beckett) who figure the catastrophes of
modernization via the hollow centre of literary character-effects. Reading the 1886 edition of
the novel alongside the author’s manuscript drafts, I show how Hardy labours over
modern(ist) characterizations of “life” under the conditions of finance capitalism that are
coeval with its moment of production, and emergent in its historical setting.

Reid Echols, ‘Notes Against the ‘Urbanization of Mind’: T. S. Eliot, The Criterion, and
Interwar Ruralism’
As editor of The Criterion, T. S. Eliot helped publicize the work of English interwar ruralist
writers like H. J. Massingham, Rolf Gardiner, John Betjeman, T. F. Powys, and others, to the
extent that Valentine Cunningham describes the quarterly in British Writers of the Thirties as
“a kind of house journal for the spokesmen of post-war British ruralism” (231). The influence
of these writers may have contributed to Eliot’s advocacy for a rooted, homogenous regional
culture, as expressed in Notes Toward a Definition of Culture and his 1933 Page-Barbour
lectures in Virginia, later published as After Strange Gods. Whatever his inspiration, Eliot
was sufficiently concerned with rural life to suggest, in his commentary for the October 1938

issue of the Criterion that “to understand thoroughly what is wrong with agriculture is to
understand what is wrong with nearly everything else.”
This paper traces Eliot’s relationship with competing strains of interwar English ruralism
through his editorship of the Criterion, and its influence on Eliot’s evolving poetic and
critical formulations of regional culture. I draw upon Eliot’s editorial commentaries, archival
material, and selections of ruralist writing published or reviewed in the journal throughout the
thirties. Placing Eliot’s work in conversation with contemporary debates on the fate of the
soil—with all of the term’s troubling political and ecological resonances—reveals key facets
of a nascent environmentalist strain within conservative modernism, uneasily negotiating the
boundaries between nostalgia and progress; nation and nature; image and authenticity.
Joseph Anderton, ‘“No Ideal Vegetation”: Unfinished Life in Kafka and Beckett’
This paper will examine the vegetating life evident in examples from two modernist authors,
Franz Kafka and Samuel Beckett, to suggest expressions of what Jurgen Habermas described
as the ‘unfinished project’ of modernity. Walter Benjamin noted that Kafka’s characters are
like the Russian statesman Potemkin ‘who vegetates, somnolent and unkempt, in a remote,
inaccessible room’, before questioning ‘Why do they vegetate?’ in their ‘unfinished state’.
Similarly, Theodor Adorno claimed that Beckett’s play Endgame demonstrates that, after
World War Two, ‘Humankind continues to vegetate, creeping along after events that even the
survivors cannot really survive, on a rubbish heap that has made even deflection on one’s
own damaged state useless’. Beckett himself makes an apposite point about his own stranded
creatures when he argues that whereas Dante’s purgatory is ‘conical and consequently
implies culmination’, James Joyce’s is ‘spherical and excludes culmination’; ‘there is no
ascent and no ideal vegetation’. But what does it mean to ‘vegetate’ and how might
vegetation, especially the lack of ‘ideal vegetation’, correlate with the flux of modernism?
Given modernity’s association with movement and speed, and modernism’s association with
novelty and renewal, the examples above instead draw attention to the unfulfilled
compulsions in modernist texts, using a term that simultaneously encompasses enlivened
activity and dull stasis. The protracted existences in Kafka and Beckett, consigned to a
performative being between symbolic and actual death, pay testament to an equivalent
dynamic in modernism itself, in which the sensibility outmodes itself and yet remains
unfinished and arguably unfinishable.

Bridget Vincent, ‘The Architecture of Warning: Urban Ruins and the Ecological
In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, the ruins of the recent past have received
increased attention worldwide, as seen in such diverse phenomena as the proliferating images
of post-industrial Detroit, emerging pilgrimages to Chernobyl, and the documentation of
post-Soviet architectural remains. This social and historical interest has been reflected in
depictions of modern ruins in a growing corpus of fiction and poetry. This paper investigates
representations of modern urban ruins in contemporary literature and the role they play in the
imaginative negotiation of ecological crisis. While considerable research has examined ruins
in earlier literary periods –particularly in the Romantic era and in post-war Modernism, the
current moment remains underexplored, and commands urgent scholarly attention in the
context of environmental literary studies.
Margaret Atwood’s MaddAdam trilogy and Cormac McCarthy’s The Road have become
central texts in ecocriticism, and their representations of twentieth-century ruins play a key

role in their ecological work. Throughout their narratives set in the future, Atwood and
McCarthy consistently depict the built environment of the twentieth century as a ruin, with all
the connotations of nostalgia, sublimity and collective admonition implied by the Romantic
and Modernist heritage of the ruin-gaze. This depiction of modern ruins plays a key role in
the complex ecological interventions staged by these narratives: figuring contemporary
buildings as ruins alienates readers from familiar landscapes (and the social and economic
values of late capitalism they embody), creating a pre-emptive elegy for a world not yet lost.

14.15-14.40 – Refreshment Break

14.40-16.25

Sound and Spectacle
Chair: Jeff Wallace
Nicoletta Ascuito, ‘Brilliant Avant-garde: Taming Electric Light in Futurist Poetry’
When news of the novel electric light reached Great Britain in the late 1870s, the new
technology was received ‘not with a bang, but with a whimper’.1 By mid-1920s, however,
electric light had become a familiar presence at least in the public spaces of North American
and Western Europe, while full domestication of the electric light in the domestic sphere will
have to wait until the latter half of the 1930s. This paper will investigate avant-garde writers’
appropriation of the new lighting technologies (in particular, electric light) in an attempt at
domesticating it and making it a suitable topic for poetry.
Starting from Mina Loy’s own ‘poetics of luminous opacity’,2 I will discuss how
previous resistance to the new lighting technology gave way to a positive poetic engagement
with technological reality, and how imagery of artificial light increasingly substituted that of
natural light sources. This paper will look at works by Mina Loy (1882-1966), in contrast
with those of Italian Futurists F. T. Marinetti (1876-1944) and Libero Altomare (1883-1966),
as well as Pedro Salinas (1891-1951) of the Spanish avant-garde movement Generación del
27.

Tsung-Han Tsai, ‘“Face him defiantly, with no repressing awe”: Music in Rosalind
Murray’s The Leading Note’
The paper examines the significance of music in Rosalind Murray’s debut novel, The
Leading Note (1910). Mostly forgotten nowadays, this autobiografiction, as defined by Max
Saunders, charts the psychological journey of Carola Beaufort, not to a full enlightenment but
to expanding confusion, thus producing a modern(ist) narrative characterized by irresolution.
The novel’s strict chronological linearity in the unfolding of the narrative and its resistance to
T. S. Eliot, ‘The Hollow Men’, in The Complete Poems & Plays (London: Faber & Faber, 2004), p. 85 (V, l. 31).
Julie Gonnering Lein, ‘Shades of Meaning: Mina Loy’s Poetics of Luminous Opacity’, in Modernism/modernity, 18.3
(2011), 617-629 (p. 626).
1
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closure suggest a conception of an ever extended life to which, the paper argues, music is
formative. Examining diegetic portraits of musical practice and consumption in the novel,
especially Carola’s insistence on bypassing ‘proper musical regulations’ and finishing a
melody she composes on ‘the leading note’, the paper explores how music both shapes the
form of this semi-autobiographical account of initiation and development, and enables
Murray to delineate and challenge, to borrow from Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar,
women’s ‘anxiety of authorship’. Reading the novel in light of the recent critical work of
Susan McClary and other feminist musicologists, the paper analyses how Carola’s departure
from musicological rules self-reflexively signifies Murray’s ambition as a debut novelist,
making an announcement of independence from masculine tradition, system, and institution.
Music thus underpins The Leading Note’s presentation of a ‘feminine’ mode of literary
experimentalism as well as Murray’s feminist manifesto of the artist as a young woman.
Through a consideration of Murray’s representation of music as a way to formulate her own
aesthetic and life experiences, the paper uses the case of The Leading Note to highlight the
ways in which music contributes to modernist reconceptualizations of life.
Kevin Riordan, ‘The Modernist Theatrum Mundi On Stage’
Around the midpoint of Samuel Beckett’s Endgame, there is a disruption to the established
stage picture. Hamm instructs Clov to push his otherwise static and central chair around the
perimeter of the small room. The diversion offers Hamm a brief moment of exhilaration. His
speech becomes peppered with exclamation marks and he interpellates himself into a more
expansive travel tradition: He describes this circuit as taking him “Right round the world!”
With this passing remark, Beckett scales the world to the confines of this room. Going around
the world, it turns out, depends on how you define a world. World- making and worldnaming might have a lot—performatively—in common.
Much of the recent work in global modernism has reoriented our senses for seemingly simple
terms such as “world” and “scale.” In this paper I adapt this larger conversation to the
specific context of modernist theater, to witness how practitioners of the period experimented
with and updated the classical conception of the theatrum mundi. By attending to the mass
spectacles and the miniature performances that self-consciously named or made a world, I
witness how these modernist gestures towards a theatrum mundi are generally linked by
pronounced, dramatic contractions or expansions. Reading these performances I argue, more
broadly, that modernism itself might be productively characterized by the tensions between
contraction and expansion, between inward and outward turns, between the centripetal and
centrifugal forces that trace, in importantly material and embodied ways, the course of
Hamm’s wheels around the world stage.

Social/Surreal
Chair: John Fagg
Xiaofan Xu, ‘“United to the Spiritual Flesh of Nature”: T. S. Eliot among the British
Surrealists in the 1930s’
T. S. Eliot is never a card-carrying surrealist, but is nevertheless crucial to the British
surrealist movement through his publication of surrealist works in the Criterion from 1934 to
1938. Not coincidentally, Eliot’s own works in the same period is almost as surrealist as they
are modernist: not only in terms of their intensely surrealist imagery, but more importantly, in
their shared unflinching resistance to the growing threat of nationalism and fascism.

This paper examines T. S. Eliot’s Murder in the Cathedral (1935) in the context of
contemporary British surrealist writings, especially Herbert Read’s surrealist novel The
Green Child (1935) and Dylan Thomas’s Criterion stories and poems. I contend that the
British surrealists’ anxiety over ‘going modern’ and ‘staying British’ is equally crucial to
Eliot’s verse play.2 For British surrealists, the land, as a vital destablising force, is
reintroduced into the notion of the modern nation: the surrealists identify an alternative
national identity in primitive, local landscapes. Similarly, in Eliot’s play, the chorus’ political
awakening towards national identity is only conditioned by a ‘foul’ land ‘defiled with
blood’.3 The modernist and surrealist texts discussed in this paper thereby form a collective
counterdiscourse to the ‘Blood and Soil’ slogan of Nazi Germany. In the renegotiated
boundary between the human body and the land, nature assumes a subversive cultural power
through which the socialist nationalist discourse of order is rewritten.

Andrew Campbell, ‘“The hero worship of the immature” : Auden, Rabbitarse and
String’
Samuel Hynes' indispensable account of ‘Literature and Politics in England in the 1930s’,
The Auden Generation, asserts the centrality of W.H. Auden, and implies his esteem and
influence amongst his contemporaries. That the text ossified the literary-critical consensus of
Auden as the formidable figurehead of his own generation is certain; and successive scholars
have challenged this orthodoxy with vital work which refutes the synonyms 'Auden' and
'Thirties'.
This presentation will contend that, in order to fully appreciate Auden's titular cultural
significance, his work, and that of his contemporaries, must be assessed through the
apparatus of collaborationist aesthetics. It is essential to recognise W.H. Auden as the
foremost collaborator of the inter-war period. For every year between the publication of
Poems (1928) and the outbreak of the Second World War, Auden was involved in an
interdisciplinary cooperative project of some kind.
Hynes supposed that the consciousness of a generation depends on the “ability [of artists] to
create the forms appropriate to their own particular circumstances”. Auden and his
collaborators, including Isherwood, MacNeice, Doone, and Grierson, demonstrated a
radically experimental cooperative practice which demanded that artists and their audience
could, and should, “do everything, and do it together”. The formal approach appropriate to
their troubled times was collaboration, and Auden's innovative concept of the central Thirties
hero-figure, the “Truly Strong Man”, is not the striving individualist, but rather the artist who
can comprehend his own essential powerlessness and surrender his ego to communal activity.
This presentation will trace the development of Auden's collaborationist politics via
examination of his forbidding modernist masterpiece The Orators and the immense
significance of his daily employment as a school-master during its composition. This
quotidian role would be the definitive, instructive occupation of his early career and
modernist life. The presentation will reject the critical orthodoxy which recognises Auden’s
1930s English literary primacy, but takes no account of his insistence on interdisciplinary
collaborative practice amongst the co-conspirators of his artistic network.

Michael McCluskey, ‘Housing Modernism: Machines for Living in 1930s Documentary’

A city is the creation of the human will.
Man imposes a human space,
a human skyline,
a human time,
a human order.
These lines were written by W. H. Auden expressly for The Londoners (1937), a
documentary film aimed at informing audiences about the new order being imposed on the
city of London. The film presents a range of problems faced by contemporary residents and
offers models for solution including ‘a vista of new life’: the modernist housing estate. The
architect Le Corbusier argued that the house is ‘a machine for living in’, and The Londoners
as well as the films Housing Problems (1935) and Kensal House (1937) present to viewers
modernist housing machines that could replace the inefficient schemes shoddily built by their
Victorian predecessors. This paper looks at the models for housing these films propose and
the strategies they use to sell the public on their radical, industrial design. It argues that these
films were a crucial part of the broader campaign to update the British brand image that
emerged in the 1930s and contributes to recent work in modernist studies that looks at the
impact of new technologies on culture, society, and aesthetics. These films link the energetic
architectures of new housing to the improvement of the residents themselves. Through their
stunning visual images, the input of writers and artists such as Auden, and emphasis on
efficiency, 1930s documentaries promote industrial estates designed to produce modern
spaces and citizens.

Michael Dring, ‘Downtown Was For People – Spaces of Modernity in Post War
Birmingham’
This paper discusses some of the historical and contemporary issues and attitudes to
preservation of the architectural and urban heritage of Birmingham, drawing on activities and
agenda of the Birmingham Modernist Society, a central member of the Birmingham
Collective for Post War Architecture, and creative and critical responses to the changing
nature of the city through the Modern Gazetteer project. Renowned campaigner Jane Jacobs,
writing in The Exploding Metropolis, advocated that good planning required room for the
incongruous, or the vulgar, or the strange (Jacobs, p.168). This was manifest in her now
famous campaigns for the protection of Greenwich Village, New York during the 1960s. The
Victorian iconoclasm in Birmingham of the same period is well documented, with the saving
of the old Post Office on Victoria Square from demolition marking a change in direction for
preservation practices and attitudes in the city. We are now witnessing what Adam Lowe of
Factum Arte (a team of artists, technicians and conservators dedicated to digital preservation
practices) describes as the modernist iconoclasm, where the desire for novelty and inward
investment again outweighs any attempt to understand or appreciate the unique and
increasingly rare conditions present in the city. It is for this reason that the ‘Birmingham
Collective’ have actively engaged in a public dialogue with city councilors, calling for a
comprehensive review of the city’s post war architecture. In parallel, the Modern Gazetteer,
an interdisciplinary research project across the Schools of Art and of Architecture and Design
at Birmingham City University, has been asking how we evaluate the disappearing modernist
project on the city through a critical visual exploration of some of Birmingham’s lost spaces,

specifically seeking to understand the present if the past is apparently void. Starting with the
physical and digital archive, the project has developed three-dimensional scanning and image
capture processes for reproduction and interpretation, making outputs in a variety of media
including cast multiples and projection. The resultant show ‘Downtown Is For People’
reflects on Jacobs sentiments for continuity, but instead applies them to the now contested
ground of modernist architecture in the city. The paper therefore spans political, social and
philosophical concerns and maps out an alternative future for the city.

Empathy and the Everyday
Chair: Ramsay Burt
Emma Suret, ‘“I am the enemy you killed, my friend”: Pity and Paradox in Wilfred
Owen’s “Strange Meeting”’
Following his claim that ‘the Poetry is in the Pity’,3 Wilfred Owen scrutinises the divide
between sympathy and empathy when envisioning the soldiers on the Front Line. In ‘Strange
Meeting’ Owen presents his sympathetic observation as a poet and his empathic action as a
soldier as mutually exclusive. Peter Howarth notes the corrosive nature of Owen’s dual
identity as a result of the War, outlining the two roles Owen ‘had to keep separate; his
fighting self and his writing self’.4 However, these two aspects of Owen’s self collide in
‘Strange Meeting’. Rather than simply staging a confrontation with an ‘alter ego’,5 the
soldier and the ghost represent the warring factions of Owen’s ‘fighting self and his writing
self’ respectively.
Anticipating Siegfried Sassoon’s statement that ‘one cannot be a good soldier and a good
poet at the same time’,6 Owen renders his dual identity as soldier-poet a paradox. Holding
binary visions of the self in tension, Owen is at once dead and alive, passive and active,
visionary and blind, and compassionate and insensible. This paper will argue that for Owen,
war kills off a soldier’s compassion at the same moment it triggers it, with too much pity
being as dangerous as too little. The poem’s ‘hopelessness’ lies in the impossibility of Owen
sustaining his dual identity (‘Strange Meeting’, 16). ‘Strange Meeting’ reveals the risk for the
soldier-poet as two-fold, as it mourns the irrevocability of the ghost’s poetic ‘truth’ alongside
the death of the soldier’s humanity (‘Strange Meeting’, 36).

Noreen Masud, ‘Now Living Simply: Smith’s Attentive Everyday’
‘Looking. That is the major part of the simple life. Yesterday the cupboard door in my Aunt’s
bedroom stuck. When I wrenched it open, her father’s sword fell on my head. I peeled off the
perishing black American cloth it was wrapped in and looked at the beautiful sword.’
(‘Simply Living’ (1964))
Wilfred Owen, ‘Preface’, in The Complete Poems and Fragments, ed. Jon Stallworthy, Vol. 2: The
Manuscripts and Fragments (London: Chatto and Windus, 2011), pp. 535-536 (p. 535).
4
Peter Howarth, British Poetry in the Age of Modernism (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005),
p. 190.
5
D. S. R. Welland, Wilfred Owen: A Critical Study (London: Chatto and Windus, 1978), p. 100.
3
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Siegfried Sassoon, cited in Patrick Campbell, Siegfried Sassoon: A Study of the War Poetry (Jefferson, NC:
McFarland & Company, 1999), p. 14.

In this essay, extolling the virtues of a simple life filled with innocent pleasures, Stevie Smith
reverses the economy of attention which Rita Felski associates with the literary everyday.
Felski finds that minute, defamiliarising attention to everyday life constitutes the value of
much realist, modern and postmodern literature. Here, however, Smith’s speaker responds
inattentively to an experience which is anything but ordinary: being suddenly attacked, when
one is unsticking a cupboard door, by a dead man’s sword. Smith’s speaker pays this surreal
moment an unexpectedly impoverished kind of attention. Admiring the attractive sword, she
disarms it, stripping away its threatening potential. She reduces the sword to an object which
may – Smith signals brightly – cheer us up if we take a moment to admire its colours.
It is this staged failure of literary attentiveness, in favour of a too-bright observational
optimism, which characterises Smith’s everyday. This paper, building on the work of Liesl
Olson and Michael Sayeau, examines Smith’s essays and poems alongside her Modernist
forebears to uncover the particular slippages and reconfigurations of attention surrounding
her descriptions of her suburban environment.

Alice Eden, ‘Frederick Cayley Robinson: Paintings of Life, Death and Still Life’
Cayley Robinson painted recurring interiors, such as Childhood above, described as ‘haunted
regions’ by contemporaries. This painting dates from 1926 but features anachronisms from
the art of the Pre-Raphaelites. Repeated objects in many paintings from the 1890s are imbued
with vivid life force alongside human figures beyond life, in a higher state of ‘quietness but
no rest’ noted one viewer. Challenging the boundaries of life and death, flesh and stone, the
artist engaged with Maeterlinck’s comments on ‘wax figures…which could long since have
led us to the traces of a dead art or a new art.’ In artworks perceived as wavering between
fear and hope, forms of death are countered by spiritual possibilities of transcendence, the
infinite and eternal life, as proclaimed by related theosophical tenets. Artworks are pervaded
by a tangible sense of the unconscious, performing perhaps aspects of Freud’s ‘dreamwork,’
exploring multiple psychological lives.
Cayley Robinson is a ‘forgotten’ artist. Coincident with an ascendance of limited narratives
of Modernism, a number of British artists identified with the Pre-Raphaelites and
Victorianism have fallen from the radar of historical knowledge. The artist may begin to gain
new leases of life, released from exile in dusty archives, gallery stores and from
interpretations confined to the inner life. A number of scholars have sought to breathe life
into understandings of European Symbolist artists, bringing them into the ‘real’ world of
modernity. Becoming visible again, in more inclusive histories, allows such artists not only to
re-inhabit but to re-shape narratives of modernism.

Beckett and Bondage
Chair: Lloyd (Meadhbh) Houston
If Samuel Beckett’s relationship with Modernism remains difficult to define, his literary
quest for ways to keep on living (and writing) through the events of the 20th century rightfully
inscribes him in ‘Modernist life’. His works explore the ‘tension between art and life’ by
fictionalising and dramatising the often idiosyncratic strategies we deploy in order to be in
the world and cope with the demands of conscious existence.

Our panel proposes to investigate the theme of bondage in Beckett’s works, because its
plurality of figurative and literal meanings allows for a fruitful discussion of his treatment of
such ‘ways of life’. The notion of bondage has many thematic, aesthetic and philosophical
resonances in Beckett’s prose and drama; characters and actors are physically bonded,
restricted and confined, as well as metaphorically caught against their will in the chains of
earthly desires.
Beckett’s earliest published novel, Murphy, opens with its central protagonist tied to a chair
by seven scarves. The first stage entrance of Beckett’s revised versions of his debut play,
Waiting for Godot, is made by Lucky, bound to his master Pozzo by a rope around his neck.
It is not just the minimalist reduction of life but also the different kinds of bondage to which
it is subjected that continues to play on the nerves of readers, viewers and spectators of
Beckett’s work, nearly three decades after his death.

Elsa Baroghel, ‘Beckett, with Sade: revisiting mind-body dualism in Samuel Beckett’s
works’
This paper proposes to approach the question of ‘bondage’ in Beckett as an opportunity to
revisit his exploration of the problematic relation(ship) between body and mind, a
philosophical conundrum that preoccupied him and permeated his work throughout his
writing career. Beckett’s known interest in philosophy of mind and epistemology has inspired
vast amounts of scholarship drawing parallels with such philosophers as René Descartes and
Arnold Geulincx, who conceived of mind and body as fundamentally at odds – with truth,
reason and virtue attainable through intellectual effort alone.
By contrast, this paper re-examines Beckett’s treatment of mind-body dualism in the light of
a different conceptual apparatus, as offered by a writer whose sulphurous reputation often
undermines the philosophical dimension of his thought: the Marquis de Sade. At the
crossroad between philosophy, politics, pornography and poetry, Sade stands out in his belief
that passion is the only truth and the tireless pursuit of sensual pleasure the only rational
modus operandi, in a dark inversion of Cartesian though (‘I lust, therefore I am’) and Kantian
morality (pleasure as Categorical Imperative).
If Descartes may be said to doubt his way to reason, then Sade reasons his way into madness,
a paradox that resonated with Beckett’s penchant for satirising rationalist thought – in
Murphy (1938) and Watt (1953) in particular. It will be argued that Sade’s thought and
aesthetics were instrumental to Beckett in crafting his own caricature of Enlightenment
philosophy through a number of metafictional experiments as well as symbolic juxtapositions
by which sensual pleasure is relocated to the mental realm. This will consolidate Sade’s
intertextual relevance to Beckett’s works and anchor his legacy more firmly in ‘Modernist
life’.

Hannah Simpson, ‘Not I: BDSM and Sexual Trauma’
Not I places its performer in a physical bondage that builds upon the script’s sexual subtext.
The Royal Court, for example, bound Lisa Dwan in apparatus distinctly reminiscent of
bondage practice, with her face painted to resemble the gimp mask. Not I’s performer
parallels the submissive BDSM performer whose role is nevertheless a crucial and
controlling one; the bound and submissive performer is, in both BDSM and Beckett

performance, simultaneously “in control… under control”, following Mouth. However, Not I
also places its audience in bondage. When the entire auditorium (exit signs included) is
darkened, spectators are trapped, producing panic attacks in many spectators who cannot bear
this degree of constraint. The audience’s bondage seems closer to forced trauma than
consensual BDSM practice.
I examine these bondages by exploring Not I as trauma discourse, with BDSM and sexual
trauma symptomology as an informing perspective. While stopping short of Jessica Tandy’s
ill-received suggestion that Not I might be a literal rape narrative, I examine the parallels
between trauma symptomology and Not I’s script and staging. Loss of control and subjective
splitting coalesce, and Mouth seems bound to repeatedly relive a horror she can neither claim
as her own nor cognitively process. As Dori Laub observes, patients attempting to process
their trauma need “a totally present listener who creates the holding space” that allows the
“pressure” of the trauma narrative to “come out with a force” that will “disregard” the
listener’s own agency or desires. Both Mouth and the trauma victim are bound to try to shape
their unprocessed experience into a comprehensible narrative; their listeners, be they
psychiatrist, Auditor, or audience, are equally bound to listen.

James Little, ‘Beckett’s Closed Spaces’
In the compositional notebook which gave rise to Imagination Dead Imagine and All Strange
Away, Beckett copied Theseus’ statement on poetic imagination from Act V, Scene I of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream:
and as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen
Turns them to shapes + gives to airy nothing
A local habitation + a name.
Nothing would seem further from the received idea of Beckett as a writer who shuns the
specific by undoing location, particularly in the so-called ‘closed space’ prose pieces of the
1960s and 70s. My paper challenges this reading by showing that Beckett’s aesthetic is
intrinsically tied up with the specifics of his restricted habitations.
Through analysing the development of the space of All Strange Away, from the ‘kind of
closet or cupboard’ of the manuscripts to the ‘rotunda’ of the published text, I will argue that
Beckett’s stripping away of particulars gives greater weight to those details which inevitably
remain. Central to the vain effort of imagining a world ‘[w]ithout saying usual war–peace,
social […] injustice + conquests etc’ is the spatial restriction of the protagonists, whose
confinement prevents their habitation ever becoming, in Marc Augé’s terminology, an
atopological ‘non-place’. In the very attempt to keep extraneous detail out of his closed
spaces, confinement becomes a highly productive imaginative force in Beckett’s work.
Such confinement, I will further argue, changes function in Beckett’s oeuvre, from an
institutional space in which specific forms of social alienation are encountered in his early
prose to forming part of a spatial aesthetic which retains the political valence carried by a
body bounded in a closed space.

Andy Wimbush, ‘“perhaps a way out”: The soteriology of Beckett’s late prose’

Despite his reputation for pessimism, Arthur Schopenhauer believed that there existed a
‘panacea for our misery’. His philosophy promises ‘the abolition of the delusion that keeps us
fettered in the bonds of this world’. It is possible, Schopenhauer claimed, to pierce the veil of
Maya, transcend appearances and liberate ourselves from suffering by renouncing the will-tolive and embracing asceticism.
Although Samuel Beckett’s debts to Schopenhauer are well-known, little attention has been
paid to how Beckett responded to the soteriological dimensions of Schopenhauer’s thought.
In this paper, I will examine how Beckett’s late prose explores the possibility of salvation in
Schopenhauerian terms.
The paper will argue that Beckett’s late prose is preoccupied with what William Inge called
‘the mystic paradox’. If an ascetic is supposed to reach liberation by abandoning desire, Inge
wondered, shouldn’t the very desire for liberation also be abandoned? I will show how
Beckett, in Ping and Lessness, juxtaposes imagery of paradise, refuge, and calm with the
renunciation of that same imagery.
The paper will also propose that Beckett’s late concern with soteriology had a structural
necessity in his oeuvre. In earlier novels and letters, Beckett describes his prose fiction as a
‘series’ and compares the return of the narrative voice to a rebirth or reincarnation. If the
series is samsara—the cycles of existence and suffering in Buddhist and Hindu cosmology—
then one might expect the end of that series to approach nirvana, glossed by Schopenhauer as
the ‘negation of willing’: salvation. I will show how Beckett’s thoughts along these lines can
be found in both Company and in the manuscript drafts of Stirrings Still.

16.30-17.30 – Plenary

Friday 30 June

9.00-10.45
Modernist Cultures of Everyday Life – a Société d’études modernistes panel
Chair: Noëlle Cuny
In a line which seems pre-emptively levelled at Aaron Jaffe’s The Way Things Go exactly
one century later, Richard Aldington wrote in The Egoist that “everyone must have noted that
the tendency of art to-day is to become more and more exclusively interested in the dust-bin
and the back-yard and to drop the Princess Badouar and Daphnis and the rest out of sight
altogether.” And this was only December 1914: in the next few decades, war literature
foregrounded the bare facts of survival, psychoanalysis made sense of the trivial, the life
sciences pointed to continuities between the human and the other life forms, mass production

led thinkers to inquire into the status of the object, and the rise of feminist and Labour
movements posed the prosaic and essential question of material comforts. As the MSA
conference “Everydayness and the Event” (Sussex, 2013) helped to establish, the
extraordinary, the disturbing, the meaningful lie at the core of the ordinary. Modernist art and
poetry thrived on the mundane. “One of the problems of modern art,” Aldington continued, is
that “to drag smells of petrol, refrigerators, ocean greyhounds, President Wilson and analine
[sic] dyes into a work of art will not compensate for lack and talent and technique.” But what
if there is talent, what if there is technique? This Société d’études modernistes panel further
illustrates the claim that Modernist poetry and prose accounted for modern daily life with an
intensity of observation in proportion with the changes which so profoundly affected the
experience of living in the industrial era.

Nicholas Manning,’ “Read One Improving Book or Magazine Per Week”: Everyday
Modernist Self-Improvement’
In the final pages of The Great Gatsby, James Gatz’s father pulls from his pocket a book in
which his deceased son once wrote a schedule of daily self-improvement. In echo of
Benjamin Franklin’s schedule in his Autobiography, and in a trope of self-help texts since the
nineteenth century, the young man who will become Jay Gatsby resolves to “read one
improving book or magazine per week”.
This resolution highlights the immense outgrowth, in the early decades of the
twentieth century, of a popular literature existing in parallel to high modernist production,
namely: mass market self-help texts. It is not merely Gatsby’s specific fate which is heralded
here, but that of a post-industrial, capitalist modernity devoted to the values of selfdetermination, transformation, and the “self-realising” renewal of both society and the self.
This paper will interrogate the relationships modernism entertains with the values,
concepts, and nascent industry of self-help, and with the related (but distinct) notion of selfimprovement. Modernist texts may initially appear to present the reader with situations,
narratives and characters which subvert or reject traditional nineteenth century realist
paradigms of the “improving” life – from the Bildüngsroman to quest narratives or the
bourgeois marriage plot. These same texts, however, in their fascination for the quotidian
make-up of existence, often prioritize and value in minute detail, in a way not dissimilar to
contemporary manuals of self-improvement, those aspects of life previously situated outside
literature’s diegetic scope.

Pauline Macadré, ‘“The cups and saucers changed when you came in this morning” –
Cups, knives, and plates: Woolf’s cutlery of everyday life’
“Think of a kitchen table, when you’re not there”: the abstract kitchen table recurs as a
puzzling riddle, a metaphor for the complicated existence of a seemingly objective reality
escaping the personal sphere of perception which pervades Virginia Woolf’s literary works,
both recalling and calling into question her contemporaries’ philosophical developments on
phenomenology and the theory of knowledge. However, the proposed paper rather focuses on
what is actually laid on the table and on the shifting symbolic values of the teacups and
saucers, knives and forks, plates and glasses that crowd Woolf’s fiction.

The familiar “clatter of knives and forks” that runs in the background throughout The Years
appears as more than a mere reminder of the triviality of everyday life. Likewise, Katherine
Hilbery’s resistance to her feminine duties as she clumsily serves tea, Mrs Ramsay’s feeling
of rapture upon gazing at the fruit plate, Neville’s contemplation of the changes undergone by
a knife in the presence of Percival and the interludes’ “liquid” knife and “dagger of ice”, are
but a few examples of the various ways in which such objects are presented, from trivial
instruments of consumption to “objective correlatives” inscribed with emotions, from tokens
of good-manners crystallizing gender-related expectations in the context of a highly codified
society inherited from the Victorians to transient repositories of communal and artistic
harmony, from the reassuring solidity of familiar cutlery anchoring the characters in “reality”
to the uncanny metamorphoses of shapeless misused, unused, and unusual objects.

Sarah Bouttier, ‘Redesigning Nonhuman Agency in Modernist Poetry: D. H. Lawrence
and Wallace Stevens’
Even though D. H. Lawrence and Wallace Stevens have vastly contrasting attitudes towards
the material world, they share a will to reassess its role in our lives. As Anne Raine notes, this
endeavour among modernists involves “taking serious account of the agency of nonhuman
beings and phenomena” and in that sense anticipates the thought of recent eco-philosophers
(Raine 103). Through detailed readings of “He-Goat” by D. H. Lawrence (1923), sections of
“Sea-Surface Full of Clouds”(1931) and “Woman Looking at a Vase of Flowers” (1942) by
Wallace Stevens, as well as a focus on Bruno Latour’s work on human-nonhuman agency,
this paper shows how agency is reconfigured by modernist poetry so that it can be extended
to the nonhuman world. Lawrence’s poem reveals a type of agency later theorized by Latour,
distributed among the members of the herd and the body parts of the goats rather than located
inside a subject or centre and directed at an object, so that actions no longer follow a linear
trajectory. Stevens’s poems further echo this model as they portray actions in which actants
(the sky, the sea, their blue shade, the flowers taking shape) exchange properties, and in
which the agency of objects increases proportionally to that of subjects. These qualities
correspond to Latour’s account of agency as the ability to affect one’s environment in
Pandora’s Hope, where he explores the human/nonhuman relationships through analyses of
the workings of technical mediation (182) and scientific discoveries (147). Finally, this paper
hints at modernism’s afterlife by drawing connections between these reconfigurations of
nonhuman agency and contemporary ones, in poets such as Les Murray and Kathleen Jamie.

Aurélien Saby, ‘A Close Reading of “Refugee Blues” (1939) by W.H. Auden’
In her tribute to W.H. Auden, Hannah Arendt said that “much of his work in utter simplicity
arose out of the spoken word, out of certain idioms of everyday language.” This is
particularly true of “Refugee Blues” relating the daily life – or rather daily nightmare – of a
Jewish couple in the late 1930s, adrift in a world where they are not regarded as human
citizens anymore. Auden himself was not Jewish, but he had many Jewish friends, and was
thus very early aware that “to have been a European Jew in the first half of the twentieth
century was to pass sentence on one’s own children, to force upon them a condition almost
beyond rational understanding” (George Steiner, Language and Silence).
No matter how famous “Refugee Blues” may be, hardly any critic has analyzed Auden’s
verse in the light of Arendt’s views on totalitarianism. For example, in The Origins of

Totalitarianism, she explains that totalitarian ideologies reduce some parts of humanity to
nonentities that must be discarded because they have become “superfluous”. But hadn’t
Auden already pointed out, helpless, the dreadful consequences of such a logic as early as
1939? “Refuge Blues” is indeed all the more forceful – and modern in this respect – as it
absorbs the daily “spoken language” (Merleau-Ponty) of the Third Reich in order to change it
into “speaking language” highlighting the absurdity of a world on the brink of extermination,
where words have become all too powerful: “Thought I heard the thunder rumbling in the
sky; / It was Hitler over Europe, saying, ‘They must die’”.

Modernism and the Life of Consciousness
Chair: Andrew Frayn
‘What about the mystery of the conscious?’7 (James Joyce)
Modernist thinkers, writers, and artists are united in their profound interest in the ‘life of
consciousness’, in life as it is directly experienced prior to any intervening rationalisation or
subsequent analysis. French phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty aimed to ‘bring the
world to light as it is before any falling back on ourselves has occurred’; the ‘ambition’ of
phenomenology, in his eyes, was ‘to make [philosophical] reflection emulate the unreflective
life of consciousness’.8 Virginia Woolf called for a similar form of pre-cognitive reflection
when she implored writers to ‘trace the pattern, however disconnected and incoherent in
appearance, which each sight or incident scores upon the consciousness’.9 Echoing Woolf’s
approach, artist Paul Cézanne attempted to directly apprehend the subjects of his paintings:
the ‘landscape thinks itself in me’ and ‘I am its consciousness’.10
This panel, convened under the auspices of Oxford Phenomenology Network
(http://torch.ox.ac.uk/phenomenology) and chaired by the Network’s Chair (Cleo HanawayOakley), explores the ways in which modernists represent, investigate, and otherwise engage
with the phenomenology of conscious experience. Over the last decade, phenomenology has
re-emerged as a dynamic force in interdisciplinary modernist studies (see, for example,
Jennifer Gosetti-Ferencei’s The Ecstatic Quotidian: Phenomenological Sightings in Modern
Art and Literature, 2007; Ulrika Maude and Matthew Feldman’s (eds.) Beckett and
Phenomenology, 2009; Carole Bourne-Taylor and Ariane Mildenberg’s (eds.)
Phenomenology, Modernism and Beyond, 2010; Jessica Wiskus’ The Rhythm of Thought:
Art, Literature, and Music After Merleau-Ponty, 2013; Ariane Mildenberg’s Modernism and
Phenomenology: Literature, Philosophy, Art, 2017; and Cleo Hanaway-Oakley’s James
Joyce and the Phenomenology of Film, 2017).
‘Modernism and the Life of Consciousness’ seeks to advance and examine this
‘phenomenological turn’ via a varied quartet of papers exploring modern writers (James
Joyce, Henry Green, Gertrude Stein, Virginia Woolf, Marcel Proust, and Rainer Maria
Frank Budgen, James Joyce and the Making of ‘Ulysses’, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1960),
p. 320.
7
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Rilke), artists (Paul Cézanne and Pierre Bonnard), and thinkers (Maurice Merleau-Ponty and
Henri Bergson).

Cleo Hanaway-Oakley, ‘Representing the “Nonrepresentational”: Lived-experience in
the work of James Joyce and Henry Green’
James Joyce was supremely interested in the ‘mystery of the conscious’, in the
phenomenology of everyday lived-experience. Rather than representing an objective,
dissected Dublin, Joyce presents immediate impressions – he shows rather than explains the
city and its inhabitants. In doing this he reflects Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s definition of
phenomenology: ‘Phenomenological or existential philosophy is largely an […] an attempt to
make us see the bond between subject and world, between subject and others, rather than to
explain it’.11
In honour of the location for ‘Modernist Life’, I shall be focusing on a Birmingham author, as
well as a Dubliner. When asked if he had been influenced by Joyce’s writing, Brummie
factory-worker and author Henry Green stated: ‘No. There’s no “stream of consciousness” in
any of my books’.12 This paper examines the phenomenological origins of the term ‘stream of
consciousness’ and argues that, while both authors employ methods akin to this technique,
neither of them offers anything as flowing and graceful as a ‘stream’. Green described his
own work as ‘“Nonrepresentational”’: ‘I “represent” very closely what I see (and I’m not
seeing so well now) and what I hear (which is little) but I say it is “nonrepresentational”
because it is not necessarily what others see and hear’.13 Green, like Joyce, depicts direct
lived-experience rather than objective reality or detached unconsciousness.

Ariane Mildenberg,‘Hooks’ and ‘Anchors’: Cézanne, the Lived Perspective and
Modernist Doubt
In Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s essay ‘Cézanne’s Doubt’ (1945), the artist’s body gains an
unprecedented status in artistic creation. One day, Merleau-Ponty explains, the aging
Cézanne flew into a rage when his friend Emile Bernard tried to support and steady his body
upon stumbling; he refused to ‘let anybody ‘get his hooks’ into him! Merleau-Ponty goes on
to use the ‘hook’ as a metaphor for the pre-conceived and objective notions about experience
that ‘trap’ us, leading us away from the ‘spontaneous organization of things.’ Cézanne knew
that anyone who looks scientifically at the stream of experience to catch it in its flow has in
fact already immobilized it.
Like such modernist writers as James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, Virginia Woolf and Marcel
Proust, Cézanne ‘anchored’ his work in the perpetual interrogation of what he actually
perceived, thus trying to depict the non-totalizing process of what Merleau-Ponty called
‘lived experience.’ Cézanne and the modernists shared a fundamental preoccupation and
anxiety about translating the pre-reflective dimension of experience. This is what Merleau-
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Ponty’s notion of ‘Cézanne’s Doubt’ stands for: the doubts of the artist are those of making
the first ‘mark.’
This paper will focus on Merleau-Ponty’s juxtaposition between the heretofore-unexplored
metaphors of the ‘hook’‒ preconceived, objective notions about experience that ‘trap’ us ‒
and the ‘anchor,’ the idea that creative freedom, like the body-subject, is anchored in the raw
and ‘un-hooked’ dimension of experiential life. I will also examine the significance of
‘doubt’ in modernist literature more generally.

Lucy Whelan, ‘Pierre Bonnard and Continuous Duration’
In assessing modernist explorations of the conscious experience of time, the work of French
artist Pierre Bonnard (1867-1947) provides an unusual and revealing perspective. From his
early career as a pioneering image-maker of busy fin-de-siècle Paris, to his late works after
1920 that often focus upon his wife Marthe’s leisurely quotidian life in the interior,
Bonnard’s oeuvre suggests an ongoing reflection on the time of daily experience. Art
historians have frequently looked to Impressionist, Futurist, and Cubist artists in discussing
modern temporalities, but Bonnard’s work offers a new paradigm of the temporality of
experience, or time-consciousness.
This paper will focus on Bonnard’s approach to time-consciousness in his late paintings of
Marthe’s everyday or habitual activities, in which her taking tea or lying in the bathtub is
transformed by richly layered brushstrokes into shimmering, fantastical colours. Looking
closely at these works, and relating them to the phenomenological ideas of philosopher Henri
Bergson, this paper argues that they present an anti-linear and multi-faceted experience of
time that is closely connected to the female subject at their centre. As a result, this paper
counters the critical orthodoxy that Bonnard’s works depict a perception of the world in a
moment of ‘suspended time’, suggesting that instead they show a continuity of duration, in
which the present mingles with the past.

Woolf and Life
Chair: Zlatina Nikolova
Charlotte Jones, ‘“Life escapes”: re-living modernist moments with Virginia Woolf and
Arnold Bennett’ (more on Bennett though…)
‘Life escapes’, Woolf’s infamous criticism of Edwardian realist fiction, conflates two related
judgements. First, that realist authors concern themselves with unimportant things; and
second, that missing component is bound up with the way the novels are written: in their
inextricability from material-historical detail rather than an evocation of mind, spirit or the
texture of the lived moment.
Ezra Pound, by contrast, declared in 1914: ‘Realism in literature has had its run. For thirty or
more years we have had, in deluge, the analyses of the fatty degeneration of life’. With an
allusion to fin-de-siècle naturalism, Pound figures realism as an enervating, entropic force.
His complaint is that it was too concerned with the ephemeral, the intangible, the
deliquescence of existence.

These two attempts to ‘make it new’ signal most plainly the contradictions encoded in the
relationship between modernism, realism and ‘Life’. My paper will explore this constellation
of issues by focusing on the example of Arnold Bennett. A protagonist’s recognition of ‘Life’
constitutes the emotional pinnacle of both The Old Wives’ Tale (1908) and Clayhanger
(1910). Yet Bennett’s reluctance to ascribe absolute meaning to such moments of perceptual
insight reveals that this statement of an abstract cannot operate as a revelation of truth. Words
for Bennett may initiate and sustain discourse, but only a vision outside of or beyond words
confronts finite understanding with the fact of infinity. His realist novels attempt to combine
this sense of the mysterious indefinite ‘Life’ with the comforting limitation afforded by a
recognisable context (everyday life), to render that content explicable. The task of Bennett’s
realism is how to represent the unrepresentable by binding meaning to a boundless context –
a task with significant implications for the modernist authors to follow.

Anne Reus, ‘Virginia Woolf: Rewriting of the Lives of Victorian Women Writers’
Virginia Woolf’s contribution to the development of a Modernist biography with Orlando,
Flush and the essays ‘The New Biography’ and ‘The Art of Biography’ are well established
and have been covered by critics such as Laura Marcus and Max Saunders. Her biographical
approach in her essays on nineteenth century women writers has attracted considerably less
attention: they examine writers lives as well as their works and therefore exist at an
intersection of Victorian literary criticism, Modernist scene making and feminist tradition.
In this paper, I will draw on a range of examples to show that Woolf’s essays, usually
originating as reviews of recent biographies, negotiate wildly different impulses. Woolf’s
responses range from an almost excessive focus on the personal and strong attachment to
Victorian traditions (Charlotte Brontë), to challenges to the established modes of lifewriting
(Mary Russell Mitford), or cherishing the havoc new, shocking revelations wreaked on
Victorian ideals (Jane Austen). Therefore, I will argue, Woolf’s essays prove a fascinating
addition to her more famous works on biography: they show her distrust of some Victorian
ideas about femininity and creativity, but also her lingering attachment to some of the
period’s ideas and values and present early instances of the mixture of granite and rainbow
which characterizes her New Biography. They also comment on Woolf’s approach to
tradition and her own literary heritage, showing that biography played a deciding factor in
providing her with the facts of a life, but also with the freedom to reinterpret writers into a
shape more to her liking.

Sierra Senzaki, ‘“I Respond – How?”: Natureculture in Virginia Woolf’s Moments of
Being’ (or Nature)
“I Respond – How?”: Natureculture in Virginia Woolf’s Moments of Being
Scholars often focus on Virginia Woolf’s portrayal of urban landscapes, social structures, and
psychology, but her work is also substantially concerned with what we commonly call
“nature”: plants, animals, weather, and rural settings. In particular, Woolf repeatedly explores
how human experience is shaped by “other than human forces” (Moments of Being 114).
Nonhuman nature seems to play a central role in the theory of perception, experience, and
memory that Woolf lays out in her posthumous memoir “A Sketch of the Past” (1939-40).
She posits two types of experience: “moments of non-being,” which make up the majority of

life and pass by unregistered; and “moments of being,” in which we receive a “sudden violent
shock” that jolts us into heightened awareness (MB 71). Drawing on the work of Donna
Haraway, Stacy Alaimo, and Jane Bennett, I read both types of “moment” with a focus on the
environment, physical sensation, and emotion, and de-emphasize the boundaries between
humanist knowledge categories such as “nature” and “culture.” When we apply
posthumanism and new materialism to Woolf’s theory of mind, two very different
orientations toward the nonhuman emerge: posthumanist moments of being, which are vivid
encounters between the fleshy self and its material surroundings, and humanist moments of
non-being, in which the human utilizes the nonhuman as a tool to subdue emotion. What does
it mean for Woolf to exhibit this dual sensibility towards the natural, and what might it
suggest about the relationship between nonhuman nature and human psychology?

Naomi Toth, ‘“Life” by phenomenological or literary means: reading Virginia Woolf
with Husserl and Merleau-Ponty’
In “Modern Fiction” (1919/1925) Virginia Woolf posits “life itself” as literature’s ultimate,
though ever elusive, aim. Its capture, she argues, calls for stylistic innovation that both draws
upon and creates new perceptual regimes, disrupting the divisions between the visible and the
invisible and the audible and the silenced. Her formal experimentations might therefore be
fruitfully compared with the phenomenology of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, whose attempts
to renew the foundations of philosophy and science hold up ‘life’ as the ultimate, albeit
enigmatic, guarantor of knowledge. This paper argues that while their attempt to go beyond
dualisms and the concepts of immanence, intentionality, intersubjectivity, the flesh, and the
living present developed in their philosophy shares much with Virginia Woolf’s
representations of moments of intense perception, such a comparison allows us to identify the
divergences between these two paths to ‘life’, and therefore to better grasp Woolf’s own
idiosyncratic thought on perception. Indeed, whereas phenomenology aspires to luminous
comprehension of the sensorial realm, Woolf goes after its obscurities. It is at such perilous,
philosophically aporetical sites that ‘life itself’ might be written and, therefore, perceived.
Her work may therefore be read as prefiguring later attempts to deconstruct the
phenomenological privilege accorded to ‘life’, in part because of the importance she gives to
the role of affect, the role of power structures, that which escapes consciousness, and a
fragmented present moment.

Modernism and the Technics of Health and Spirit
Chair: Suzanne Hobson
This panel explores the impulse towards healthy physical and spiritual life in modernisms
which blur the boundaries between science, pseudo-science, art and theosophy. It takes its
cue from the rich suggestions contained in Tim Armstong’s chapter ‘Reform! Bodies, Selves,
Politics, Aesthetics’ (Modernism: A Cultural History, 2005) concerning bodily reform and
the paradoxes of the concept of technique: for example, that we find in what Jackson Lears
called the ‘therapeutic ethos’ a ‘return to the “natural” body which could only be achieved by
technique.’

Tim Armstrong, ‘Goat and Adding-Machine Rituals: Cultic Mockery in Modernism’

Modernism often intersects with cultic movements, broadly defined – Theosophy, magic
circles, New Life movements, Gurdieff, Christian Science, Social Credit, Fascist groupings,
the Kibbo Kift- and has itself sometimes been defined as a cult, with secret doctrines, insiders
and outsiders, shibboleths and expulsions. In this paper I will look at some elements of
modernist cultism – for example the grouping around Laura Riding – but also at the way
mockery of the insider/outsider dynamic of the cult informs modernist texts. Moments where
the cultic secret appears in plain sight on the ‘surface’ of the text, as it were, often in the form
of the advertisement, are of particular interest in this story.

Elizabeth English, ‘The Sacred and the Secular: Sexology and Theosophy in Katharine
Burdekin’s Sexological Utopias’
Late 19th and early 20th century sexologists conceptualised same-sex desire, or sexual
inversion, as an antagonism between the soul and body. Under this scheme, gender traits and
characteristics were used to explain and justify sexual preferences. Richard Von KrafftEbing, for instance, believed that the female invert felt ‘the masculine soul, heaving in the
female bosom’. Many modernist women, including the speculative fiction writer Katharine
Burdekin, turned to these theories to make sense of their own desires and identities.
According to H.D., Burdekin ‘worshipped’ Havelock Ellis and, indeed, the effect of his and
other sexologists’ theories can be felt throughout Burdekin’s corpus. But while Havelock
Ellis did not advocate the repression of sexual instincts, many of her characters deny physical
and emotional connections in favour of purity and celibacy. Burdekin’s turn towards
asceticism can be attributed to her increasing interest in spiritual and religious doctrine but
rather than view this as out of step with modernity or symptomatic of the opposition between
science and spirituality, this paper reads Burdekin’s work by way of her connection with the
Theosophical Society to argue that she participates in the construction of the modern sexual
self through an integration of sexual science and theosophical thinking. This paper focuses on
theosophy’s adoption of sexological identities to imagine a path to spiritual enlightenment
and evolutionary progress. Burdekin’s determination to repress sexual desires must be seen,
then, not as indicative of a conservative mindset but as part of a journey towards spiritual
health.

Jeff Wallace, ‘“The art of living”: D.H. Lawrence’s technologies of the self’
‘We have lost the art of living: and in the most important science of all, the science of daily
life, the science of behaviour, we are complete ignoramuses. We have psychology instead’
(Sketches of Etruscan Places, 1932).
What did Lawrence mean by ‘the science of daily life’? Touching on Gilbert Simondon’s
(1965) deconstruction of the opposition of technics to culture, and the late work of Michel
Foucault on the renovation of classical ideas of the ‘care of the self’ (1984), this paper will
draw on Women in Love and Aaron’s Rod to examine a therapeutic impulse in Lawrence’s
writing. Simondon maintains that ‘culture’ and ‘technics’ are equally modes of technique, but
dominant discourses limit the thinking of technology only to the principle of utility; the
‘energy of the technical gesture’, however, is ‘a wager, a trial, an acceptance of danger’ that,
takes us ‘well beyond utility’, conferring upon the human the ability to co-evolve through
feedback mechanisms in unforeseeable ways. I’ll use this to explore the dynamics of health
and illness, and the technics of self-care, in Lawrence.

Tom Slevin, ‘Between Life and Death: The Expansion of Perception and Knowledge
Towards the Human Body within Photographic Modernity’
‘I have seen my own death!’ declared Berta Röntgen in 1896 upon seeing an image of her
hand that had been subjected to x-ray by her husband Wilhelm Röntgen. New forms of
technological representation, such as the x-ray, provided the possibility of emancipated and
penetrative visual knowledge. The refinement of techniques by the ‘life’ sciences clearly
enabled Röntgen to visualise death through a reconsideration of her own life. Indeed,
photographic technologies promised new ways of perceiving both reality and the human
subject. Indeed, as Michel Foucault and Jonathan Crary discuss, the human body became the
new object of knowledge within modernity. Photography revealed and seemingly evidenced
forms of ‘reality’ that would otherwise have remained concealed. For the modernist avantgarde, technological revelation intersected with converging ideas within art, science,
literature and philosophy that were concerned with non-Euclidean geometries, ndimensionality and simultaneity. From Eadweard Muybridge's photographic studies of a
horse's gallop, to pseudo-scientific 'spirit’ photography, emerging psychological therapies to
time-motion studies of human behavior, photography was a form of visual technology that
evidenced actual and fantastical dimensions of reality. Visual technology is the condition
upon which matter is revealed through a form of representation, unconcealing that which was
hitherto concealed, yet also whose operations and processes are subject to the narratives of its
operator – for example within modernity the indexicality of Röntgen’s hand as an x-ray
appeared not so different from Adrien Majewski’s photography of hands and claims
concerning the indexicality of spiritual ‘effluvia’ emanating from its host.

Modernist Ecologies
Chair: Elizabeth O’Connor
Sean Hewitt, ‘A Modernist Life?: J.M. Synge and Amateur Natural History’
The Irish dramatist J.M. Synge (1871-1909) was a member of the Dublin Naturalists’ Field
Club until 1888, and was a keen amateur natural historian, collecting and breeding various
species of butterflies, moths and beetles. During his early adulthood, he kept a daily journal
of his naturalist pursuits and observations, and made detailed notes regarding contemporary
research into natural history, which was enjoying a renewed popular life in fin de siècle
Dublin. Although this aspect of Synge’s life is still unexamined in criticism, it was
fundamental to both his view of himself as an writer, and to his early literary experiments. In
his first full-length play, the semi-autobiographical When the Moon Has Set (1900-3), the
main character Colm (Synge’s representative in the work) attempts to woo the nun Eileen,
pitting her Christianity against his pagan-inflected view of a natural world which draws
heavily on Synge’s life as an amateur naturalist. This paper will explore the confluence of
Synge’s scientific pursuits and his literary works, showing that for him, natural history was
not only fundamental to his self-representation as an artist, but that it also provided a
language through which he could begin to explore the primitivism and alternative spirituality
that would become the staples of his modernist theatre.

David Shackleton, ‘Olive Moore, Queer Ecology and Anthropocene Modernism’

In The Great Derangement (2016), Amitav Ghosh argues that the novel has failed to deal
adequately with the phenomenon of climate change, and more alarmingly, that its
representational failures have made it complicit with the expansion of the carbon economy.
This paper reads Olive Moore’s neglected modernist novel Spleen (1930) in light of Ghosh’s
claim. In this novel, Ruth is thrown into crisis by her pregnancy, and struggles against a
conception of ‘nature’ which dictates that it is her role as a woman to be a mother. Instead,
she tries to live according to a type of queer ecology that rejects reproductive futurism, whilst
seeking a closer connection to the earth. Eventually, she returns to London to find a polluted
city and a nation wracked by poverty and unemployment. The novel, tightly focalized around
Ruth, does not provide a totalizing representation of either London or its changing climate.
Nevertheless, the very limitations of its representation—the partial glimpses it affords of
smoke-filled alleys and bedraggled hunger marchers—point towards wider historical
transformations: of a fossil fuel industry that led to deep social inequality and starvation for
many of its workers, and drove irrevocable climate change on a global scale. Reading the
novel in the context of early twentieth-century environmental and conservation movements,
and drawing on insights from more recent queer theory and ecocriticism, this paper suggests
that Spleen should be recognized as a challenging and subversive work of Anthropocene
modernism.

Alice Tarbuck, ‘Towards an ecology of Modernism: Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Jekyll
and Thomas A. Clark in the garden’
Thomas A. Clark (1944-) is a contemporary poet and visual artist based in Pittenweem,
Scotland, whose minimalist, formally innovative work is an example of late modernism.
Clark prolongs and refigures modernist tensions between life and art, most notably in his
engagement with modernist garden spaces. Not only does Clark incorporate spatial and
formal aspects of the Tunnardian garden and the modernist garden movement in his work, he
also engages directly with modernist writers to create spaces where the garden becomes an
intense site of experimentation. Most notably, in his work ‘Tansy Buttons’ (Moschatel,
1980) he refashions the tropes and language of Gertrude Stein and Gertrude Jekyll to create a
system of understanding the relationship between romantic, modernist and contemporary
notions of garden aesthetics. Through this ‘modernist ecology’, Clark seeks to create new
means of understanding the garden as a space of radical formal and ethical potential, where
multiple voices can reverberate without hierarchy or necessary resolution.
Timothy Woodham, ‘Not things, / but seeing things’: Conditional Anthropomorphism
in R.F. Langley’s ‘Mariana’
R.F. Langley’s formally eclectic poetry can be difficult to pin down to a set of concrete
aesthetic principles. Instead, his work is marked by an on-going commitment to an artistic
life-practice. In Peter Larkin’s words, this practice can be best described as an ecologicallyminded ascesis: a reverent and disciplined inhabitation of one’s environment which attempts
to ‘[see] the self back into itself as around itself’. This paper takes its cue from Langley’s
revision of William Carlos Williams’ infamous modernist doctrine: ‘Not things, / but seeing
things’, and attempts to answer some of the questions that such a gloriously ambiguous
injunction demands. What would the self look like from the perspective of things that see? To

what extent are poetic strategies feasible when speculating upon nonhuman perspectives?
How do concerns regarding naïve vitalism and anthropomorphism preclude such speculation,
especially if we are worried that a poem about extra-human ‘things that see’ might just be an
imposition of the human who sees them? Using Jane Bennett’s recent call for a ‘vital
materialism’ as a comparable project, I will argue that Langley’s poetry does not shy away
from moments of anthropomorphism— only that these imaginative instances of identification
are figured as transient and elusive; always-already on the verge of dissipating as soon as
they are enounced. Undeserving of its reputation as ecology’s fundamental prohibition,
Langley’s poetry testifies to the ways in which anthropomorphism can be put to productive
use: not to make claims over our environment, but to make us more aware of our position
within it—how might we see differently if we entertain the notion of being seen?

10.45-11.15 – Refreshment Break

11.15-12.35

The Modernist Ear: Intoxication, Melomania and War
Chair: Nicholas Manning
The world of sound vastly intensified during the modernist period, assaulting the ear with
new noises and the historically unprecedented phenomenon of recorded music and voices.
Nothing could be more central to modernist life than sound, as critical studies from Daniel
Albright’s Untwisting the Serpent (2000) to Josh Epstein’s Sublime Noise (2014) have
shown. The three papers on this panel explore aspects of modernist hearing that, rather than
being sublime, are invested with conflict and difficulty: the limits of perception where sound
and sight shade into each other in a state resembling intoxication; the theme of musical
madness that runs from Nietzsche to Eliot, Woolf, and Mann; and the paradoxical role of
Beethoven in wartime propaganda and T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets. Frances Dickey and
Aakanksha Virkar Yates are the organizers of this panel.

Adrienne Janus, ‘“The Revenge of the Ear”: Dyadic Modernism and the Scene of
Listening’
The visual has become so dominant in current discourses that it is easy to forget that many
modernists perceived their era otherwise. Condemning the out-moded nineteenth century as
‘the century of sight,’ future-oriented thinkers and artists welcomed on-scene ‘our twentieth
century, [...] with talking machines, wireless, sound movies,’ as a time when ‘the ear will
take its revenge.’ Well into the twentieth century, Samuel Beckett declared, ‘It’s strange how
we are drawn towards listening, we who are not after all auditory people’—suggesting that
the modernist ‘revenge of the ear’ involves something other than merely renewed attention to
the audition of words and music, noise and silence. This paper theorizes how modernist
listening involves perceptual experiences at the limits of both visual and auditory
representation: the murmuring and shimmering of worlds passing away and those yet to
emerge; the trembling and screaming of breached bodies and unmoored minds; the buzzing

and flickering of technologies both futuristic and obsolescent. Tracing these particular
features of modernist aesthetics across divergent spaces and media, I will explore modernist
scenes involving selves doubled and couples bound by listening: d’Annunzio-Duse;
Marinetti-Loy; Yeats-Gonne; Artaud-Casares; Beckett-Whitelaw.

Frances Dickey, ‘Modernist Melomania’
A passion for representing and emulating music runs through fin-de-siècle and modernist
writing from the Symbolist Revue Wagnérienne (1885-88) through T. S. Eliot’s Four
Quartets (1943) and Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus (1947). The word ‘melomania’ was
introduced from the French in 1880 by Aesthetic critic Vernon Lee, marking the start of this
craze in English letters. My paper surveys one strain of melomania in modernism: not the
amateur’s passion for listening to music, such as infuses the novels of E. M. Forster and the
poetry of Ezra Pound, but a darker theme of madness caused by or associated with music.
Nietzsche’s accounts of Dionysiac musical frenzy—and the tragedy of his own mental
illness—supplied a philosophical basis and literary touchstone for this theme. In his poetry,
Arthur Symons traced the (often negative) effects of the performance arts on his sensibility,
such as describing the cry of the barrel-organ as ‘inarticulate, insane.’ In 1902 the American
author and critic James Huneker published Melomaniacs, a cycle of 24 short stories exploring
the destabilizing effects of music on characters’ lives. T. S. Eliot—who read Nietzsche,
Symons and Huneker—also suggests a melomaniac response to music in ‘Prufrock’s
Pervigilium’ and other early notebook poems. At the other end of the modernist period,
wartime novels by Woolf and Mann explore the ties between musical madness and war. I
bring to light this unremarked theme in modernism and place these works in the context of
contemporary discourse about the dangers of music.

Aakanksha Virkar Yates, ‘Haunted by Beethoven: Eliot’s Wartime Music’
Published between 1926 and 1936, Eliot’s poetic sequence Four Quartets was inspired by
Beethoven’s late string quartets. Yet the seemingly potent fact of Eliot’s German muse at a
time of war has drawn surprisingly little attention. Perhaps the ephemeral nature of Eliot’s
musical metaphor, and of the work itself, has obscured the poem’s curious lineage. For,
alongside Beethoven, Schopenhauer, Wagner and Nietzsche are also key presences in Eliot’s
wartime composition. Eliot’s turn to a tradition of music closely associated with German
nationalism surely cannot be blind to history. The Nazi appropriation of Beethoven’s music is
well known, and the rendition of Beethoven in concentration camps continues to haunt the
public imagination. At the same time, it is a curious fact that the “enemy music” of
Beethoven’s 5th symphony became from January 1941 the musical symbol of the V for
Victory campaign, played at the start of all BBC radio broadcasts. John Xiros Cooper has
recently drawn attention to Eliot’s radio broadcasts of 1946 in which he discusses the unity of
European culture. This paper will propose that Beethoven’s haunting of Four Quartets is
preceded by an impulse to reclaim an earlier, universal Beethoven, whose romantic legacy
has something in common with Eliot’s idealised ‘tradition’. The poem’s musical message is
one of unity in the face of suffering. As Eliot writes, ‘the trilling wire in the blood / sings
below inveterate scars / And reconciles forgotten wars.’

Religion and Spirituality
Chair Eleanor Dobson
Nicola John, ‘Ocampo’s Brown Madonna: Localising the Universal in Religious Art’ (or
Postcolonial?)
Because of the inextricable connections between modernity and colonialism in the Southeast
Asian context, artists active in the region during the early 20th century grappled not only with
the tensions between tradition and innovation which characterized much Modernist art but
also with an implicit and sometimes nigh-unbridgeable gap between the imperial,
modernising West and the occupied, modernised East.
In this paper, I propose to explore these issues by focusing on a single work- the iconic and in
many ways movement-defining Brown Madonna painted by the Filipino artist Galo B.
Ocampo in 1938. The work, which depicts the Virgin Mary and Christ child as indigenous
Filipinos set against a background featuring native foliage and traditional architecture, is a
marked departure from the European woman and child enthroned in an idealized setting
typically produced by artists, including local Filipinos, educated in the Spanish Catholic
tradition. Ocampo’s decision to localize the Virgin and Child in this way is both personal and
political, explicitly separating the modern Filipino identity, including its Catholic roots, from
the Western Evangelism which so often served as a justification for colonial expansion.
Combining close visual analysis with contextual research, I will investigate the nuances of
this work in detail, exploring the specific, often museological sources from which Ocampo
drew the local motifs that mark his Madonna and Child as distinctly Filipino. I will also
consider the impact of this work on later religious works by artists working in the still
Catholic, but neither Spanish nor American, newly independent Philippines.

Jane de Gay, ‘Virginia Woolf’s quest for the “luminous halo”: Christian discourses in
“Modern Fiction”’
In ‘Modern Fiction’, Virginia Woolf urges the writer to go in search of life, a ‘luminous halo’
that is clearly defined as a spiritual entity over a material one, for she champions Joyce the
‘spiritual’ writer over ‘materialists’ like Wells, Galsworthy and Bennett. Woolf’s distinction
between the spiritual and material has been considered in relation to many different
discourses, but this paper seeks to place it in relation to Christian ideas, specifically, Biblical
concepts of the fruits of the spirit (from Galatians) and the supremacy of the life-giving Holy
Spirit over deathly sin (in Romans 8). In order to do this, the paper builds on the work of
Pericles Lewis, who has contested the notion that modernism was a secularizing movement in
order to reveal tendencies towards desecularization and re-enchantment. The paper therefore
situates Woolf among those modernists who engaged with religious contexts from their
family and cultural backgrounds (e.g. Joyce’s response to Catholicism and Lawrence’s to
Nonconformist culture), to reveal how Woolf enters into dialogue with the strong Evangelical
Clapham Sect tradition of her extended family that survived the agnosticism of her parents.
Reading ‘Modern Fiction’ in this light, we can see a distinction between the deathly
materialism that creates a corpse-like ‘embalmed’ form of literature, and writing that not only
captures life but aspires towards literary immortality.

Renata Meints Adail, ‘Ulysses in Paradise: Joyce and the presence of Milton?’

James Joyce’s revolutionary power in literature is irrefutable since his seminal work Ulysses,
which was proclaimed by T.S. Eliot one of the most important works of the modernist period.
He once stated to his friend Arthur Power that his novel has liberated literature “from its ageold shackles”. His innovative use of language, narrative structures, a plethora of allusions,
and the use of the technique known as the stream of consciousness were some of the aspects
that have largely contributed to turning his writing into a form of empowerment and rebellion
against the pre-established patterns of the predominant literary Canon.
However, the innovation Joyce claimed to bring does not mean to break completely with the
past; on the contrary, his allusions to his precursors form a consciousness that the past
creations can coexist with the modern ones and influence them positively. Joyce
revolutionises by engaging productively with the past and responding to it.
In this paper, I aim at analysing some innovative aspects of Joyce’s oeuvre as a whole as a
response to the past and specifically, to John Milton. I intend to show that Joyce did not repel
the literary tradition of the English canon, but held his work open to make it possible for the
past writers to ‘dwell’ peacefully within. In order to illustrate this ‘dwellling’, I use the
concept of ‘presence’ in literature, as defined by Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, which
comprehends a much more amiable relationship between both authors and disrupts the
passivity comprised by the word ‘influence’.

Ford Madox Ford
Chair: Peter Fifield
Alexandra Bennett, ‘The ‘animate subject’ of the Dead in Ford Madox Ford’s No More
Parades’
This paper argues that the lingering effect of afterlife in the corpse of O Nine Morgan is
revealing of the complex ‘in-betweeness’ (Hawkes, 20112) of Ford Madox Ford’s Parade’s
End. Through the trope of a death in which life persists, it argues that language produces the
illusion that narrative can produce authoritativeness and certainty, but which certainty is
never quite there: it is an improper aliveness which is also death or an absence which is
unresolved and unsettlingly present.
Ford’s fiction has most commonly been characterized in terms of modernist periodisation, as
either modernist or not modernist. In this paper I analyse how, although authenticity and
certainty in the ‘responsible form’ (Saunders, 2012, 214) of writing no longer holds firm, the
real curiousness of this text is that it still stubbornly evokes the persisting notion of reassuring
wholeness – of class, literary form, life and death – as an unresolved tension or opposition.
Focusing especially on No More Parades, I explore the failure of the ‘proper’ through
examination of the lifelike state of O Nine’s corpse as a particularly theatrical ‘animate
subject’ of the dead (Booth, 1996) versus a ‘proper’ version of Father Consett’s spiritual
presence squarely placed in a Christian heavenly afterlife. Drawing on work on filmic and
visual animation, I consider writing as a ‘transformative deception’ through Tietjens’
perspective on the re-animated corpse via a reading of Walter Benjamin on the transgressive
in Baroque German drama.

Elizabeth Brunton, ‘Women’s bedrooms in Ford and Woolf’

The modernist bedroom is most naturally associated with Joyce's Molly Bloom, or with
Eliot’s typist in her bedsit. However, the space is a site of sanctuary and of struggle for
women across modernist literature, a stage for thinking private thoughts as much as for
sexual activity. This paper will focus, in particular, on works by Virginia Woolf and Ford
Madox Ford. Bedrooms are difficult spaces for women in Ford, no more so than when a
formerly spirited suffragette is heavily pregnant and confined to her room in the final part of
the Parade’s End tetralogy. Content or otherwise, it is difficult to read this passionate woman
reduced to a passive and traditional gender role. Earlier in the novels, General O’Hara and
Perowne penetrate the threshold of Sylvia’s hotel bedroom; in the resulting disruption,
Tietjens breaks rank by forcibly ejecting the General from the room. The locked bedroom
doors in The Good Soldier allow Florence her freedom, but it is having been seen leaving a
man’s room that leads to her suicide. Thresholds of bedrooms seem fraught with danger; the
liminal space opens up social and sexual transgressions.
Woolf's women see their rooms as sanctuaries, where they are protected from obligation: Mrs
Dalloway can read history, away from marital obligations, while Nancy Ramsay escapes 'the
horror' of family life. Kitty, in The Years retreats from social obligation during her awkward
teenage years. These 'rooms of their own' are desexualised and as a result, the bedroom
becomes a place of safety not seen in Ford's (and Eliot's) sexually charged environments. In
this paper, I will examine how ideas of intimacy, subjectivity and sexuality are enfolded—or
shut out—in writing where the bedroom takes centre stage.

Alex Nica, ‘“The Pause in the Beat of the Clock”: Ford Madox Ford and the Role of
Literature in Restructuring the Experience of Modernity’
In his 1905 Soul of London, Ford Madox Ford notes that the spirt of modernity expresses
itself primarily as a set of large-scale, impersonal forces of an already industrialized society.
He attributes the experience of fragmentation within the modernist metropolis to the way in
which time has become regimented and apportioned by the industrial clock that comes to rule
both the production and the consumption of goods, services, and, most importantly,
information. The only antidote to the experience of isolation and fragmentation seems to lie,
for Ford, in the creation of something he calls ‘leisure time.’ My paper argues that the idea of
leisure is deeply connected in Ford’s work to the encounter with literature. I begin my
analysis by showing that leisure itself denotes an altogether different temporality for him—
one that is ruled neither by the industrial clock nor by its direct analogue, the market clock.
As I argue in the remainder of my paper, this other temporality affords modernist subjects the
opportunity to synthesize seemingly disparate aspects of their experience and to renegotiate
the relationship between self and other on a number of different levels. The act of reading—
or, more specifically, of engaging with certain kinds of literary works—is a means of
attaining this state. I therefore end my argument by showing that the aim of The English
Review, a literary magazine that Ford started in 1908, was teach moderns how to recreate
their identities by offering them, through the works it featured, multiple illustrations of how
to synthesize and unify fragments of their experience.

Postcolonial Modernism
Chair: Sue Thomas

Nicole Iverson Schrag, ‘Another Bloomsbury Group: Bohemian Lifestyles and Political
Inertia in Sajjad Zaheer’s A Night in London’
A call to reconfigure the meaning(s) of “modernism,” heralded by critics such as Jessica
Berman, Douglas Mao, and Rebecca Walkowitz, has led to modernist studies’ reclamation of
diverse representations of modernity’s multiple geographies, temporalities, and techniques,
including many texts in translation. The newly translated work of Indian writer Sajjad Zaheer
has until recently been neglected in and inaccessible to much of Anglophone scholarship on
the literary scene of interwar Britain, although his 1938 Urdu novel A Night in London
(London ki Et Raat) represents a day-in-the-life of bohemian Indian students living in
Bloomsbury during the ‘30s. A Night in London serves as a self-conscious counterpoint to the
aesthetics and politics of the Bloomsbury Group as it critiques the failure of radical
communist politics in England and uses the techniques of high modernism to suggest that the
future of the Indian anticolonial movement lies beyond British borders. The novel’s
experimental literary techniques, which allude to Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, and its
explicit considerations of class and nationalism establish Zaheer’s critique of the lifestyles of
“England’s revolutionary thinkers, artists, expatriates, writers, and all such people who are
suspended in a mental void.” This paper will investigate the political implications of
extending the modernist canon to include A Night in London by situating this novel in
relation to high modernist aesthetics, the social circle of the Bloomsbury Group, and the
progressive movement in interwar India. Introducing Zaheer’s novel to an Anglophone
readership and to the modernist archive has the potential to shift our perspective on the
British literary landscape by extending the scope of Indian anticolonial writing and politics in
1930’s London.

Sara Ceroni, ‘Modernism’s Postcolonial Afterlife: The Case of Joseph Conrad’
The recent global turn in modernist studies has placed at its center a discussion of the
possible intersections between studies of modernism and postcolonial criticism. Chinua
Achebe’s 1974 famous critique of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899) is a necessary
point of departure to decenter canonical accounts of modernism from the centers to the
peripheries of European empires, as well as to posit the emergence of a specific aesthetic of
formal experimentation, fragmentation, linguistic failures, and mediated narration out of the
colonial encounter. If, by now, this dislocated “origin” of modernism and the connections
between modernism and colonialism have been sketched (Said, Jameson, Begam and Valdez
Moses, Booth and Rigby), it still remains to ask the following questions: what happens to
modernism after the end of colonialism? And, what are the specific ways in which modernist
writers provided postcolonial writers with artistic models and aesthetic forms to contest and
reflect on the cultures and histories of empires? This, in turn, prompts a redefinition of the
spatial, temporal, political, and aesthetic borders of modernism as traditionally conceived,
urging a reconsideration of the supposed “death” of modernism and an investigation of what I
call its “postcolonial afterlife.” Moving outward from Achebe and postcolonial criticism, this
paper traces a connective and comparative arch between Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, on the
one hand, and two postcolonial works by Indian author Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small
Things (1997) and Mozambican writer Mia Couto’s The Last Flight of the Flamingo (2000),
on the other. If in Roy’s work Conrad represents an overt intertextual reference, and in
Couto’s fiction Conrad emerges as a source of aesthetic and formal experimentation, in both
cases Conrad appears as formally radical and politically liberating for the postcolonial
condition. This comparison enables us to see a continuity between traditional modernism

(Conrad) and “later” modernisms (Roy and Couto) and arrive at a model of modernism based
on adaptation and continuity, rather than radical difference, demise, and rupture.

Susanna Hempstead ‘“I am from here—is not reality enough?”: Postcolonial Shame,
Modernist Form, and Identity in Tayeb Salih’s A Season of Migraion to the North’
The whole of the journey I savoured that feeling of being nowhere, alone, before and
behind me either eternity or nothingness. The surface of the sea when calm is another
mirage, ever changing and shifting”
— Tayeb Salih
In The Event of Postcolonial Shame, Timothy Bewes writes, “shame […] characterizes the
attempt to speak our experience, the impossibility of doing do, and is unknowable outside
any such attempt” signaling a new understanding of the shame inherent to those writing back
from decolonized spaces (Bewes 60). The impossibility, or “incommensurability” of writing
the experience of a shared traumatic event lies, for Bewes, in the incapacity of a survivor to
communicate the experience as such purely because they, themselves, cannot fully lay postclaim to the event since, in embodying that “post,” they are not among those claimed by The
Event. Taking Bewes a point of departure, this paper will examine Tayeb Salih’s A Season of
Migration to the North as both postcolonial and modernist in understanding how Salih
represents nascent postcolonial identity through the experience of shame. In thinking about
the novel as form, and Salih’s text as modernist, I hope to gain a better understanding of how
the fissures in form and style inherent in modernism lend themselves to articulating
postcolonial identity and the innate shame therein—that which Bewes has called
“inexpressible.” Thus, when Woolf, writing on modernist fiction, asks, “Is life like this?
Must novels be like this?” I argue that she gestures toward a space of breakage that makes
possible what Bewes sees as “the embodiment of the self in a form that it does not feel
entirely comfortable with” (Woolf 2089, Bewes 60). In this paper I will focus on Salih’s
narrative, which effectively coopts Conrad’s Heart of Darkness story-within-a-story
framework, and tells it from the perspective of the nameless subaltern ashamed of his
European proclivities in a time of national Sudanese rebuilding, while depicting what it
means to be postcolonial in that moment through shifts in consciousness, space, and
temporality.

Life Affirmations
Chair: Naomi Toth
Stewart Smith, ‘Life-Affirmation and Life-Denial: D.H. Lawrence’s The Plumed
Serpent’
In D. H. Lawrence’s most ambitious novel, The Plumed Serpent (1926), the protagonist Kate
Leslie ruminates, ‘[t]he thing called “Life” is just a mistake we have made in our own minds.
Why persist in the mistake any further?’.14 The novel scrutinizes modernity’s dominant
values through Nietzsche, but the debt is double-edged: Lawrence not only dramatizes
Nietzsche’s critique of Christianity’s life-denying morality and its secular manifestations, but
also evokes Nietzsche’s notion of life-enhancement. The novel depicts the revival of a
14
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primitive Mexican religious movement presented to counter, as Nietzsche puts it, ‘the great
nausea, the will to nothingness, nihilism,’ which arises from Christianity’s demise.15 This
paper will claim that Lawrence’s experimental vision of life-affirmation is offered as an
antidote to the pervasive nihilism and feelings of ressentiment, the spirit of impotent revenge
Nietzsche identifies informing Christian values, that characterise both Mexico and modernity
more generally. It notes the parallels between Nietzsche’s counter-ideal of aesthetic selfcultivation and the novel’s stress on disciplinary practices that seek to stimulate selftranscendence and overcome what Kate apprehends as ‘a demonish hatred of life itself’.16
The paper will then interrogate the novel’s vision of life-enhancement by invoking
Nietzsche’s critique of Schopenhauer’s philosophy of will-lessness. Focusing on the novel’s
central predicament - Kate’s fluctuating responses to the Quetzacoatl movement - I will
consider how Lawrence’s depiction of individual and collective palingenesis remains
implicated in the spirit of life-denial it seeks to surmount.

Brendan Gillott, ‘Writing as Phylogenesis in John Cage’
In 1969 John Cage wrote that 'the function of Art is to imitate Nature in her manner of
operation'. While this axiom has generally been taken as central to his musical experiments in
found sound and silence, in the context of Cage's practice as a poet and writer it poses more
problems. Insofar as writing is not to be found in nature, it is difficult to see how it might be
made to imitate nature's ‘operation’ - while sound is naturally occurring, writing is usually
ascribed to culture. Yet what Cage initiates in this famous statement is a rejection of the
reader/writer diode which the Art/Nature opposition variously enforces and figures, a diode
he opposed with an anti-authoritarian, anti-anthropic poetics. Cage imagined a writing which
was not overdetermined or governed by the preferences of the author, but rather occurred as
an indeterminate process arising by phylogenesis from intermingling engagements with and
prunings of divergent works. He called this method the 'brushing together' of texts.
Phylogenesis describes the process via which species evolve; it is often opposed to
'ontogenesis', the process via which certain organisms proceed from youth to maturity. By
thinking of writing as analogous to speciation rather than to predetermined development,
certain overdetermining models of writing and reading can be reassessed. Through a reading
of two of Cage's middle-period writings, Mushroom Book and Empty Words, this paper will
consider Cage's attention to writing’s phylogeny, arguing that doing so helps to reorient our
sense of verbal and readerly materiality.
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Empathy and Emotion
Chair: Cleo Hanaway-Oakley
Alice Kelly, ‘Modernist Death: Writing the Dead, 1914-39’
From the parenthetical death of Mrs Ramsay to ‘all the living and all the dead’ in Joyce’s
‘The Dead’ to the dead body in Mansfield’s ‘The Garden Party’, death could be said to
suffuse modernist writing. Yet, simultaneously, it is absent: often occurring offstage or
through objects (Jacob’s shoes; Mansfield’s fly) and curiously absent from the key
genealogies of modernism, only considered by a handful of critics (Friedman 1995;
Freedman 2003; James 2013). Yet modernist culture was undoubtedly a death culture. After
the ten million deaths of the Great War and the impact of the influenza epidemic, the
immediate post-war period was both the era of ‘high modernism’ and the period of what
Samuel Hynes has termed ‘monument-making’ (Hynes 1990). The erection of national
memorials, such as the Cenotaph and the Tomb of the Unknown Warrior, alongside the
development of commemorative practices such as the Two Minutes’ Silence and the Poppy
Appeal, resulted in new memorial sites and structures that changed the urban and rural
landscape. Accepting Allyson Booth’s contention that modernist writing ‘handles the bones
of the war dead’ (Booth, 17), this synoptic paper considers literature (Kipling, La Motte,
Mansfield, Woolf) and elements of visual culture, such as the popular Roll of Honour films
and films such as The Battle of the Somme (1916), to argue that modernist death was always
influenced and informed by this sociohistorical context and that modernist, war and memorial
culture cannot be read separately.

Richard Kaye, ‘The Shadow Knows: Lawrence, Joyce, and the Limitations of
Modernist Empathy’
This paper explores D.H. Lawrence’s short story “The Shadow in the Rose Garden” (1914) in
tandem with James Joyce’s “The Dead” (1914) in order to explore what the implications of
such a comparison are for these writers’ work as well as for the modernist conceptions of
subjectivity and empathetic relations. T.S. Eliot seems to have been the first critic to discuss
the stories together, referencing them in After Strange Gods (1934), along with Katherine
Mansfield’s story “Bliss,” as stories of “disillusion.” One of Lawrence’s biographers,
Brendan Maddox, has gone so far as to suggest that the striking affinities between the two
stories, published the same year, might have arisen because Lawrence could have read “The
Dead” given that the manuscript of Dubliners (1914) had circulated widely in London’s
close-knit publishing coteries for more than a decade, having been rejected by numerous
publishers. Yet outside of Maddox’s account and Hidenaga Arai’s 2015 Lacanian reading of
the two tales, there have been no extended considerations of “The Dead” and “The Shadow in
the Rose Garden” in conjunction with each other. Furthermore, in her attempt at arguing that
Lawrence was consciously and directly responding to Joyce’s story, Maddox stresses the
correlations between the two works, a move duplicated in Arai’s reading, which views both
Joyce and Lawrence as similarly examining the uncanny that lies below the surface of reality,
what Lacan and Slavoj Zizek’s both discuss in terms of an encounter with the Real.
Whether or not Maddox’s theory is correct, the two tales merit analysis as fictional works
engaged in similar problems, offering an unusual opportunity to consider how two modernist
writers dilated on a similar scenario: a marriage haunted by a wife’s ex-lover (dead in Joyce’s
story, insane in Lawrence’s account). I argue that understanding the two tales as entwined
entities allows one to consider two markedly opposed modernist comprehension of the

porousness of human subjectivity and the potential for--or desirability of--empathy. My paper
suggests that Eliot shrewdly appreciated the fundamental disjunction between Lawrence and
Joyce when he observed that “The Shadow in the Rose Garden” represented an “almost
perfect example of the heretic” while “The Dead” was the “most ethically orthodox.” There
are other crucial differences. That the two writers were famously critical of each other’s
fiction has long been established (Joyce judged Lawrence a poor writer and Lawrence decried
Ulysses--which he failed to finish--as “too mental.”) Both “The Dead” and “The Shadow in
the Rose Garden” brood on the thematics of marital life haunted and destabilized by past
loves that, with their enduring life, paradoxically expose those marriages as lifeless. For both
Lawrence and Joyce, such a crisis in marriage signals a fulcrum in the consciousness of the
interior lives of others. Yet, in addition to stressing the woman’s perspective, Lawrence
declines to see marital discord as surmountable through an empathetic identification with
another. My reading sees the bitter denouement of “The Shadow in the Rose Garden” as
fundamentally in opposition to the epiphanic climax of Joyce’s tale. While Joyce accentuates
resolution in Gabriel’s new, expanded understanding of Greta’s past love and inner life,
Lawrence represents marriage as a battle of differing subjectivities in which empathetic
identification is subsidiary, untenable, and finally impossible. Significantly, both writers
were working at a time when subjectivity was a salient issue among modern writers and the
idea of empathy as a psychological category was relatively new, having migrated from
aesthetics. The word first appeared in English in 1909, having been translated by Edward
Bradford Titchener from the German Einfuhlung.) Yet Freud was largely uninterested in the
role of empathy. Lawrence, like Freud, views with skepticism this new stress on empathetic
identification. (That skepticism is evident elsewhere in Lawrence’s fiction—for example, in
“The Blind Man” [1920], where Maurice Pervin’s climactic attempt at—or wily simulation
of--empathetic feeling with his wife’s male friend ends lamentably.) From its premise that
Joyce and Lawrence’s stories are thematically linked but radically opposed in philosophical
terms, my paper explores how both writers diverge on the entwined problem of modern
subjectivity and empathy.
Juliette Taylor-Batty, ‘“Le Revenant”: Baudelaire’s afterlife in Jean Rhys’
Jean Rhys’s novel Wide Sargasso Sea famously reimagines the character of Bertha Mason
from Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre. Another hitherto ignored intertext is also important to
Rhys’s novel, however: Charles Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal. Rhys told Francis Wyndham
that an early title for Wide Sargasso Sea was ‘Le Revenant’, a title that, Marina Warner
argues, finds its source in Lafcadio Hearn’s Two Years in the West Indies (1890). In this
paper I will argue that a more likely source of this title is Baudelaire’s poem, ‘Le Revenant’,
whose envisioning of a destructive ghostly passion finds its echo in Rhys’s exploration of the
zombi figure in her novel.
While Rhys’s text clearly reinvisions the Gothicised Creole woman of Bronte’s novel, her
response to Baudelaire is also palpable. We find numerous echoes from Les Fleurs du mal in
Rhys’s text, most notably from the ‘Black Venus’ cycle of poems dedicated to Baudelaire’s
Haitian mistress Jeanne Duval. Rhys, I will argue, uses Baudelaire to imagine the white
European man’s decadent, sexualised and sadomasochistic exoticisation of the Creole woman
as zombi, vampire and ghost, particularly in Part II of Wide Sargasso Sea. ‘Le Revenant’,
although not from the Duval cycle, is also significant in its representation of a male figure as
predatory ghost, and can be seen as the source of Rhys’s associations of the Rochesterfigure’s association with Obeah practices in Wide Sargasso Sea.

Rhys writes in her letters of being ‘haunted’ by Bronte; this paper will demonstrate the extent
to which she is also ‘haunted’ by Baudelaire, in a form of intertextuality as ‘zombification’
that subversively reconstructs a masculine decadent aesthetic.

Modernism, Empathy, and Biopolitics
Chair: Jeff Wallace
Alienation, disaffection, anomie, estrangement: varieties and affects of disillusionment
characterise a large proportion of modernist texts and underpin historiographical accounts of
modernism’s relationship to technology, science, and urban life. Yet for all the charges laid
against modernist inwardness and solipsism, modernist writers are often just as, if not more,
interested in questions of sociality and empathy: the capacity as well as limits of knowing,
identifying with, and connecting with others both like and unlike oneself. Seen not as a
history of alienation but of empathy, what can modernism tell us about art’s faculty for
addressing or writing the lives of others, and about narrative ethics? What is empathy’s
relationship to the world-historical events of the twentieth century which have by turns
threatened and made more urgent the ability to imagine and empathize with the other? This
proposed panel will examine such issues through early twentieth-century developments in
biopower and biopolitics, and through empathy’s various tensions and complicities with the
state regulation and management of bodies as they pertain to the general population. Framed
around a trio of concerns—immunology, total war, and the welfare state—the panel will
address different contexts, politics and failures of empathy to give shape to the longer
histories and varieties of modernism and biopolitical life.

Maebh Long, ‘Unempathetic Sciences: Immunology and Eugenics’
In 1937 Frank Macfarlane Burnet exemplified ideological positions within immunological
discourses when he described immune processes as predicated on a distinction between self
and non-self, with the body tolerating that which is recognised as self, and attacking as a
pathogen that which is designated non-self. The discursive basis of Burnet’s self/non-self
binary has ties to a prevalent ideology of the early twentieth century: eugenics. Burnet’s
formulations were inspired by Julian Huxley and H.G. Wells’s The Science of Life (1929-30),
both eugenicists. Peter Medawar, whose work on acquired immune tolerance led him to share
the 1960 Nobel Prize with Burnet, was himself a member of the Eugenics society, as was
Nobel-prize winning French immunologist George Richet. Conversely, Huxley, Wells and
G.B. Shaw, another committed eugenicist, were well-informed about progress being made in
the field of immunology, and Well’s The War of the Worlds (1898), and Shaw’s The Doctor’s
Dilemma (1906) and Too Good to be True (1932) all hinge on immunological tropes.
This paper traces the connections between the rhetorical valances of late nineteenth and early
twentieth century immunological discourse, with its interest in a healthy self ably insulated
against foreign threat, and that of eugenics, with its interest in a fit society ably insulated
against a degenerate threat. That eugenics was a deeply racist, classist, and sexist ideology is
not in doubt. However, what is also in little doubt is its pervasiveness during the modernist
period, albeit in diffuse forms. This paper explores the biopolitical anxieties about exposure,
alienation, loss of control and loss of identity that both immunological and eugenicist tropes
reveal, and thereby maps out their unempathetic social, political and medical scene, a scene
in which the other is little more than a threat to be controlled or eradicated.

Beryl Pong, ‘“The Zoom of a Hornet”: Critical Empathy and the Phenomenology of an
Air Raid’
‘It is a queer experience, lying in the dark and listening to the zoom of a hornet which may at
any moment sting you to death. It is a sound that interrupts cool and consecutive thinking
about peace.’ Among other concerns, Virginia Woolf’s ‘Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid’
(1940) is preoccupied with the way states of emergency train and sharpen the human
sensorium while the senses of logic and self-reflection themselves become muted. Focusing
on the auditory culture of the Second World War, this paper will draw from accounts in the
medical journals and the Mass-Observation archives of the day to examine the anxiously
attentive modes of wartime hearing and listening. Far from merely identifying the process of
aerial bombardment, a raid’s auditory dimension creates a debilitating ‘future conditional
anxiety’ that is itself psychologically enervating.17 The paper then considers the biopolitical
work of the air-raid siren as a device that protects the listener by occluding the international
and domestic politics that serve as its raison d’être. Concentrating on the diaries and works
of Woolf, the paper will turn to her pre-war novel The Years (1937) as a literary air-raid siren
of sorts. Although critics have noted the novel’s ‘aural architecture’ and its use of the aerial
view, reading these together rather than in insolation demonstrates how the text’s treatment
of historical violence prefigures, and pre-emptively responds to, the ‘grotesquely widened
bifurcation of visuality and hearing’ of an air raid and the state’s exercise of power over the
wartime civilian.18 If to hear is to listen, but also, to attend to another’s point of view,
Woolf’s aurality not only registers psychological preparation, but empathy and ethical
mobilization in anticipation of global war.

Emily Ridge, ‘“We Do Not Need a Little Government to Interfere With Our Millions of
Anonymous Hearts”: Unempathetic Surveillance in Muriel Spark’s The Girls of
Slender Means’
In studying the relationship between surveillance, literature and liberal personhood, David
Rosen and Aaron Santesso identify two kinds of surveillance: coercive and empathetic. While
coercive surveillance purports to influence and control the behaviour of subjects under
scrutiny, empathetic surveillance aims to better understand those subjects to provide
appropriate care. They hone in on empathetic surveillance as a practice which replicates
novelistic techniques in that the ‘novel’s pursuit of interiority … often brought it into near
alliances with the developing technology of surveillance…’19 Set in a subsidised women’s
hostel at the end of World War II, Muriel Spark’s The Girls of Slender Means (1963) reads as
a parable for the emergence of a form of empathetic state surveillance in mid-century Britain
in line with the development of a welfare system which sought to oversee the well-being of
its subjects ‘from the cradle to the grave’. Yet, on a narrative level, the novella forestalls the
‘pursuit of interiority’ facilitated by an empathetic method of authorial engagement. Spark
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was accused, at the time, of ‘uncharitableness’ and a lack of ‘care’ in her approach to her
characters.20 This paper will argue that Spark deliberately adopts a posture of unempathetic
surveillance in the novella in order to expose the implicitly coercive aspect of a political
model of empathy. In so doing, she both writes against and co-opts a modernist mode of
estrangement, casting a cold eye on the collectivist ideal enacted by her characters.

H.D., Mina Loy, and Bryher
Chair: Tim Armstrong
Joanna Makowska, ‘Mina Loy’s “explorations of life”’

Zlatina Nikolova, ‘Two Women, Two Lives: Female Lifestyle in the Modernist Prose of
H.D. and Bryher’
This paper compares the representations of female lifestyle in the modernist prose of the
novelist Bryher (1894-1983) and the Imagist poet H.D. (1886-1961). In the period of 192122, H.D. composed the autobiographical novel Asphodel, a reflection on her experiences of
1910s and World War I. Meanwhile, in 1925, Bryher published the novel West, a record of
her travels in America in 1920. In its juxtaposition of women’s lifestyles as depicted by the
novels’ protagonists, Bryher’s Nancy and H.D.’s Hermione, this paper also examines these
lifestyles’ motivation and consequences on female identity.
In Asphodel, Hermione can travel and socialise as a young woman in the 1910s until her
marriage to Darrington, the fictional alter-ego of the poet’s real-life husband, the poet
Richard Aldington (1892-1962). Following her marriage, Hermione accepts the male
authority of the patriarchal order implied in the photographic stillness that overwhelms the
text. This transition suppresses her female identity and restricts her to the domestic space.
Unlike Hermione, Bryher’s Nancy is free to travel, converse and express her opinions beyond
the feminised space of the home. West’s narrative privileges the female point of view as male
opinions fade to the background as the narrative’s use of dialogue demonstrates. Bryher’s
novel additionally underscores notions of female homosexuality as Nancy’s opinions
transcend the social limitations on women and place her on the borderline of the male/female
identities.

Elizabeth O’Connor, ‘The Shore of H.D.’s Sea Garden’
H.D.’s first poetry collection Sea Garden is often defined by its interests in feminism,
Imagism and Hellenism, but it is also striking in the consistency and specificity of its
landscape; a wild and secluded coast surrounded by orchards, woodlands and gardens.
In this paper, I examine the significance of the shore landscape in H.D.’s Sea Garden. H.D.
depicts the ecological life of the shore with a scientific eye for detail; influenced by the
publications of her botanist Grandfather, she traverses the boundary between land and sea
with both an awareness of the metaphorical power of the sea and shore, and an interest in its
20
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biological existence. Wildflowers are described inextricable from their coastal environment,
human voices are written only in relation to their inland or coastal settlement, and the
presence of classical nymphs and nature gods locates dialogues between human and natural,
mythical and real. The minutiae of the coastal landscape – wildflowers, seashells, marine
creatures – construct an inescapable sense of living, breathing place.
H.D. is only recently being recognised as a writer interested in nature, but Sea Garden studies
the intersections of modernism and nature-writing through its conflation of myth, ecology,
and selfhood. Its landscape operates over the contrasting and merging of binary definitions;
of water and land, wild and pastoral, living and inanimate, ripe and unripe, named and
unknown. The liminal space between these oppositions forms new definitions of beauty and
poetic value, one that combines H.D.’s drive for Imagist aesthetics and Hellenic details with
ecological reality.

Curating Modernist Life: The Ford Madox Ford Society
Chair: Sara Haslam
Paul Skinner
Max Saunders
Lucinda Borkett-Jones
Andrew Frayn

Henry James
Chair: Kate Hext
Jessica Gray, ‘Technology, procrastination and distraction in Henry James’s ‘In the
Cage’’
Procrastination and the avoidance of labour are key features of work; they are too central
features of Modernist life. While procrastination could not be described as an exclusively
Modernist phenomenon, developments in work culture during this period contribute to how
procrastination is experienced, and how it is represented in literature.
In Taylorism – the scientific management of efficiency in labour – there can be seen an
increasing obsession with how productivity can be maximised in an industrialised world. Yet,
this paper will suggest that the use of new technologies that lend themselves to automatic
labour – touch typing on the typewriter, or operating a telegraph machine – permitted a
degree of distraction while working, allowing the mind to wander. This paper will suggest
that this state of distraction, facilitated by technology, is an especially modern type of
procrastination – one which still induces anxiety in our own contemporary moment.
Using this definition of procrastination, closely associated with technology, I will explore the
representation of distraction during work in Henry James’ 1898 novella ‘In the Cage’.
Drawing upon de Certeau’s notion of la perruque, I will suggest that James’ protagonist
illustrates procrastination as a subversive endeavour that can even be aligned with creativity.
It is her distraction from the tedious work of her everyday life that leads to fantasies
concerning one of her customers: fantasies that form a large part of the narrative of the story.

This paper will argue that procrastination can be seen in some Modernist literature, then, as a
potentially radical, creative act.

Patrick Jones, ‘Full Pauses: Henry James and Vitalism’
Despite holding fast to a belief in Henry James’s ‘vitalist commitments’, with characteristic
subtlety Omri Moses also acknowledges that ‘at times, James parodied his vitalist
impulses’.21 In this paper, I want to suggest that when pursued this undeveloped and
seemingly slight concession threatens to undermine the foundations of Moses’s argument. I
will begin by locating a particularly conspicuous example of vitalist rhetoric in the New York
edition preface to The Ambassadors (1903), where James playfully figures the narrative flow
of his text as being halted by a ‘situation […] planted or “sunk”, stiffly and saliently, in the
centre of the current, almost perhaps to the obstruction of traffic’.22 Strikingly, what
constitutes this blockage is a discourse on ‘life’ itself: Lambert Strether’s famous
admonishment to Little Bilham to ‘live all you can; it’s a mistake not to’.23 Paying close
attention to its contorted temporalities and thick layers of irony, I want to argue that this
overdetermined speech – delivered ‘with full pauses and straight dashes’ – challenges a
vitalist conception of life as uninterrupted becoming.24 Indeed, I will propose instead that it
offers a phenomenology of life characterised by delay and non-synchronicity, and that in this
sense it foregrounds James’s affinities with anti-vitalist strands of early twentieth-century
continental philosophy.

Elizabeth McLean, ‘“in loco parentis, of some proper third person”: The Inhabitable
Narrative of What Maisie Knew’
Fluently operating between two narrative planes, the fractional and evolving cognizance of
Maisie Farange, and the full, squalid fiction or fabula that surrounds her, What Maisie Knew
(1897) is one of Henry James’s most adroit structural feats. As readers of the nouvelle, we
are required to navigate and assimilate the constantly shifting intermediary space of narration,
and in our own inhabitation of this space we encounter the text’s moral and stylistic suspense,
and as I explore in this paper, the critical question of modern habitability. Where James
works from the position of the third-person narration, he simultaneously participates in the
text and adopts the otherwise unoccupied diegetic position of the “respectable or at least
presentable friend” who is originally appointed by the state to care for Maisie. This is a
revision of scale; the dual sense of the third-person in the text as narrator and guardian
enables James to hone a method of subjectivity and mobility that was later revered and
employed by modernist writers. At once realist and impressionist, moral-contra-aesthetic,
both What Maisie Knew’s resistance to generic categorisation and the eponymous heroine’s
figurative homelessness are resolved by the capacious interiority and ‘freshness’ that James
affords her. By her precocity and profound self-reflexivity, Maisie lives and breathes,
revising and enlivening the trope of the Victorian child as James revises the role of the
narrator.
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15.30-16.50
Modernism and Material Cultures
Chair: Elizabeth McLean
Max Saunders, ‘The Future of Everyday Life in The To-Day and To-Morrow Book
Series’
To-Day and To-Morrow, a series of short books edited by C. K. Ogden for Kegan Paul, ran to
110 volumes published from 1923-31 (and reissued by Routledge in 2008). It included many
of the best writers of the period (Robert Graves, Vera Brittain, Bertrand Russell, Winifred
Holtby, Hugh MacDiarmid, André Maurois, and many others), and constitutes an outstanding
resource for Modernist Studies. Contributors contrasted the present state of their subject with
its imagined future. The volumes by biologists J. B. S. Haldane and J. D. Bernal have been
well studied for their transhumanist visions of science transforming modernist life. The topics
covered by the series as a whole were extremely diverse, and included a number of volumes
on what would now be called ‘everyday life’.
Starting from the proposition that the series anticipates McLuhan’s theorisation of media, this
paper explores the volumes covering media, travel, architecture and the environment, and
leisure. It argues that considerations of ‘life’ in the period had been transformed by the
experience of the War, as well as biological speculations about prosthetic extension of the
human. It concludes by indicating ways in which the series contributed to the subsequent
development of cultural studies.

Andrew Thacker, 'Two Aspects of Modernist Life in the 1930s: Progressive Bookshops
and "Cheap and Evil Little Libraries"'
This paper explores the significance of a number of important cultural institutions in the
1930s, namely bookshops and ‘Twopenny Libraries’, cheap lending libraries based in
bookshops aimed at working-class readers and depicted as ‘cheap and evil little libraries’ in
George Orwell’s Keep the Aspidistra Flying (1936). In addition to these ‘libraries’ the paper
will also examine the radical bookshops of Charles Lahr, Frank Henderson, and the Parton
Street Bookshop as social spaces for the transmission of radical ideas of democracy and
revolution.

Chris Mourant, ‘The Apple is Bitten Again: Olive Moore at the Progressive Bookshop’
In this paper, I want to follow up on Andrew Thacker’s idea of bookshops as social spaces
for the transmission of ideas in order to suggest possible points of connection between two
neglected figures in the history of literary modernism: Olive Moore and Beatrice Hastings. In

the early 1930s, both writers frequented Charles Lahr’s ‘Progressive Bookshop’ on Red Lion
Street, Holborn, and both published pamphlets with Lahr’s Blue Moon Press. I want to
suggest that examining the material print histories of limited-edition pamphlets and smallcirculation periodicals enables us to trace and recover possible points of dialogue between
writers in bookshops. As such, this paper will read Moore’s collection of acerbic aphorisms,
The Apple is Bitten Again (1934), against ideas expressed in the periodical edited by Hastings
at this time, The Straight-Thinker (1932-33). Finally, I will consider how Moore’s text
reflects back on an earlier moment in the history of modernism, picking over the literary
‘remains’ of writers such as D. H. Lawrence and Katherine Mansfield.

New Biology and the Fears of Modernity
Chair: Alice Tarbuck
This panel looks at advances in the life sciences in the fin-de-siècle and the modern period.
Driven by developments ranging from microscope technology to the funding of scientific
institutions, the period saw an altered understanding of pathology, mechanisms of disease
transmission, and the complex interactions of human beings with their newly populous,
animate and diverse environment. Replacing ideas of miasma and constitutional
predisposition, as well as vaguer notions of contagion, the growing understanding marks an
important development in Foucault’s medical gaze. With an increased capacity for
classification and systematisation, it also prompts increasing disciplinary subdivision,
creating new professions, environments, behaviours, discourses and values. This
specialisation is also the site where Bruno Latour sees the separation of “facts, power and
discourse” contested, a definitive gesture in the creation of modernity.

Peter Fifield, ‘A New Science of the Invisible: On bacteriology and what can’t be seen
Bacteriology as a distinct scientific field coincided with the literary developments of
modernism. Emerging in the mid-1880s, the self-consciously new field developed a Europewide network of contacts, as well as distinctive practices and discoveries. These were
transmitted in simpler forms to a non-scientific audience via a range of literary texts,
including by Wells, W. L. Alden, Algernon Blackwood, Conan-Doyle and Somerset
Maugham, as well as articles and advertisements in fin-de-siècle magazines such as Cassell’s
Family Magazine and The Strand. This paper will discuss this process of textual
dissemination and the spread of a public understanding of bacteriology. I suggest that
bacteriology becomes a site for repeated literary experiment in order to pose moral and
political questions forced by growing knowledge of a previously invisible world of
potentially dangerous organisms. In particular, I ask how does a science that brought
increased food hygiene and lower incidence of disease, whose discoveries were used to
market domestic products, and whose scientists were internationally famous, become so
freighted with fears of revolution, domestic breakdown and murder?
Emilie Taylor-Brown, ‘“Owa na ntolo”: Parasitic Disease and Emotional Violence at
the Fin de Siècle’
The trypanosomes were wriggling all over him. A giant tsetse was forcing his mouth
open with a hairy bill, so that the trypanosomes might wriggle down his throat. A
flattened trypanosome, tasting as flabby as jelly, was worming over his lips.

(John Masefield, Multitude and Solitude)
In John Masefield’s 1909 novel Multitude and Solitude, protagonist Roger Naldrett is
overcome with illness whilst on a trip to Africa. In the grips of fever, he hallucinates giant
parasites and human-sized flies, his fevered brain radically amplifying the disease agent
along with its tsetse fly vector. The resulting hallucination is a traumatic and violent act of
force-feeding, a literary intervention that voices anxiety about routes of disease transmission.
At the turn of the nineteenth into the twentieth century, parasitology was a new discipline
forging its own disciplinary language. During this process, anthropomorphic depictions of
these organisms were commonplace and often accompanied by the lexis of violence.
Scientific and literary texts alike produced narratives that explored the fraught relationship
between humans and the microscopic world, the active transmission strategies of protozoan
parasites offering a source of anxiety. In this paper, I will explore a series of depictions of
parasites and parasitic disease, and consider the role that emotional violence plays in
dramatizing the impact that they might have on the body. The colliding of cultures: temperate
and tropical, scientific and literary, human and non-human, enabled by practices of
modernity, challenged the supremacy of mankind in an increasingly global world and
interrogated the role of scientists as ‘wise men choosing who are to inherit the earth' (23334).

Cathryn Setz, ‘Nietzsche's Spider: Forging and Furnishing The Revolution of the
Word’
In an early unpublished essay entitled 'On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense', Nietzsche
invokes an arachnid metaphor for the nature of language and meaning. 'Humanity's
construction must be like one constructed of spiders' webs', he writes--'delicate enough to be
carried along by the waves, strong enough not to be blown apart by every wind.' Nietzsche's
nonhuman figures proliferate here, as he searches for ways to express a will to illusion--an
amnesiac contract humanity draws up with reality and truth--and offer a point of departure.
For when we turn to literary modernism--here explored in Eugene and Maria Jolas's interwar
magazine transition--we find a tapestry of articulations that inherit and modulate Nietzsche's
influence. By tracing the multitude of 'Nietzscheanisms', to echo Michael Bell's work, and by
following the spider metaphor at play in what transition's editors called 'The Revolution of
the Word', a distinct currency of thought comes to light. On the one hand this is, to quote
Shane Weller, 'Nietzsche among the Modernists'--a spectrum of engagement ranging from the
in-depth and explicit, to the superficial, even inauthentic, which can nonetheless illuminate
the nature of transition's avant-garde expression of modernity and what it called 'false
humanism'. On the other, we find a constellation of webs, of spidery figures for man's
linguistic system, often deployed as a site of forgetting, or of what Hans Arp calls 'the cracks
in the earth in the face of man's ugliness and human thinking.' Following the spider, via
Nietzsche, thus raises the prospect of a readably anti-anthropocentric thread, to employ Paul
Sheehan's term, running through the magazine: an important instance of animal writing that
enables a deeper understanding of its modernist project. Yet it also troubles our critical
readiness to ascribe a posthumanist reading, since the magazine reflects a cohort of
conflicting voices, of different Nietzsches, and of spiders as both poison and a radical new
Word. Rather than resolve such conflicts, this paper will test out a methodological approach
that preserves the rich diversity of an important organ of modernism, pressing at its biocentric
(Margot Norris) qualities, and asking what the 'inhuman inarticulate', that Nietzschean horror
(Friedrich Kittler), can tell us.

Global Modernisms
Chair: Adam Watt
Hakan Atay, ‘Stagnating the Life: Modernist Wisdom in The Book of Disquiet
The so-called modern state of literature is imagined recurrently through the consciousness of
the modern reader-critic who is eager to greet the writer or poet himself/herself as the model
that both leads the way towards the work and pretends to be the “guide to the perplexed.” In
the age of revolutions, wars and charming unstability, it is obvious that there would have to
be some “stagnators of life” who lay claim to control over their disturbed beings. The wise
poet/prose writer’s main gesture, which is recognizable through a very loose kind of reading,
is the insistence on experimenting and analyzing the disparate, but somehow related and
continuous, states of a mind which is the necessary and sufficient condition of authorial
artisanship, whose expressive qualities are partially, if not totally, distinct from the usual
chain of expressions. In this paper my foremost aim is to draw attention to such an
aesthetically motivated analysis in a very controversial piece of modernist writing,
Portuguese poet and author Fernando Pessoa’s The Book of Disquiet. Frankly, there are two
fallacious remarks in the previous sentence. Not Fernando Pessoa, but one of his heteronyms,
Bernardo Soares, seems to own the project, as it were, in the last instance. And The Book of
Disquiet is more of a loose collection of fragments than a full-fledged book with a wellorganized structure. By concentrating on the themes such as poetry-prose dichotomy, the
exteriorization of the interior experience via this very plastic notion of the landscape, and the
idea that life can best be observed from a distance after it is fully stopped, I would like to
stress the exisence of a common ground on which the modern artist and the modern thinker
come close to each other in articulating a uniquely modern urgency, which gives shape to a
new understanding of wisdom.

Margarida Casacuberto, ‘Abandoned Gardens in Spain after 1898 Crisis: A Decadent
Topic for a Vitalist Ideal’
This paper focuses on the poetical and pictorial interpretation of landscape, especially
relating to the topic of “abandoned gardens”, as a symbol of Spanish society in the context of
the 1898 crisis, and the need to rethink Spain after the loss of its last colonies, Cuba, Puerto
Rico and the Philippines.
The main representative of this topic was the modernist Catalan painter and writer Santiago
Rusiñol, who began painting and writing about abandoned gardens in Granada (1895). From
that moment up until 1898, coinciding with the war in Cuba, abandoned gardens were the
obsessive subject matter of his artwork. Concurrently, Rusiñol became addicted to morphine
and his work developed into an extraordinary field exploring the unknown space between life
and death, taking the relationship between art and life to the limit. In 1899, at the same time
as abandoning morphine, his position as a modernist artist clearly weakened. Being conscious
of this, Rusiñol published an artist’s book titled Jardins d’Espanya (1903), an elegant white
portfolio holding forty reproductions of his best Spanish abandoned gardens and eight poems
by his most appreciated poets. My theory is that an important part of the artist himself was
buried in the portfolio together with the image of the old imperial Spain.

Despite its decadent significance, like the book España negra (1899) by Darío de Regoyos
and Émile Verhaeren, Jardins d’Espanya encourages an encoded Vitalist read, an
interpretation accepted by the author himself in 1914, when he published the second edition
of the book with significant changes in its content.

Patricia Novillo-Corvalan, ‘Beckett, Octavio Paz, and the Mexican Day of the Dead’
Samuel Beckett has long been associated with translation, be it the colossal collaborative
enterprise of translating sections of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake into French or the
sustained process of self-translation that enabled his work to co-exist in two languages.
Equally significant, albeit less celebrated, is his translation of An Anthology of Mexican
Poetry (1958), a volume of over a hundred poems that has so far occupied a marginal place
within the Beckett canon. The anthology was part of an international cultural project
sponsored by the United Nations Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) and edited
by the Mexican writer and diplomat Octavio Paz in the early 1950s.
This paper seeks to recuperate this overlooked aspect of Beckett’s work in an attempt to
explore in detail one of his most onerous tasks as a translator. In the first part, I critically
examine the crucial role played by UNESCO as patron of the anthology and as a consecrating
institution that symbolises the notion of ‘cultural capital’ proposed by the French theorist
Pierre Bourdieu. In particular, I seek to explicate the vexed relationship between the
institutional and intellectual bodies responsible for the production and commodification of
the anthology (chiefly UNESCO, its official members, and the literary publishing field), and
the Mexican and Irish writers responsible for editing, introducing, and translating the
anthology. In the second part, I situate Beckett’s translations within a historical and cultural
context by arguing that the translation of the anthology exposed him to Mexican conceptions
of mortality. The strategic inclusion in the anthology of a cluster of poems concerned with
the recurring subject of death, I suggest, advances the specific literary agenda of its editor,
Octavio Paz, whose seminal study The Labyrinth of Solitude (1950), constitutes a concerted
reflection on the interrelationship between death, revolution, and Mexican identity.
My emphasis on reading Beckett alongside the cultural background that undergirds key
poems in the anthology, such as Manuel Acuña’s ‘Before a Corpse’ – including the thematic
elements that it shares with poems from Echo’s Bones and Other Precipitates – is part of a
‘decentring’ critical framework that seeks to situate a modernist writer such as Beckett in an
unfamiliar Latin American context, to elucidate new comparative interconnections between
Beckett and Mexican writers, and to illustrate Beckett’s exposure to the alternative
historiography of Mexico (via his collaborative relationship with Paz).

Photography
Chair: Alex Goody
Antony Huen, ‘Reinvention of Mother: Photography and Memory in George Szirtes’
Poetry’
This paper shall investigate the ways George Szirtes poetically recreates the lens of his
mother’s camera, bringing to life, in Szirtes’ own words, an ‘honest, invented’ mother.
Szirtes, a prolific poet who was trained as a painter in his early days, came to England as a
refugee with his family during the Hungarian Uprising in 1956. In his essay, ‘A Dual

Heritage’ (1986), Szirtes understands his ‘shifting and elusive locale’ in terms of W.B. Yeats’
symbol of poetic imagination – ‘the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart’. Szirtes’ unstable
‘locale’, as manifested in his poetry, has been dominated by his dim memory of his mother.
Szirtes once wrote on his online blog that, ‘I am interested in her so I go on inventing her,
inventing a truth I can believe in about her. I invent nothing factual. I don’t make it up’. In
his poems and autobiographical essays, Szirtes continuously restores the life of his mother,
evocative of Roland Barthes’ comparable rediscovery of his mother through dwelling on her
photographs. Reading the title poem of Szirtes’ The Photographer in Winter (1987), in
relation to Barthes’ personal account in his Camera Lucida (1980), I shall investigate Szirtes’
elegiac reinvention of his photographer-mother: the ways he poetically revives her and
interrogates the ‘new’ mother as a photographer at work, asking her to ‘train [her]
photographic eye/ on [him]’. My objective is to explore the intricate parallels between the
craft of photography and a lifelong tracing of memory, which Szirtes’ ‘underexposed’ poetry
has exposed.

Jessica Schouela, ‘Photographing modernist monuments: life beyond moments passed’
A monument can be either (1) a structure that is intentionally built for the purpose of
remembering an event or a figure firmly situated in the past or (2) an existing structure that
acquires monumentality over time, and thereby comes to be seen as encompassing historical
significance, representative of the event or figure to which it refers. This paper, which
focuses on the latter type, investigates the theme of monumentality as a utopian effect and
product of modernism by looking at two works: (1) a photo-essay by Amédée Ozenfant (an
often forgotten collaborator of Le Corbusier and co-founder of the Purist movement), entitled
Tour de Grèce (1938), and (2) photomontages of models for skyscrapers designed by Mies
van der Rohe from the early 1920s that were never built (the Friedrichstrasse Skyscraper
Project (1921) and the Glass Skyscraper (1922)).
My discussion of these works will probe the qualities of verticality and height as
characteristics of monumentality as these are made manifest both in the columns of the
Parthenon and also in the conceptualization of the skyscraper. Through an ontological
approach to photography and the ways in which the medium gets utilized for the preservation
of moments or people, I aim to unpack issues around the writing of histories and, specifically,
how events or figures are remembered and regarded as inspirational fuel for a desired future.
I will address the following questions: how do progress and possibility get visualized
photographically? How might we interpret the relevance of a return to ancient Greece in an
effort to describe an early twentieth century building as monumental? To what extent do
monuments propagate cautionary tales and, as such, are they constructions as much about the
future as they are about the past?

Julie Taylor, ‘Mechanical Reproduction: Children, Race, and Photography in The
Crisis’
Between 1912-1934, while under the editorship of W.E.B. DuBois, the NAACP’s Crisis
published an annual Children’s Number. These special issues included children’s stories
alongside protest pieces, notices of lynchings, and affirmations of middle-class ‘New Negro’
prosperity. My paper explores the ambiguous function of the child in early twentieth-century

uplift discourse through considering The Crisis’s use of photography: my focus in particular
is on the portraits of readers’ children that feature prominently in the Children’s Numbers. At
stake are the evidentiary statuses of the photograph, the raced body, and ‘the child’. Figuring
as a kind of community family album, the sentimental portraits function as ‘evidence’ of
black bourgeois personhood: at a time when the category of the child was, as Robin Bernstein
has argued, only extended to white children, the conspicuous repetitiveness of these
photographs serves as an attempt to demonstrate the fact that the black child did indeed exist.
This project is complicated not only by what Allan Sekula refers to a photographic ‘shadow
archive’ (images relating to ‘scientific’ racism and criminology) which marks the black body
as other, but also by the ontological uncertainty surrounding the category of the child. Just as
the photograph’s meaning exceeds its indexical status, the Crisis portraits and the texts that
surround them point to the (black) child as a figure whose meaning is at once self-evident and
utterly interminable. DuBois’s mechanical reproduction of his ‘talented tenth’ reveals the
complex intersections between the child, race, and photography as bodies of evidence at the
beginning of the twentieth century.

Reproduction
Chair: Xiaofan Xu

Sophie Cavey, ‘The Evolutionary Potential of Creative Female Bodies in the work of
Olive Moore’
In her 1934 non-fiction work The Apple is Bitten Again, modernist author Olive Moore
asserts her own definition of the body’s innate creative powers of evolution, which she
defines as ‘conscious intelligent movements’ undertaken by ‘local brains’ situated throughout
the body. Moore also provides a vitalist definition of ‘soul’ as the life-giving element that
animates organisms, characterising it as an atomic energy that transforms matter into living
beings. Moore’s complex and detailed physiological conception of the human body engages
with both Darwinian theories of evolutionary biology which inform her depiction of the body
as intuitive and constantly adaptive and vitalist philosophies of the likes of Henri Bergson
that define an animating and continually transformative ‘life force’. This understanding of the
body and its instinctive, progressive potential informs Moore’s depiction of the power of the
female reproductive body as a vital aspect of social regeneration and advancement in her
novels Spleen (1930) and Fugue (1932). I will explore the extent to which Moore examines
reproductive innovations that harness the innate, instinctive transformative powers of the
female body in her novels and how these are defined as means to increased female social
autonomy. I will place Moore as a distinctly Modernist writer who has previously been
unjustly overlooked and discuss how her novels align themselves with the modernist
discourses of the human body.

Ben Nichols, ‘Reproduction Line: Manufacturing People in First-wave Feminism’
Production-line-style machines often emblematise dystopia in modernist representation. E.
M. Forster’s story “The Machine Stops” (1909), Fritz Lang’s film Metropolis (1927), and
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World (1932) are just three examples in which routinizing
mechanization becomes the bane of humanity.

Feminist responses to the machine age were often somewhat contrasting. For example, in
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland (1915), making people via factory-like processes of
social and biological reproduction is the basis for a utopian world. The inhabitants of a
single-sex society reproduce parthenogenetically through machine-like processes of copying;
reproduction becomes a production line for efficiently making people in established molds.
However, this standardization is the basic condition for social levelling and for sexual
emancipation, as it separates the production of more humans from the social institution of
heterosexuality. On the other side of the Atlantic, too, figures such as Muriel Jaeger, Vera
Brittain and Norman Haire offered similar accounts of the regularization of reproduction.
Whilst this may simply sound like what queer scholarship has critiqued as “reproductive
futurism,” this paper uses Gilman and others to reflect critically on the status of reproduction
in contemporary thought. Devalued in queer theory as a dreary, automatic, repetitive
commitment to more of the same, reproduction is often imagined to be inherently
problematic. But this paper will explore how first-wave feminist writers figured human
reproduction as an impersonal manufacturing process in order to undo its cast-iron link to
heterosexuality as a specific set of social relations and to open up possibilities for sexual
freedoms.
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9.00-10.20
East/West
Chair: Emily Ridge
Mark Taylor, ‘Aldous Huxley’s Island and Bergsonian Thought as a Way of Life’
Aldous Huxley was a late adopter of Henri Bergson’s ideas. While other British modernist
writers primarily engaged with Bergson’s work in the 1910s – at the time of his greatest
prominence in the English-speaking world – it is forty years later, in the early 1950s, that
Huxley begins to profess appreciation for Bergson’s ideas.
Though Huxley expresses in 1953 that ‘the most satisfactory working hypothesis about the
human mind must follow, to some extent, the Bergsonian model,’25 the presence of
Bergsonian ideas in Huxley’s late literature has been little explored. This paper will suggest
that Bergsonian philosophy constitutes a major component of Huxley’s final novel, Island
(1962).
Set on Pala, a tiny fictional kingdom close to Sumatra, Island presents a green utopia
expressly built around a mix of Eastern and Western thought. Western scientific method
(brought to the island in the nineteenth century by a Scottish doctor) is seen to be wed to an
environmental ethics rooted in Mahayana Buddhism.
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However, this paper will argue that the fusion of Eastern and Western ideas in Island is partly
illusory: practice from Western science and Eastern ritual may sit side-by-side on Pala, but
rather than interacting to create something new, the understanding of the world which
purportedly emerges is distinctly Bergsonian. When Island offers recognition of a ‘non-stop,
perpetual creation’ as transcendence,26 it amounts to Bergson’s theory concerning life and its
development instantiated as religious truth.

Nan Zhang, ‘Civility and Cosmic Life: The Spirit of Social Constitution in Lin Yutang’s
Moment in Peking’
Focusing on his 1939 novel Moment in Peking, this paper examines how the Chinese writer
Lin Yutang reconfigures a Confucian emphasis on civility through imaginings of cosmic life
in a global context. Lin’s depiction of the conflict between old ways of life governed by such
Confucian values as family, honor, and civility and multifarious forces of modernity in the
novel embodies a common concern shared by Chinese intellectuals of his era. Indeed,
divergent attitudes toward Confucianism partly defined the political landscape of China’s
modernity. On the one hand, revolution-minded social reformers and nationalists deplored
Confucianism as the reason for China’s backwardness in the face of socioeconomic
modernization and aggressive imperial expansion. On the other hand, cultural conservatives
upheld Confucianism as the very essence of Chinese identity. Differing from both positions,
however, Lin appealed to the moral power of Confucian ideas of civility in an international
setting in which legal arrangements, especially extraterritoriality—an arrangement peculiar to
the mode of China’s semi-colonialism that granted legal impunity to foreign nationals in
China—had become complicit with imperial expansion and dominance. Against the divisive
and demoralizing effects of extraterritoriality, Lin portrays more organic forms of living
across national boundaries. The paper argues that Lin’s novelistic vision, which integrates
Taoist imaginings of cosmic life into a Confucian conception of civil society organized
around virtues, both contests nationalistic mobilization and contains an alternative model of
cosmopolitanism.

Bodies and Machines
Chair: Ruth Clemens
Katharina Bockenhoff, ‘Negotiations of Materiality and Corporeality in Natalie
Clifford Barney’s novel The One Who Is Legion or A.D.’s After-Life’
As a distinctly self-referential and demanding text that departs from a traditional novelistic
form Natalie Clifford Barney’s novella The One Who Is Legion (1930) mirrors the modernist
Zeitgeist. Yet, a plot bordering on the fantastical, characters disappearing into abstraction, a
setting which only brushes the city as the preferred modernist site and the invocation of
anachronistic motifs may have prevented scholars from examining the text in the context of
its modernist legacy.
This paper contends that Barney’s text is a noteworthy engagement with the modernist
preoccupation to probe the limits of representation given its concern with the restrictions and
potentialities of texts as material objects. What makes it a particularly relevant piece to study
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in this context is its juxtaposition of printed matter as that which makes the book and organic
matter as that which constitutes the human body. Considerations of the formation of an entire
corpus, that is, the collection of written texts assigned to a specific author, subject matter or
literary movement, coincide with negotiations of a human body defined by gender and
sustained through procreative sexual habits.
Through a close reading of key passages, I aim to illustrate not only the role death and afterlife play in the novella’s quest for new shapes of the human and the textual corpus, but how it
is itself implicated in experimentations with the body as a coherent, unambiguously shaped
and self-reproducing substance. Such a reading offers a new perspective on our
understanding of ‘modernist life’.

Zhao Ng, ‘“Even God could not keep straight the things he had planned in a line—”:
Bodily Distortion in Ladies Almanack’
Locating their work in opposition to the strain of ‘Fleshism’ they detect in the world of
phenomenology, Deleuze and Guattari speak of their ‘conception of life as a non-organic
power’ – a rather startling definition for the term ‘vitalism’, commonly associated as it is
with notions of living, organic, and integrated matter. Yet this surprise comes as the result of
certain ontological and axiological commitments concerning the nature of selfhood and the
world, and finds expression in the contradictory critical history to Djuna Barnes’s Ladies
Almanack. Read alternately as caustic satire and joyous celebration, demonstrating for critics
everything from a ‘will to self-extirpation’, pointless ‘modernist bijouterie’, to an
unequivocal commitment to the ‘production of happiness’, Barnes’s text confounds precisely
because of its challenge to our conceptual placement of ‘life’ and ‘vitality’ itself: does it
reside with the ‘self’ – whether as ‘body’, ‘ego’, or ‘subject’; or is it rather perfuse with the
cosmos itself and its creative forces, of which these former are transient manifestations and
assemblages?
Taking our cue from Peter Hallward’s claim that Deleuze’s philosophy involves ‘the
redemptive re-orientation of any particular creature to its own dissolution’, this paper seeks to
articulate corporeal fragmentation, distortion, and hybridisation in Ladies Almanack
alongside a radical conception of utopia as a ‘lesbian sensorium’. This return of what might
be figured as the ‘repressed’ of a modernism often conceived in the terms of ‘alienation’ and
‘transcendental homelessness’ will also involve the return of a God – long proclaimed dead –
that has, however, ‘become-woman’.

Sue Thomas, ‘Jean Rhys’s Early Insect and Machine Poetics’
In line with her pathologisation of Jean Rhys (1890-1979), biographer Carole Angier writes
of Rhys’s growing “insect obsession” and “machine obsession” (416) from Good Morning,
Midnight (1939) onwards, especially in her fiction of the Second World War. Rhys’s insect
and machine poetics are apparent, though, in her earliest published fiction, for example, the
version of “Vienne” in The Left Bank and Other Stories (1927) and Quartet, first published
as Postures in the U.K. (1928). In an unpublished and undated essay “The Ant Civilisation.
The Kingdom of the Human Ants” Rhys addresses the position of women in England. In this
paper I draw out the scope of her insect and machine poetics in her early fiction and “The Ant
Civilisation”, and the ways in which her allusions to such poetics in the works of her

modernist contemporaries mark points of influence and difference in her representations of
human animation and inanimation. The study complicates and extends Erica L. Johnson’s
recent arguments about spectrality and Rhys’s “posthuman imaginary”.

Geriatric Decadents
Chair: Eleanor Dobson
Kate Hext, ‘Party Like it’s 1899: Spectres of Old Age Amongst the Bright Young
Things’
Alex Murray, ‘The Last Known Survivor: Decadent Art and the Great War’

10.20-12.05
Modernist Life On the Edges – a joint Modernist Network Cymru (MONC) and
Scottish Network of Modernist Studies (SNoMS) panel
Chair: Emma West
This panel addresses issues of modernist life on the edges: the conceptually peripheral, the
geographically decentred and marginal, and even, perhaps, the cutting edge. Questions to be
considered might include those of centre and periphery, including the construction and
critique of models thereof; the continued movement from a centrist concept of modernism
towards other models, for example vernacular and, more recently, archipelagic modernisms,
including an examination of the ideological investments of such paradigms; the relation
between form, nation and politics; and the interrelation of national and world literatures in
light of recent debates in the field (Casanova, Moretti, WReC).

Michelle Deininger, ‘“Standing in the Doorway”: Kathleen Freeman’s fictions of the
1920s’’
Kathleen Freeman (1897-1959), an important Classical scholar, was Lecturer in Greek at the
University of South Wales and Monmouthshire, Cardiff, from 1919 to 1946. She was also a
prolific and popular writer of both fiction and introductory texts on the Classics for general
readers. Despite her achievements as an academic and as a fiction writer, her biography has
yet to be written and much of her literary achievements have been overlooked. This paper
will focus on Freeman’s early short stories and novels from the 1920s, arguing that her
writing is fundamentally preoccupied with transitions and liminality, both thematically and
linguistically. This preoccupation is bound up with Freeman’s position as a female academic
at a provincial university, while also operating within a wider network of modernist women
writers in Cardiff.

Maria-Daniella Dick, ‘Comparative, Hybrid or Other?: situating Irish and Scottish
modernism within world literature’
In 2015, the Warwick Research Collective published its provocative Combined and Uneven
Development: Towards a New Theory of World-Literature, which aims 'to resituate the
problem of "world literature'" by thinking it alongside the theory of combined and uneven
development. The book, which has already attracted widespread debate, combines this theory
with 'expanded categories of "world literature" and "modernism"' and encapsulates its
argument in its epigraph from J.G. Ballard: '[t]he periphery is where the future reveals itself'.
This paper examines its postulations in regard of the recently emerging field of Irish and
Scottish studies, asking whether an analysis of the relatively uneven constitutions of Irish and
Scottish modernist literature can illuminate putative interrelations between the theory of
WReC and the possible position of Irish and Scottish literature in developing it.

Daniel Hughes, ‘Life-Writing on the Edges: Brenda Chamberlain and a (brief)
introduction to Welsh Literary Modernism’
Current studies of literary modernism and Welsh Writing in English undervalue the strength,
diversity and importance of modernist literature in Wales. This paper will offer an overview
of modernist writing in Wales, with particular emphasis on the development of literary
modernism in the English language. Raymond Williams’s theory of cultural formations,
outlined in his 1981 book Culture, will be used to conceptualise a formation of modernists in
Wales, and particular attention will be paid to the writer, artist and dramatist Brenda
Chamberlain. Born in Bangor in 1912, her Caseg Broadsheets featured the work of other
Welsh modernists such as Lynette Roberts and Dylan Thomas. Much like earlier modernists,
such as Joyce, Woolf, and Proust, Chamberlain reconstructed her own life in fictional form.
Chamberlain’s work invites us to not only to reassess modernism in the latter half of the 20th
century, but also the relationship between modernism and life-writing, as well as the nature
of life-writing itself.

Alex Thomson, ‘Scotland as ‘semi-periphery’? Rethinking modernism in Britain’
Although it has become more common to acknowledge the regional and/or national diversity
of modernist literatures within Britain, there are political and methodological problems which
follow from the adoption of a comparative approach. Not least of these are the need to lean
on concepts of national culture that are themselves being debated and reshaped throughout
the period, and the risk of underestimating the internal stratification and differentiation of the
literary system within and across borders. In Combined and Uneven Development, the
Warwick Research Collective propose to rethink modernism through the concepts of core and
periphery, which they stress are to be understood as multi-scalar and relational (123). In
practical terms, they highlight the question of ‘uneven development within Europe’;
including ‘an unremarked provincial modernism and […] specific formations – thus far
unconnected and under-compared – of European rural modernism’ (126). This paper will
assess the value of this approach for rethinking modernism in Britain, taking as examples
problems that arise in assessing Scottish writers: a tradition of literary fiction that has been
broadly characterised as formally conservative and thematically focused on rural life; the
merely peripheral presence of more overt modernist poetics relative to the national symbolic

field; and the need to understand ethno-political categories (race/nation/culture) as fluid and
contested in the period.

The compulsion to record life across public and private modernist texts
Chair: Sam Rose
The problem of how to record life through language was a particular concern in literary
modernism. Our panel reads this struggle in the work of James Joyce, Wyndham Lewis and
Samuel Beckett. We look at the ways in which these authors record life in public and private
forms, ranging from the diary to the novel. Giovanna Vincenti analyses Joyce’s attempts to
elevate the physical and mental sufferings of his own life to myth in Finnegans Wake.
Xander Ryan approaches the Wake from a different angle by exploring the significance of
letters as carriers of everyday speech. Turning to Wyndham Lewis, Gareth Mills explores the
impossibility of objective self-narration in The Childermass and The Apes of God. Lastly,
Lucy Jeffrey asks how Beckett’s use of the image signposts a nostalgic turn in his
biographical late text, Company. Our papers draw on the archival resources and expertise at
the University of Reading.

Giovanna Vincenti, ‘Joyce, Swift and the “creep o’er skull” of the Gods’
In the supposedly impersonal period of the modernists, James Joyce’s work seems to show
that the personality/biography of the artist is instead quite relevant to his work. The main aim
of my paper is to look at the strong and complex relationship between Joyce’s failing body
and the composition of his last work. But I will be mainly focusing on the analysis of a very
strange piece of writing, the fragment “Twilight of Blindness Madness Descends on Swift”
which never became part of Finnegans Wake. Written in October 1928, in a period of
extreme physical distress, the fragment represents not just a beautiful example of Joyce’s late
style with a detailed commentary provided by the author himself; but in its being placed at
the border between public and private writing, at once Wakean and not, it represents a very
peculiar example of Joyce’s self-writing: it seems to reflect Joyce’s attempt to react to his
own physical and psychological sufferings through writing and elevate them, through the
figure of Swift, to myth. Swift’s reputation has gained through the centuries an almost
mythical connotation and his physical sufferings as well as his supposed madness still
continued to attract an almost morbid curiosity even at the beginning of the 20th century. The
fragment hints at some significant analogies between the two writers and it seems to reflect
Joyce’s gradual identification with a great mind constantly struggling with the limits imposed
by a decaying body.

Xander Ryan, ‘Attending to the “litterish fragments” of James Joyce’
The object of henpecked letter plays a structural role in Finnegans Wake. It is repeatedly
returned to in the narrative, and yet its ‘litterish fragments’ (66.25) are never quite pieced
together to form a stable text. William Tindall argues that ‘the letter, scratched by the hen
from the dump’ is ‘the Wake’s epitome’ (Tindall, 1969). My paper looks at Joyce’s decision
to make the letter – a quotidian object and the textual manifestation of everyday speech and
communication – metonymic for his novel as a whole. Connecting this to the attention paid

by modernist writers to everyday life, I ask how the discarded and reconstituted letter in
the Wake might introduce the notion of everyday speech, ‘used up slanguage’ (421.17), into
the novel.
In applying pressure to the relation between the Joyce’s art and the language of everyday life,
I read the Wake’s letter alongside selections from Joyce’s own private correspondence. In this
I follow Michael Sheringham’s assertion that ‘apprehending the ordinary is a task’
(Sheringham, 2000), a process of acknowledgement. Joyce’s letters are present in the
footnotes, background and margins of secondary literature, but often escape critical attention
themselves. By attending to Joyce’s own letters, I follow the instruction written on the letter’s
envelope in the Wake: ‘Back to the P.O.’ (421.07). Everyday life is present in Joyce’s letters
as a mixture of banality, repetition and intimacy – generating a form of writing that sheds
light on the role played by the letter in the Wake.

Gareth Mills, ‘The Paradoxical Metaphysics of self-fashioning: How can the legacy of
Wyndham Lewis’ prose style help us understand the digital self?’
Wyndham Lewis participated in the early twentieth century debates around the self on several
fronts. His criticism attempts to invert the consequences of Henri Bergson’s division of the
personality into instinct and intuition, while accepting the emergence of a social self; his
fiction is a performance of the futile struggle by individuals to impose objective autonomy on
the mechanical body. Critical attempts to contextualise his texts in the matrix of 20s and 30s
philosophy have been crucial but have so far overlooked the digital re-emergence and
intensification of the tensions driving his texts.
My paper suggests that the theme of self-fashioning in The Childermass and The Apes of
God reveals the Lewisian conflicts in identity and self-representation at their most
irreconcilable, and maps these tensions against the emerging critical framework on the
contemporary digital self. They surface through the mechanical body, anosognosic
perspectives and the sartorial: sharp Euclidean forms constantly impose visual order on
bodies and clothing - the curve of an empty jacket pocket is ‘a ladylike aperture’ (C 81) and a
‘goitre’ (AG 113) – but never coalesce into a unitary subject. These ‘vital geometries’
(Cianci, 1996) fracture the narrated self and deny it agency, creating an unstable world of the
momentary perhaps more recognisable now than ever. As we move into an age increasingly
dominated by problems of digital identity and prosthesis, ‘bubbles’ of deceptively intuitive
perspectives in the media and powerful economic interests centred around carefully curated
showbiz personalities, these novels may suggest a complex alternative.

Lucy Jeffery, ‘The “Dark lightens” (C: 11) when in Company: Painterly Technique in
Beckett’s Late Style’
Throughout his life, Beckett was interested in the visual arts and used painterly techniques to
shape his writing. Whilst this image-based approach has been discussed in relation to his
work for theatre and television, Beckett’s use of colour in his late short prose has been
neglected in Beckett scholarship. In Company (1980), often considered as Beckett’s most
compassionate and biographical text; an old, lonely man relays “fable[s]” (C: 42) from his
past. His act of telling stories from his childhood provides him with a sense of company and
comfort as he is forced to acknowledge his closeness to death. Noticeably, when setting the

scene for these recollections, the old man carefully describes the skyline. In some instances,
the skyline even becomes essential to the development of the story. In these passages,
Beckett’s writing adopts an impressionistic quality that brings to mind the minimalist
canvases of Geneviève Asse, a painter Beckett knew and worked with. This paper looks at
how Beckett’s use of colour, specifically the “[p]alest blue against the pale sky” (C: 15), both
shapes his late painterly style and is associated with memories of his boyhood. In its
exploration of Beckett’s specifically Modernist concerns with nostalgia, the paper suggests
that Beckett’s use of blue coincides with his reading of St. Augustine and Henri Bergson, as
author and narrator are caught between hope and dejection, memories and an ever-nearing
end.

Modernist Echoes
Chair: Claire Warden
Kunio Shin, ‘“The Fragility of Life”: Utopia and the Legacies of Modernism in David
Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas’
While David Mitchell’s contemporary novel Cloud Atlas (2004) has often been discussed in
the context of postmodernism and beyond, this paper proposes to shift the terms of discussion
and considers the novel in terms of how it mobilizes the legacies of modernism to clarify the
text’s utopian dimension. It will do so by focusing on the following three aspects: (1) the
masterful pastiche of modernist Künstlerroman in the episode of Robert Frobisher set in the
Europe of the 1930s; (2) the novel’s narrative techniques that skilfully evoke interior
subjectivities of its characters, especially at the moments of existential crisis such as ageing,
near-death, and the recovery of consciousness; (3) its author’s recurring concerns with
enclosed or semi-enclosed spaces that project contradictory images of utopia and dystopia,
such as the Hawaii island, the Korean peninsula, a remote chateau in Belgium, and even the
nuclear power plant in the coast of California. Especially, the third point above allows us to
read Cloud Atlas as a historicist meditation on the consequences of modernist utopias.
Moreover, the interior subjectivities of its characters dramatize their struggles for/against
various utopian enclaves (in Fredric Jameson’s term) in their own times and places. From
these perspectives, this paper will clarify how the novel’s formal orchestration of these
disparate moments suggests a global and transhistorical possibility of the modernist
aesthetic—the “Cloud Atlas” of the title—that both goes beyond and reimagines the utopian
enclaves of modernity. (238 words)

Emily Mills, ‘Editing Barnes, Inheriting Ford’
In this paper I will consider two issues: the textual complexities presented by Julian Barnes’s
Flaubert’s Parrot (1984); and the influence upon Barnes’s work of Ford Madox Ford. My
claim is that we can learn a lot about how to produce a scholarly edition of Flaubert’s Parrot,
a distinctively postmodern, in some respects ‘uneditable’ novel, by looking at how textual
scholars have produced editions of Ford’s The Good Soldier (1915), which has been
described by Catherine Belsey as a ‘postmodern’ work, and is one novel which has had a
strong influence on Barnes’s literary craft.
My PhD explores whether it is possible to produce scholarly editions of postmodern novels
within the constraints of existing editorial approaches, or whether we need new frameworks

to edit postmodern literature, whose celebrations of textual instability seemingly undermine
textual scholarship’s attempts to pin down and bring certain kinds of closure to literary
artefacts. This paper investigates these issues using Flaubert’s Parrot as a case study,
situating it in the broader context of modernist textual criticism. In essence, it will ask a
simple question: If the playful, impressionistic, narratively ambiguous, and textually complex
Ford can be edited, why is it that Barnes, a writer working in Ford’s wake, seems to resist
such textual treatment?
Examining Barnes in relation to Ford allows us to explore from new angles the relationship
between modernist and postmodernist literature, and to think more carefully about how
textually and narratively ‘playful’ literature poses particular kinds of challenges to textual
scholars.

Yuexi Liu, ‘The (After)Life of Evelyn Waugh’s Vile Bodies: Manuscript, Editions, and
Film’
The manuscript of Evelyn Waugh’s Vile Bodies (1930), long believed to be lost, was
rediscovered in the 1984,27 and is now archived at the Brotherton Library in Leeds. Except
Jacqueline McDonnell’s informative – albeit short – article ‘Vile Bodies: Variants between
Manuscript, Typescript, and 1930 First Edition’ (1990), there is no other study of the
manuscript of Waugh’s second novel.28 To investigate Waugh’s version of modernism, or
what I call ‘exterior modernism’, which is epitomised by Vile Bodies, it is important to revisit
and re-examine not only the 1929 manuscript, but also the 1930 Chapman & Hall first edition
with 'Author’s Note', the 1965 Chapman & Hall revised uniform edition with Waugh’s
Preface, and Stephen Fry’s Bright Young Things (2003), a film adaption of the novel released
in Waugh’s centenary.29 Waugh’s centenary, in particular, marks a new stage in Waugh
scholarship, which benefits from and contributes to current debates in modernist studies.
The invention and evolution of Vile Bodies attest to the fluidity of the text, not least the
possibility of constant renewal. Focusing on key passages/scenes, such as the short Chapter
Eleven, which consists entirely of two Bright Young People’s telephone conversation,
Simon’s suicide at the end of Chapter Six, Nina and Adam’s cinemagoing and Colonel
Blount’s film-making, and the ‘Happy Ending’, I demonstrate with compositional and
revisional evidence the ways in which talk, comedy, cinema, and satire give rise to Waugh’s
exterior modernism.

May Sinclair, Life, and the Quest to Know: Philosophy, Fiction and Textual Editing
Chair: Helen Saunders
‘I wanted to know things — to know what’s real and what isn’t, and what’s at the
back of everything, and whether there is anything there or not. And whether you can
know it or not. And how you can know anything at all, anyhow’ – Mary Olivier
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May Sinclair was a novelist, and a very successful one. She was also a philosopher,
psychologist, biographer, literary critic and essayist. Every Sinclair novel engages with
philosophy, psychology and social politics: her characters read Kant, Spinoza, Darwin and
Freud; are suffragettes and pacifists, and their lives are informed by their engagement with
contemporary intellectual discourses. The intertextuality of Sinclair’s novels then is a cultural
history of her day; a continual dialogue between the art of life and the philosophy of life. The
Edinburgh Critical Edition of the Works of May Sinclair is publishing the prose of May
Sinclair in themed tranches: ‘Philosophy and Mysticism’, ‘Psychology and Genius’,
‘Women, War and Feminism’, ‘Social Satire’ and ‘Social Realism’. The volumes in each
tranche will be delivered and published together, and non-fiction and fiction will appear side
by side so that the dialogues between each can be explored.
The first tranche of editions has ‘May Sinclair and philosophy’ as its focus, and will publish
Sinclair’s two books of philosophy alongside her more philosophical fiction. This panel
brings together the four volume editors who will be producing these editions: Rebecca
Bowler, who will be editing Arnold Waterlow: A Life (1922), Claire Drewery who is editing
the Collected Shorter Fiction (vol. I), Colin Tyler, who will be editing A Defence of Idealism
(1917) with Claire Drewery and James Connelly, who will be editing The New Idealism
(1922) with Rebecca Bowler. Bowler and Drewery are also co-editing Sinclair’s most famous
philosophical novel, Mary Olivier: A Life (1919). We will explore the tensions between
Sinclair’s philosophy and her fiction and her engagement with fictional life-writing or writing
life as an essentially philosophical project. We will also address the problems inherent in
editing an interdisciplinary oeuvre: for Sinclair’s ‘modernist life’ was one in which
disciplines informed one another; in which fragments from different fields of knowledge
could be patchworked in order to build up an understanding of life, reality and the self.

Rebecca Bowler, ‘Reading about life; Life as Reading: Philosophical Intertextuality and
the Bildungsroman’
In Mary Olivier, the acquisition of philosophical books is a challenge, and space and time for
reading is strictly policed and therefore precious. She befriends an older man in her village
with a library card for a library in London and she begs his help in acquiring volumes. In
Arnold Waterlow time and space for reading is limited not because of the character’s gender
but because of his class. Arnold’s father’s financial irresponsibility means that Arnold is sent
to work as a clerk from a very young age in order to support his family, and so doesn’t get to
study the university degree he so desperately wants to study. Instead he too befriends an older
man: Mr Godden, who guides Arnold’s reading and mentors his philosophical growth.
The two characters, Mary and Arnold, read their books (the same books) in a different order:
one erratic and one progressive. In both novels each new text a character reads functions as
an intertextual building block towards narrative development. In both novels too the
intellectual growth of both characters is growth as a process of reading and revising. The
adoption and adaptation (and revision) of philosophical, moral and literary understanding is
for both characters the process by which they become adult. The Bildungsroman form is one
of critical intertextuality.
How does the textual editor approach such dense and structural intertextuality? Do I read
Arnold’s reading list as guided by Mr Godden or do I read Mary’s reading in the associative
pattern with which she explores the textual world? If Sinclair’s novels are cultural history and
our new edition is cultural history of that cultural history then the editor must become, at least

in part, cultural historian: but what are the limits of this interdisciplinarity and how far must it
be taken? How far can it be taken?

Colin Tyler, ‘Labyrinthine modernism: Navigating May Sinclair’s A Defence of
Idealism (1917)’
May Sinclair was very conscious of the peculiarity of publishing A Defence of Idealism:
Some questions and conclusions in 1917. She opened this book with precisely this thought.
‘There is a certain embarrassment in coming forward with an Apology for Idealistic Monism
at the present moment’, she wrote. ‘You cannot be quite sure whether you are putting in an
appearance too late or much too early’. As she went on to notice, idealism had been one of
the most important contemporary philosophies in the world for a little over a generation, not
least through the writings of British idealists such as Bernard Bosanquet, F.H. Bradley,
Thomas Hill Green and J.M.E. McTaggart. By 1917, its status was facing serious – and
ultimately fatal – challenges from a plethora of philosophical movements, not least the New
Realism and Pragmatism. Sinclair developed her new form of idealism partly as a response to
these challenges and partly as an extension of her reading of Bradley and other British
idealists. Moreover, she drank heavily from the non-Western sources that were becoming so
popular in an increasingly open, increasingly modernist milieu. She described the resulting
philosophy as a ‘New Mysticism’. This paper will explore some of the key challenges created
for the contemporary editor who is tasked with providing readers with points of orientation
and explanation, by which to navigate Sinclair’s labyrinthine and frequently obscure text.

James Connelly, ‘Doubling the Parts: editing the Philosophical May Sinclair’
In a review of A Defence of Idealism, R.G. Collingwood remarked that:
The greatest novelist of the last generation was the brother of one of its most eminent
philosophers. Miss Sinclair doubles the parts .… [she] ‘keeps things separate;’ her
novels are novels, not tracts; and when she sits down to philosophize, she asks for
nothing but a clear fire and the rigour of the game.
Collingwood himself ‘doubled the parts’, as both philosopher and archaeologist. But
‘doubling’ raises the question of how, in criticism or editing, we deal with the other half. Do
we ignore it or integrate it? Collingwood counselled that she had written ‘a book about books
… may we hope that she will write her next philosophical work … about the subject itself?’
In The New Idealism her philosophy emerges from criticism of new realism. But she still
attracted criticism:
One wonders why Miss Sinclair sets out to make a little system of her own when she
is unwilling to seek out the best that the history of philosophy has to give. She is not
only unfair to [Hegel] … but she treats the question of fairness casually. ‘It doesn’t
greatly matter whether this is … a true account of Absolute Idealism’ ... It is difficult
to attend seriously to so light-hearted an essayist. (K. Gilbert)
Thus we see the pitfalls attendant upon ‘doubling the parts’: how far do they also undermine
the work of the editor? This paper explores this topic.

Claire Drewery, ‘Interrogating the “Real”: Sinclair’s Philosophical Short Fiction’
As a woman philosopher who countered the dominant philosophical discourses of her time,
Sinclair has never occupied a prominent place within the school of philosophical Idealism.
Her fiction and literary criticism, alongside that of her better-known contemporaries Pound,
Joyce and Woolf, has also tended to be marginalized, despite her coining of the notoriously
slippery and later much-debated label ‘stream of consciousness’. The now-famed review in
which Sinclair first makes use of this phrase is perhaps, however, even more noteworthy for
its less-frequently noted observation that ‘criticism up till now has been content to think in
clichés, missing the new trend of the philosophies of the twentieth century’.30 In both her
fiction and non-fiction, Sinclair’s took issue with New Realism’s stance, as she phrased it,
‘against the persistent tyranny of the Absolute and the One’.31 Conversely, she adhered to the
principles of monism at the core of her beliefs surrounding mysticism and the spiritual nature
of reality.
The first tranche of Sinclair Critical Editions will examine this interdisciplinary dialogue.
Included among its texts is the first volume of Sinclair’s short fiction: a fascinating,
ambiguous body of work which features among its many complex protagonists a dead
moralist who meets Kant in the after-life. Editing this work entails the complex challenge of
documenting Sinclair’s preoccupation with metaphysical conceptions of truth, the ways in
her short fiction may be viewed as testing grounds for her philosophy and vice-versa, and her
endeavours to depict an authentic, textual equivalent of subjective consciousness through the
psychological narrative style and the modernist aesthetic of the revelatory moment.32

12.05-13.00 – Lunch

13.00-14.20
Roundtable: The Long 1930s
Chair: Matthew Taunton
This roundtable proposes a new paradigm for the study of interwar and mid-century literature
and culture. It rehabilitates the 1930s as a transformational moment in twentieth-century
literary culture which fundamentally changed the way we think about the relationship
between the nation and the global, about the status of the aesthetic vis-à-vis politics, and
about the place of literature within larger institutional and media structures. Departing from
the conventional view of the period as a largely self-contained unit, the reframing of the
1930s as a long decade redraws the map of twentieth-century literary history in crucial ways:
the focus on an elongated 1930s asks us to revise the period’s identification with modernism,
late modernism, or even (as some critics have argued) with an early form of postmodernism.
More specifically, the long 1930s defamiliarizes existing accounts of the interwar period by
treating the 1920s and the 1940s as an extension of the 1930s, instead of using those two
decades to frame, contain, or subsume the literary field of the 1930s.
30
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In pursuing these general questions about the (re)periodization of interwar and mid-century
literature and art, the roundtable brings into focus a set of conversations about the long 1930s
which have been central to our collaborative work on A History of 1930s British Literature
(forthcoming Cambridge UP, 2018; ed. Kohlmann/Taunton). This volume brings together
twenty-six original essays by an international roster of contributors. As such, it will be the
first comprehensive account of 1930s literature and culture since Valentine Cunningham’s
field-defining British Writers of the Thirties (1988). Most of the roundtable participants
contribute to this volume, and each of them will bring her/his particular expertise to bear on
the long 1930s. These perspectives include (but aren’t limited too) literature’s responses to
visual culture and left-wing politics to the emergence and consolidation of new institutional
formations and the development of film.
The roundtable discussion proposes a revision of established literary-historical narratives
along several interrelated axes. Topics of our discussion will include: the reverberations of
the Russian Revolution in Britain; British writers’ fraught responses to the growing political
and cultural hegemony of the United States; the long decade’s place within the larger
historical framework of the thirty-year “European Civil War” (Jay Winter); key
transformations in publishing, reading patterns, and literary criticism; the perception of
imperial (and industrial) decline and the emergence of a postcolonial order; the development
of new institutional structures (including international writers’ associations such as PEN,
state-subsidized artistic ventures, as well as local and national networks of bookshops and
book clubs); the long 1930s’ distinctive media ecology, whose history extends from
modernist cross-media experimentation to the increasingly consumer-oriented media
environment of the postwar period.; and the interactions between literature and popular media
forms such as radio broadcasting, documentary film, fiction film and music.
Ben Harker
Benjamin Kohlmann
Rachel Potter
Patricia Rae
Glyn Salton-Cox

Perceptive Modernism: the Cultural Life of the Senses
Chair: Laura Cushing-Harries
Recent work in modernist studies has addressed the role of technologies such as X-rays,
cinematography, radio, telephony and other innovations in modifying sensory perception at
the beginning of the twentieth century. Sara Danius’s The Senses of Modernism, Ulrike
Maude’s Beckett, Technology and the Body, Abbie Garrington’s Haptic Modernism, Sam
Halliday’s Sonic Modernity and the activities of the Sensory Modernisms research group at
the University of Leeds demonstrate the fruitfulness of the senses as a field of future critical
enquiry, and as inescapable constituents in the experience of modern life. Accordingly, this
panel offers three papers which will contribute to ongoing critical discussions of the
interrelationship of the sensorium with modern culture, and in particular, of the
reconfiguration of the senses as a feature of modernity and of modernist aesthetics.

Crispian Neill, ‘A “genius for synthesis”: Synaesthesia, A la recherche du temps perdu
and the unification of modernist aesthetics’
A significant feature of A la recherche du temps perdu is the novel’s commingling of an
array of ostensibly rival sense modalities to evoke sensory experience. Proust’s
reconfiguration of the senses is, my paper argues, synaesthesiac; that is, suggestive of the
apprehension of one sense modality through the intercession of another.
Proust’s deployment of touch, vision and audition to evoke olfactory experience underscores
the foundational difficulty of describing odours, but also resonates with the wider unificatory
aspirations of A la recherche. The novel’s endorsement of perceptual holism echoes
modernism’s broader ambition to unite disparate linguistic domains through the medium of
translation and the creation of universal languages, and interrelatedly, to articulate an
enabling meta-language of art.
However, of particular interest, in A la recherche, is the metaphoricity of Proustian
synaesthesia, and resonates with the debated status of synaesthesia as a genuine clinical
phenomenon, or a deliberate metaphorical contrivance. My paper proposes a compelling
linkage between Proust’s framing of the sensorium and his conception of language. In the
case of A la recherche, words and percepts achieve communicative coherence through their
augmentative influence – each obtains clarity by reference to that which it is not. Does this
comparability, I ask, reveal a deeper congruence between Proust’s framing of the act of
writing, and the act of perception?

Richard Brown, ‘Dérèglements and Defamiliarisations: sensory everyday life projects of
the avant-garde in Modernism’
In this paper I argue for a reading of the sensory working of some canonical modernist texts
in terms of the legacy of the fin-de-siecle and avant-garde projects of sensory dereglement
that might be exemplified by Tristan Tzara’s play The Gas Heart. In an urban environment
where “life” is perceived as increasingly managed and controlled, the sensory experience
may become subject to constraint but may also provide potential routes to the re-experiencing
of the body through new systems and logics among which the body scheme of Joyce Ulysses
may be exemplary both in its particularisation of the operations of certain of the senses and
its expansion of the notion of embodiment beyond the five senses themselves.

Performance
Chair: Deborah Longworth
Gyllian Phillips, ‘The Aesthete and the Avant-garde: Edith Sitwell’s Life in Arts and
Letters’
“I think the most extraordinary thing about Edith Sitwell is the big gap that exists
between her quite wonderful but alarming façade and the soft and flagrantly human
woman whom it conceals” (Stella Bowen Drawn From Life 1940).
Edith Sitwell and her brothers are well known characters in the histories of modernism, their
movements traceable through the biographies, letters and works of modernist writers more
widely read than they. That last caveat gives one pause: why are they well-known as figures,

yet little read and studied today as modernist writers? My co-editor Allan Pero and I were
aiming to answer that question, and also to help generate a wider readership for Edith Sitwell,
with our forthcoming collection “The Many Façades of Edith Sitwell” (University Press of
Florida). As many of the chapters show, both the reasons for neglect and the potential for
renewed interest in the Sitwells stem from a single, yet complex, source: their selfaestheticisation, collective and individual. Traditionally a reason for critical dismissal—most
famously in the comment by F.R. Leavis that the three writers belong to the “history of
publicity not poetry” (New Bearings in English Poetry 1932)—their interest in selfconsciously performing the writer’s life adds a dimension to our definitions of modernism.
The Sitwells experimental writing and performing of the ‘teens, 20s and 30s looks back to the
recent past of the English Aesthetes and forward to twenty-first explorations of gender and
sexual fluidity, camp, supplement, superfluity, and play. In this paper, I will extend the
discussion from our collection by focusing on Edith Sitwell’s circulation through networks of
writers, composers and artists as part of a process of collaboratively building both her
“alarming façade” and forging networks defining the new arts. Accounts of her by writers,
the many portraits painted of her, the musical settings of her poetry and her many public
performances collectively generate an aestheticized life and opportunities for formal
experiment in themselves.

Katharine Cockin, ‘Modernist Lives in the Theatre: Edith Craig, the Barn Theatre and
Theatrical Archives 1919-49’
When interviewed by the Yorkshire Post in the twenties when at the Leeds Art Theatre, Edith
Craig said that the theatre was too much part of her life to theorise it. Edith Craig was at the
heart of modernism in the north of England and, with the Hon. Gabrielle Enthoven, was
centrally involved in the post-war archival turn in theatre history. They were responsible for
creating what have become two of the most significant theatre collections in Britain today.
Enthoven had been the chief archivist of the Pioneer Players (1911-25). This London-based
theatre society founded by Craig was James Joyce’s preferred home for his play, Exiles. In
the British Drama League (BDL), Craig was a leader from the outset. In 1929 she created a
‘memorial’ for her mother Ellen Terry and became curator, collector and custodian of the
Barn Theatre and its annual productions. Craig’s partners, Christopher St John and Tony
Atwood and their friend, Vera Holme, were all closely involved in these events. This paper
will explore some of the new insights from Craig’s archive and their relevance for
understanding the ways in which some modernist lives and theatrework have been hard to
trace while others have been memorialized. Margaret Webster (director of Paul Robeson’s
Othello on Broadway) described her awareness of Craig’s influence on her own directorial
practice with ‘Edy’s brains working through my hands’. For Webster, Craig’s pedagogical
method operated at an unconscious level: ‘Edy made herself a channel for the age-old life
force of the theatre’.

Helen Saunders, ‘“the very moment”: Fashion in the streets in James Joyce’s Ulysses’
It is a truism to state that Ulysses is a novel of urban modernity; what has not been studied
sufficiently as an aspect of this is clothing. How does Joyce’s novel, which so extensively
documents a world of fashion, engage with contemporary fashion media?

To begin with, this paper considers the increase in fashion literacy in the early-twentieth
century aided by the emerging genre of fashion films, which elevated clothes and costume
changes as central aspects. Fashion newsreels, created by Pathé and other news outlets, also
increased fashion awareness. Both films and newsreels were silent, and, typically, showed
women moving around cities; clothing was a dominant visual aspect of these films, its
importance established by self-conscious close-up camera work. My paper then examines
passages from the ‘Lotus Eaters’ and ‘Lestrygonians’ episodes of Ulysses, considering the
ways in which Joyce’s text is consistent with these turn-of-the-century examples of fashion
media. In particular I reflect on Bloom’s interrupted gaze at the girl outside the Grosvenor
hotel, and Mrs Breen’s handbag, and Bloom’s curious and sustained interest in it as an item
that exists as a critical barometer of women’s occupation of the streets. By attempting to
historicise these fleeting fashion moments, I show how fashion contributes to public social
performance in early-twentieth century culture.

Staging Modernist Life and Death
Chair: Kevin Riordan
This interdisciplinary panel will examine how playwrights, producers and artists responded to
the challenges and opportunities of staging modernist life and death. Across three papers, the
panelists will explore how works for theatre and ballet from the early- and mid-twentieth
century complicated simple binary distinctions including those between life and death, the
foreign and the domestic, abstraction and realism, and the establishment and the avant-garde.
We will consider the ways in which modernist producers, writers and designers attempted,
within the bounds of their own medium, to challenge representational norms, as illustrated by
the evocation of death-in-life in Eugène Ionesco’s Amédée (1953; Curtin), the use of
abstraction in Edward McKnight Kauffer’s designs for Checkmate (1937; West), and, in
Komisarjevsky’s case, the introduction of vanguard Russian ideas and images in a British
context (Warden).

Adrian Curtin, ‘The Elephant in the Room: Death-in-Life in Ionesco’s Amédée’
Eugène Ionesco’s 1953 play Amédée, ou comment s'en débarrasser (Amédée, or How to Get
Rid of It) comically dramatises a bizarre but fascinating scenario that intermixes life and
death. A reclusive married couple furtively coexists with a fantastical, ever-expanding
corpse. This corpse has a weird, deathly life of its own. It invades and colonises the domestic
space. It impinges on the lives of the couple and forces them to adapt to its presence,
challenging their existence with its ontological alterity, its radical otherness. And yet, for all
its foreign disruptiveness, it becomes familiar to them. Amédée even professes to be fond of
it.
Critics have suggested that the corpse symbolises the ‘death’ of the couple’s love for one
another. I read it in a different light. I examine this play in the context of ‘death denial’—the
psychological and cultural disavowal of issues relating to personal mortality. This attitude
notionally flourished in the twentieth century. Ionesco’s play obliquely engages this subject
by showing the damaging effects of death denial, instead indicating the importance of dealing
with the proverbial – and in this case metaphorical – elephant in the room. Ionesco calls
attention to death by putting it onstage in the form of an oversized theatrical corpse, thus
embodying what is often only hinted at or otherwise hidden from view. Additionally, I will

consider how theatre-makers have responded to the challenge of staging the otherworldly
corpse in this play, and will ponder the scenographic potential of a deathly, surrealist miseen-scène.

Claire Warden, ‘“A Modern Avant-Garde kick”: Theodore Komisarjevsky’s challenge
to British theatre’
In 1919 Russian theatre-maker Theodore Komisarjevsky arrived in England, escaping the
volatile political and cultural situation at home. Over the next two decades ‘Komis’ produced
theatre across Britain. A self-professed theatrical polymath, Komis is referred to as a director,
regisseur, metteur en scene, designer, teacher, auteur. Patently his work (and life) crossed
borders, both artistic and geographical.
This paper uncovers Komis’ contribution to the British between-Wars theatre scene through
an understanding of a broader modernist transnational relationship between Russia and
Britain. Focusing on three particular productions – The Government Inspector (1926), Le
Cocu Magnifique (1932) and Macbeth (1933) – I suggest that Komis acted as a conduit of the
foreign and pioneering interpreter of the domestic. He was, after all, described as an ‘enfant
terrible’ in the press. Yet he was also part of a theatrical elite, celebrated by such theatrical
luminaries as John Gielgud and Peggy Ashcroft. Komis retained a profound disdain for a
British theatre scene, as he perceived it, largely dominated by unscrupulous industrialists.
Counteracting this commercialism, he remained a formal innovator, often challenging the
dominance of realism and introducing British audiences to obscure or complicated plays and
techniques. Ultimately this paper seeks to resurrect Komis as an intermediary between the
Russian and the British, the foreign and the domestic, the difficult and the accessible, the
familiar and the unusual.

Emma West, ‘A “unique fusion of the abstract and the concrete”: British designs for
ballet, 1920-50’
To date, critical explorations of designs for early-twentieth-century ballet have focused
predominately on the Ballets Russes. British designs for ballet, in contrast, have received
almost no critical attention, despite the involvement of prominent artists including Vanessa
Bell, John Piper, Graham Sutherland, Edward McKnight Kauffer and Edward Burra. The sets
and costumes may have been less experimental than their European counterparts, but they
nonetheless provide a fresh perspective on the quandary facing British modernists: how, in
Paul Nash’s words, could they ‘Go Modern’ and still ‘Be British’?
This paper draws on archival research to examine how European and British artists and
designers negotiated the challenges of staging modern life. It will begin with an overview of
avant-garde European designs for ballet, such as Michel Larionov’s ‘Chout’ (1921), Fernand
Léger’s ‘La Creátion du Monde’ (1923) and Francis Picabia’s ‘Relâche’ (1924). This
overview provides the context for an exploration of how British ballet companies formed in
the wake of these European experiments (Ballet Rambert, Sadler’s Wells, Carmago Ballet
Society) endeavoured to create a distinct national style, one which, like much of British art,
toed an uneasy line between fantasy and realism, tradition and the avant-garde, the modern
and the romantic. I focus on designs for two Sadler’s Wells ballets, Kauffer’s ‘Checkmate’

(1937) and Burra’s ‘Miracle in the Gorbals’ (1944), arguing that these ballets ‘fus[ed] the
abstract and the concrete’ to construct two very different visions of British modern(ist) life.

14.20-14.40 – Refreshment Break

14.40-16.00
“Life Itself:” Animal life, Birth Control, and the Mediality of Contagion in Modernist
Fiction (Modernist Studies Association panel)
Chair: Alex Goody
This panel explores how various Anglophone Modernist writers showed an awareness of the
complexity of life (understood as a biological process with a wide-ranging series of
epistemological and cultural values) in modernist fiction, particularly in the work of H.G.
Wells, James Joyce and Virginia Woolf. By analyzing various responses to what Woolf
ambiguously refers to as “life itself,” these three essays explore the interconnections between
different conceptualizations of biological life (namely animal life, the politics of birth
control, and the remapping of the subject as a surface of potential contagion) respectively
contextualized in relation to the rhetoric of animality and disability, the wider life reform and
physical culture movements, and the complex enclosed spatiality of intimacy.

Maren Linett, ‘Beast Lives: Wells’s The Island of Doctor Moreau’
From Franz Kafka’s human-turned-insect to Virginia Woolf’s spaniel Flush to Djuna
Barnes’s quivering dog, Modernist writers showed awareness of the complexity of animal
lives and interest in their meaning and value. This paper combines animal studies and
disability studies approaches to explore the representation of the Beast People—animals
whom Dr. Moreau has surgically altered to resemble human beings—in Wells’s 1896
novella, The Island of Doctor Moreau. Moreau sharply questions human exceptionalism and
invites us to think about the worth of animal lives. But its questioning of human
exceptionalism does not break down the human/animal binary so much as challenge “the idea
that there is anything beyond animality” (Gross and Vallely 3). Although his creatures pass as
human beings, Moreau is never satisfied with them. He is captivated by the glimmer of
constant improvability, what Alison Kafer calls a “curative imaginary”—“an understanding
of disability [or in Moreau’s case animality] that not only expects and assumes intervention
but also cannot comprehend anything other than intervention” (27). The novella suggests that
Moreau’s project is doomed to fail not because it contravenes nature to blend species or
because it’s sacrilegious to create human beings, but because human beings are not ever the
“perfectly rational creature[s]” Moreau imagines. We are part beast—beastliness is humanity.
However, if we look closely at the novel’s use of disability rhetoric to indicate the liminal
status of the beast people, we see that Wells cannot completely abandon hope in Moreau’s
curative imaginary.
Eleni Loukopoulou, ‘The Birth Control Movement and Modern Life’

In 1922, Marie Stopes, author of the best-selling marriage manual Married Love (1918) and
founder of the Mothers’ Clinic in London that offered contraception advice to women, used
to advertise the birth control movement as the most important social movement of the day.
This description may sound provocative but it relates to the wider promotional strategies,
which the birth-controllers deployed to make their campaigns as widely known as possible.
As Manon Parry has shown in her Broadcasting Birth Control: Mass Media and Family
Planning (2013), these ranged from books and lectures to films and radio broadcasts.
My paper will first offer an overview of the promotional activities of Stopes as recorded in
the print culture of the early twentieth century ranging from books to advertisements and
cartoons.
I will then focus on the ways James Joyce engages with those campaigns in Finnegans Wake.
Although Richard Brown (James Joyce and Sexuality, 1985) and Mary Lowe Evans (Crimes
Against Fecundity, 1989) have identified and discussed a number of allusions to the use of
birth control in their examination of the themes and contexts of sexuality and population
control in Joyce’s last book, I will draw on the discoveries of social and medical historians.
The hilarious textual allusions to birth control in Finnegans Wake will be contextualised in
relation to the wider life reform and physical culture movements and government policies for
the improvement of the race particularly after WW1.

Aleksandr Prigozhin, ‘Touching Life: Contagion as Minor Intimacy in Virginia Woolf’
What does Virginia Woolf mean when she claims to capture “life itself” in her narrative
account of Mrs. Brown? And what happens if we note the space in which this foundational
encounter takes place: a transitory, mobile enclosure? Rooms, open and closed, occupied and
empty, play so prominent a role in Woolf’s fiction that they may go almost unnoticed. Yet, as
Peter Sloterdijk’s monumental recent work on the cellular architecture of modernity has
demonstrated, the spatial order of Western individuality depends on the poetics of permeable
and impermeable lived spaces. In this talk, I discuss affective and physiological contagion as
a mode of impersonal connection that traverses enclosed spaces of interiority in The Voyage
Out, in “An Unwritten Novel” and in the essays “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” and “On
Being Ill.” Concerned in all these texts with isolated figures of suffering, such as Mrs. Brown
and Minnie Marsh, Rachel Vinrace and the sick person, Woolf places them within social and
architectural enclosures—sickrooms, boat cabins, and train compartments. At the same time,
the mobile and porous character of these enclosures enables forms of minor intimacy to take
place beside intentionality, communication, and consciousness. Unlike the “major”
intimacies of marriage and family, these intimate contagions escape the omnipresent
imperative of sphere-formation tracked by Sloterdijk. The mediality of contagion—itself the
product of undead, replicating messages—links the enclosed individual with the social body,
but not as a joining of two containers. Rather, contagion remaps the subject as a surface,
which can only be touched. Woolf’s narrators follow this impersonal logic of contagion to
locate a plane of immanence on which impersonal encounters with “life itself” may take
place.

Illness
Chair: Rhiannon Cogbill

Sarah Bernstein, ‘Murphy and the Politics of Care’
This paper focuses on the representation of social welfare in Samuel Beckett’s Murphy and
attempts to articulate a politics of care in the text. I argue that ‘welfare’ and ‘nation’ are
ineluctably linked, particularly in the periods following the World Wars: the growing interest
in the social sciences – and by extension, in a ‘scientifically’ administered social body –
gestures towards the relationship between national renewal and social welfare. For their part,
Beckett’s nomadic characters, as Tyrus Miller has pointed out, break down ‘in the face of
social rationalization’ (180). They refuse or are unable to conform to the social consensus,
inefficient when efficiency is demanded of them, a failure that is reflected also at the level of
language. In Murphy, care has the tendency to foment apathy; at the same time, it is so
essential to the world of the novel that it takes on an ineffable or immanent quality. This
paper investigates this apparent paradox, positing that Murphy works out a central
ambivalence of the concept of care: the tension between care as ‘socially valuable’, and as a
means of pacifying the population. I argue that Murphy evinces a commitment to the
‘common’, defined, following Raymond Williams as what is ordinary and what is shared.
The novel represents emerging thinking about state welfare at the level of everyday life, and,
in doing so, discursively connects individual welfare to concepts of ‘nation’. The depiction of
‘care’ thus comes to serve as a locus within which tensions between ‘nation’ and ‘common’
are worked out.

Laura Cushing-Harries, ‘‘The trouble with her was she had never really been born!’
Problematic beginnings and false starts: Samuel Beckett’s storytellers and the
narrativised patient’
‘[S]tories do not simply describe the self’, writes sociologist Arthur Frank, ‘they are the self’s
medium of being.’ Writing in his seminal work The Wounded Storyteller (half patient
memoir, half appraisal of the clinic) Frank offers a view of the ill patient, forced to reconcile
herself with the ‘narrative wreckage’ and a lost sense of agency in the wake of illness. It is
only by being able to tell one’s story, and in turn for that story to be listened to, that the
patient can assert her existence and regain the agency lost.
For the late modernist Samuel Beckett, however, storytelling offered no such comfort. In his
1976 play Footfalls, the protagonist May dramatizes a spectral life, one that is continuously
called into question. When did this story begin, when will it end, and indeed has it begun at
all?
In the light of the narrative turn which has taken place in recent decades — adopted by
disciplines as wide ranging as psychology, sociology, anthropology and most recently the
medical humanities — this paper uses Beckett’s Footfalls to problematize clinical medicine’s
reliance upon narrative as a means by which to understand and construct effective doctorpatient encounters. I want to ask: what model can Beckett’s characters — many of whom
seem to have not yet been born — offer us as we consider the life and health of the patient
today? How does the modernist life resist narration and, moreover, how can a modernist
understanding of compulsive and repeated narratives bring us closer to the experiences of
those who face illness?

Lloyd (Meadhbh) Houston, ‘“The Wages of Sin is a Month in the Locke”: Irish
Modernism and the Politics of Venereal Disease’
In this paper I offer an account of the politicised depiction of Lock hospitals in a range of
Irish modernist and advanced nationalist texts. Brought under British military administration
by the 1864 Contagious Diseases Act, Ireland’s Lock hospitals served as emblems of a
gendered colonial double-standard which licensed the sexual conduct of British soldiers at
the expense of the liberty of Irish women even as they tangibly belied nationalist efforts to
figure Ireland as physically and culturally ‘pure’. I will examine how this paradox is
registered in James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), Oliver Gogarty’s Blight (1917), and the
publications of Sinn Féin and Inghinidhe na hÉireann. By exploring the ways in which these
authors and activists sought to dramatise and respond to efforts to regulate the spread of
illnesses which rendered procreation pregnant with morbid possibilities, I suggest that Irish
modernism derived much of its aesthetic vitality, and Irish nationalism much of its political
force, from an engagement with the fraught relationship between sexual conduct and national
identity.

‘But I am not Miriam’: Dorothy Richardson – Life into Art
Chair: Scott McCracken
This panel brings together some of the scholarship emerging from the Dorothy Richardson
Scholarly Editions project, an AHRC Major grant project that will produce the first complete
scholarly editions of Richardson’s fiction and letters, confirming her place among her
modernist contemporaries and filling a significant gap in literary history.
‘But I am not Miriam’, Richardson said to Edward Garnett in 1924. At the least, however,
Pilgrimage’s central character is, to paraphrase Jean Radford, a fictionalized
autobiographical subject: Richardson’s 13-volume novel sequence draws extensively on her
own experience. Art and life are intimately intertwined in Richardson’s work. Therefore, this
panel takes a number of different perspectives on the way concepts of ‘life’ can inform
readings of Richardson, from her involvement in the life of extensive modernist networks,
through the ways in which her letters forge modes of life-writing, to the (after)life contained
in her varied reception history and the questions raised by her writing life for philosophers
and scholarly editors alike.

Joanne Winning, ‘“Just a line of greeting”: the letter as modernist life writing’
The textures, and their accompanying complexities, of modernist life writing are represented
most strikingly and iconically in the major modernist work, Dorothy Richardson’s 13-novel
series Pilgrimage (1915-1954). Since its initial publication, readers and reviewers have had
to make sense of the sheer volume of life material that makes up the fabric of the text. Critics
approaching the task of analysing Pilgrimage have had to make a decision about how to
interpret the enmeshment of the lives of Miriam Henderson and Richardson herself and either
absorb or repudiate the biographical narrative in their critical accounts. In the current major
project of editing Richardson’s letters, which runs alongside the production of the new
critical edition of Pilgrimage [https://www.keele.ac.uk/drsep/], we find ourselves at another
critical interface, a different articulation of the problems of life writing. In editing and
annotating Richardson’s multitudinous collection of letters, the editor finds herself chasing

cultural and personal references, seemingly obscure (to the 21st century eye) allusions,
political events, dates and intimate relationships. She is immersed in the endeavour to
reconstruct a life through its ephemeral detail, its omissions and misrememberings, its
affective timbre and its interconnections. This paper will consider what model of modernist
life emerges from this time-consuming, compelling but often frustrating editorial practice and
the ways in which the life narrative that emerges inflects our reading of the art object built
upon it.

Leonie Shanks, ‘A Queer Flavor: Feasting on Gifts in Dorothy Richardson’s Letters to
Bryher’
‘My first bit of Sitwell confectionary. A queer flavour.’ So writes Dorothy Richardson in a
1924 letter of thanks to her wealthy young friend Bryher (born Winifred Ellerman), who had
recently sent her a copy of Osbert Sitwell’s collection of stories Triple Fugue. As a key
cultural sponsor and patron of the arts throughout the early twentieth century, Bryher played
an important role in helping Richardson to make ends meet. Her support not only came in the
form of financial aid, but also in the form of a continual flow of gifts: over the course of their
33-year-long friendship, Bryher sent Richardson a typewriter; a laundry wringer; writing
materials; cigarettes; hampers of food; pots and pans; photographs; books, and numerous
other eclectic objects designed to provide the impoverished Richardson with comfort,
inspiration and nourishment.
These gifts were constitutive of Bryher and Richardson’s relationship in crucial and
contradictory ways. They elicit responses of gratitude and guilt from Richardson; unsettle and
reshape her domestic environment and sense of cultural identity, and both break down and
reinforce age, class and sexual differences between the two women. At the same time, the
objects are often inventively co-opted as part of Richardson’s extraordinary letters to Bryher.
In her epistolary descriptions, the gifts that she has received are frequently endowed with
magic, synesthetic, dream-like properties. They represent a celebration of everyday life and
the possibilities of creative transformation.
Drawing upon the vast surviving archive of Richardson’s letters to Bryher, this paper will
trace and explore the significance of the gifts exchanged between these two women.
Incorporating anthropological insights about tribal gift exchanges from Lewis Hyde’s book
The Gift, along with selected psychoanalytic theories, it will seek to offer new perspectives
on the methods, materials and psychic ambivalences that underpinned female networks of
support and influence during the modernist period.

Adam Guy, ‘Gabriel Marcel and Pilgrimage’
Regarded as an early exemplar of the French existentialist tradition, the philosopher Gabriel
Marcel (1889–1973) was also a reader of Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage: Marcel’s
archives reveal extensive notes taken on Pilgrimage, which Marcel read in English. This
paper looks at Marcel’s notes on Richardson next to the passages from Pilgrimage upon
which they comment. In many ways, Marcel’s concept of ‘creative fidelity’ can help hold in
equilibrium the double status of Richardson’s novel-sequence, as both artistic work and
personal document. I will suggest that, for Marcel, Pilgrimage sustains an ethical charge,
modeling an open, generative, creative approach to living. In conclusion, I will use Marcel’s

notes on Richardson to consider the relation between modernism and existentialism – both
are critical frames that overlap at crucial and revealing points.

Elizabeth Bowen
Chair: Beryl Pong
Jesi Egan, ‘The Synthetic Reader: Elizabeth Bowen and Middlebrow Literary Cultures’
In recent years, the writer Elizabeth Bowen has attracted renewed interest from literary
scholars, who have sought to recover her as an important figure for late modernism.
Expanding the category of modernism to encompass Bowen’s work, however, has often led
critics to gloss over her investments in middlebrow culture and to detach her writings from
the contexts in which they were originally circulated. A self-described “hybrid” writer,
Bowen’s fiction blends genres and traditions in ways that resemble the aesthetic practices of
high modernism. But her essays also celebrate habits of imaginative engagement associated
with a feminine middlebrow reading public, chief among them the convictions that fiction
and lived experience are always entangled, and that reading and writing are social, rather than
private, activities.
What new categories might emerge if, instead of stretching the category of modernism for
women writers like Bowen, we attended more closely to the other, non-highbrow literary
cultures that shaped their work? This paper draws upon Bowen’s rich oeuvre of essays and
reviews—published primarily in middlebrow magazines such as Vogue, Glamour, and House
and Garden—to develop a more nuanced account of her theories of imaginative engagement.
These essays, I argue, render untenable any hard-and-fast distinction between reader and
writer, tacitly refusing highbrow models of authorship that might situate the writer in a
position of authority over and above their readers. In placing feeling and attachment at the
heart of her aesthetic practice, they also revalue practices of reading often negatively
associated with middlebrow women’s writing. The experience of feeling too close to one’s
books, of failing to make a clear distinction between fiction and reality—these traits, long
considered hallmarks of the intellectually immature middlebrow reader, become for Bowen
tools for imagining more flexible models of identity and a more equitable distribution of
creative agency.

Zachary Hope, ‘Domestic Modernism and Novel Forms of Life: On the Partiality of
Fictions in Britain during the Second World War’
The archive of materials written in Britain during WWII testifies to significant alterations in
practices of writing and reading as both are affected by the multiple modalities of wartime.
Additionally, questions concerning the social value of literature are reopened by paper
rationing and salvage. This is the literary-historical context through which my paper
intervenes in the theory of total war, showing how writing and reading become means of
preserving preference, of inventing often otherworldly privacies apart from totalizing war
efforts, as well as in the literary history of domestic fiction. Citing the wartime writings of
Elizabeth Bowen and Elizabeth Taylor, I will show how both authors stage their characters
within domestic scenes that are also the ruins of conventional novelistic forms. If novelistic
space is a domestic invention (Armstrong 1987), then the displacement and destruction of
domestic space in wartime is a problem for the novel’s historical function, its form ceasing to

make possible what it had before, and as an object made superfluous by rationing. The
women in these fictions, each of them readers, attempt to save the personal, the preferential,
from the deprivations of total war, yet the personal is no longer properly at home in the
domestic. Rather than focusing these fictions, then, these eccentric, partial, even criminal
characters represent a dysfunction in the space that the novel has made for the everyday and
the domestic in relation to political life. I will finish by showing how it is that fictions
continue to take place within this evacuated living space.

Teresa Trout, ‘All the House’s a Stage: Literary Monumentality in Elizabeth Bowen’s A
World of Love’
Elizabeth Bowen’s novel, A World of Love (1954), takes the dynastic monumentality33 of the
country house34 to its extreme—indeed, to the brink of the supernatural. When Jane discovers
the love letters of her uncle Guy, who died in the Great War, his “ghost” reenters the home,
Montefort, and illuminates an architecture steeped in decades of dinner party conversations,
love trysts, and domestic rituals. Montefort holds the memory of Guy with an all-but-tangible
intensity.35 Resurrected by place and by page, Bowen demonstrates the power of each
medium—building and writing—to perpetuate lives and loves that are long lost. In doing so,
Bowen ties the literary tradition of the country house novel to the plays of Shakespeare in a
knot of double-durability. Within the microcosm of the country house, and within the
comedic marriage plot, Bowen conceptualizes the multigenerational trauma of both world
wars as Jane and her parents come to terms with the ghost of Guy. If the narrative is jarring,
if the romance doesn’t work, it’s because the social and literary institutions that Jane finds so
seductive no longer fit the narrative of a world doubly broken by two world wars. As Jane
flirts with death, Bowen shows the reader that the romantic materialism36 of the pre-war past
is as dangerous as it is beautiful. Therefore, the novel ends not at Montefort but at the airport,
and Jane trades in her ghostly crush for a suitor who arrives, like the future, from the air.

16.15-17.15 – Plenary: Professor Martin Stannard, ‘Lives and
Works: Editing Modernist Texts’

This aspect is stressed in Ben Cowell’s “Monuments for the Nation”; Mark Girouard, Life in the English
Country House; Shearer West, “Patronage and Power,” et al.
34
Or “big house” in Ireland. Bowen uses both terms.
35
Or in the “continuous, semi-physical dream” that “runs on most through a family living in one place”
(Elizabeth Bowen, Bowen’s Court, 451).
36
cf. Woolf’s discussion of Victorian and Edwardian “materialists” in “Mr Bennet and Mrs Brown”
33

